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Summary
Our internal clock, the circadian clock, determines at which time we have our best cognitive
abilities, are physically strongest, and when we are tired. Circadian clock phase is influenced
primarily through exposure to light. A direct pathway from the eyes to the suprachiasmatic
nucleus, where the circadian clock resides, is used to synchronise the circadian clock to external
light-dark cycles.
In modern society, with the ability to work anywhere at anytime and a full social agenda,
many struggle to keep internal and external clocks synchronised. Living against our circadian
clock makes us less efficient and poses serious health impact, especially when exercised over a
long period of time, e.g. in shift workers. Assessing circadian clock phase is a cumbersome and
uncomfortable task. A common method, dim light melatonin onset testing, requires a series
of eight saliva samples taken in hourly intervals while the subject stays in dim light condition
from 5 hours before until 2 hours past their habitual bedtime.
At the same time, sensor-rich smartphones have become widely available1 and wearable
computing is on the rise. The hypothesis of this thesis is that smartphones and wearables
can be used to record sensor data to monitor human circadian rhythms in free-living. To test
this hypothesis, we conducted research on specialised wearable hardware and smartphones to
record relevant data, and developed algorithms to monitor circadian clock phase in free-living.
We first introduce our smart eyeglasses concept, which can be personalised to the wearers
head and 3D-printed. Furthermore, hardware was integrated into the eyewear to recognise
typical activities of daily living (ADLs). A light sensor integrated into the eyeglasses bridge
was used to detect screen use. In addition to wearables, we also investigate if sleep-wake
patterns can be revealed from smartphone context information. We introduce novel methods
to detect sleep opportunity, which incorporate expert knowledge to filter and fuse classifier
outputs. Furthermore, we estimate light exposure from smartphone sensor and weather in-
formation. We applied the Kronauer model2 to compare the phase shift resulting from head
light measurements, wrist measurements, and smartphone estimations.
We found it was possible to monitor circadian phase shift from light estimation based
on smartphone sensor and weather information with a weekly error of 32±17min, which
outperformed wrist measurements in 11 out of 12 participants. Sleep could be detected from
smartphone use with an onset error of 40±48min and wake error of 42±57min. Screen use
could be detected smart eyeglasses with 0.9 ROC AUC for ambient light intensities below
200 lux. Nine clusters of ADLs were distinguished using Gaussian mixture models with an
average accuracy of 77%. In conclusion, a combination of the proposed smartphones and
smart eyeglasses applications could support users in synchronising their circadian clock to the
external clocks, thus living a healthier lifestyle.
1J. Poushter. Smartphone ownership and internet usage continues to climb in emerging economies. Pew
Research Center, 22, 2016
2M. E. Jewett, D. B. Forger, and R. E. Kronauer. Revised limit cycle oscillator model of human circadian
pacemaker. Journal of Biological Rhythms, 14(6):493–500, 1999
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1
1 Introduction
Since the stone age human life was guided by the solar cycle. Living a diurnal routine
increased chances of survival for humans, as they could defeat their predators more likely
during daytime. During nighttime, humans seeked shelter and recovered by sleeping. With
time of day being so important to survival, our organism adapted to keep in sync with the
solar cycle over the years. In today’s developed world, we have artificial light sources and
most of us do not need to hunt their own meals. In this chapter, human circadian rhythms
and common measurement techniques are introduced. Next, we discuss how wearable and
portable computers can be used in combination with context recognition and expert models
to support better synchronisation of circadian and social clocks in free-living users. Finally,
we introduce the thesis objectives and give an overview over the remaining chapters.
1.1 Human circadian rhythms
Circadian rhythms have a period of approximately one day (from latin circa diem). Human
circadian rhythms follow the solar light/dark cycle and are entrained through timing and
intensity of light exposure. Depending on the timing and intensity of light exposure, the
circadian phase is compressed or expanded, shifting the circadian clock forwards or backwards,
respectively [76]. Circadian clocks are distributed over all cells in the human body. The master
clock resides in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), which receives light/dark information from
the eyes through a direct pathway. Timing information is relayed from the SCN to peripheral
clocks through autonomic innervation, body temperature, humoral signals, and feeding-related
cues [65]. Light information received by the SCN does not originate from classic photoreceptors
on the retina (rods and cones) used for vision, but from specialised photosensitive ganglion
cells. While human vision is most sensitive at 555 nm wavelength, ganglion cells are most
sensitive to blue light, peaking at 464 nm [20].
Personal circadian timing preference is expressed through chronotype. Chronotypes are
naturally distributed ranging from early (larks) to late (owl) types. Chronotype can be esti-
mated, e.g. using the Munich Chronotype Questionnaire [77] from midsleep points on days
without alarm clock use (i.e. waking up without an external trigger). Chronotype changes
throughout the lifespan of a person. Starting as early types, adolescents shift towards a later
type on average. During adulthood, chronotype drifts towards an earlier type again.
Many functions of the body depend on the circadian phase, e.g. physical strength or the
ability to focus peak at a certain time of day. The personal circadian phase thus may determine
the biologically optimal time for certain activities. If the phase of the circadian clock is known,
daily activities could be scheduled such that they are timed optimal according to our circadian
rhythm. However, due to many obligations it is difficult to synchronise circadian and social
clocks.
Social jet lag is defined as the amount of dissynchrony of internal (circadian) and exter-
nal (wall clock) time. Living against the internal clock can have serious impact on health,
e.g. obesity and cancer [56, 75]. School timing has been found to contribute to social jet lag
of school children [90]. Another contributor to social jet lag is artifical light, especially from
LED light sources, as LED light is rich in the blue part of the visible light spectrum, to which
the ganglion cells are most sensitive to. Thus, LED backlit computer and smartphone screens
contribute to social jet lag, as working anywhere at any time has become normal.
Chronobiology is a field of biology that examines circadian rhythms in organisms. Research
on chronobiology started in the 18th century, when astronomer Jean Jacques d’Ortous de
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Mairan reported on the daily leaf movements of the mimosa plant. In the 1960s the first
symposium on chronobiology was held, and in 2017 the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine
was awarded to the chronobiologists Jeffrey C. Hall, Michael Rosbash and Michael W. Young
for their discoveries of molecular mechanisms controlling the circadian rhythm.
1.2 Common measurement methods
To minimise social jet lag, measurement of circadian phase is key. Once circadian phase
is known, lifestyle can be adjusted and circadian phase can be tracked to measure impact
of changes made. In chronobiology, a set of established measurement methods exists. In
the following, a summary of measurement methods is presented from more intrusive to less
intrusive methods.
Polysomnography (PSG) is used in sleep laboratories. PSG monitors multiple body func-
tions, including brain activity (EEG), eye movements (EOG), muscle activations (EMG), and
heart activity (ECG). PSG requires a large number of wires to be attached to a subject (typi-
cally at least 22 wires) by a technician. Evaluation is performed using an expert or algorithm
for scoring. PSG can be used to measure sleep onset latency, sleep efficiency, and distinguish
sleep stages.
Core body temperature (CBT) also follows a circadian rhythm. Thus, CBT is a common
marker in chronobiology studies. CBT can be obtained using a rectal probe or a temperature
sensor with wireless transmitter encapsulated in a digestible pill. Skin temperature can be
recorded using small temperature sensors combined with a data logger, which are placed on
the skin [59].
A common standard in measuring circadian clock phase is a dim light melatonin on-
set (DLMO) assessment. Melatonin secretion takes place during internal night and in the
absence of blue light. Thus, onset timing of melatonin production in a dim light environment
is considered an important circadian phase marker. DLMO is commonly measured over a
period of 8 hours, during which subjects need to remain in a dim light environment. Saliva
samples are taken during hourly intervals and DLMO is computed using regression.
Actigraphy is commonly used in circadian biology to track subjects activity, especially their
sleep/wake rhythm. Wrist-worn actigraphs record motion intensity accumulated over 30 sec to
5min intervals. Subsequently, sleep/wake patterns are identified from motion patterns either
manually by a technician or automatically using algorithms. In addition, many actigraphs
feature a light sensor, which records the light intensity the subject is exposed to.
Multiple standardised surveys can be used to assess chronotype and sleep habits. Chrono-
type can be estimated using the Munich Chronotype Questionnaire (MCTQ) [77]. Similarly,
the morningness-eveningness questionnaire (MEQ) [49] estimates timing of the circadian tem-
perature rhythm. Sleep diaries are often used to determine sleep/wake patterns and alarm
clock use.
1.3 Wearable and mobile computers
Many of the common measurement methods cannot be applied in free-living. In addition,
existing methods do not provide continuous measurements. Advances made in wearable com-
puting over the past years could enable chronobiology researchers and patients to benefit from
continuous measurement methods in free-living. Wearable computers have become popular,
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due to advances in electronic miniaturisation, wireless communication, battery technology,
and energy efficiency of integrated circuits. While smart watches and fitness bands struggle
to gain and maintain a larger user base [30], specialised systems can help to answer specific
research questions. We believe adoption rates of wearable computers suffer from a number of
shortcomings, including the lack of personalisation and social acceptance.
Personalisation has benefits beyond increased adoption: Wearable sensor technology benefits
from being fitted to the wearer, as sensor noise can be reduced. Thus, wearable sensor devices
should be personalised in order to optimise fit. As most industrial products use injection
moulding technology to fabricate device enclosures, personalisation of wearables has hardly
been addressed in the past. For injection moulding, an expensive mould is used to produce
enclosures. Thus, injection moulded enclosures are typically offered in only one or few sizes.
In contrast, 3D-printing technology can be used to print personalised enclosures.
Social acceptance is a key factor for the adoption of wearable computers. If a vis-à-vis feels
observed during a conversation, e.g. by a wearable’s camera, acceptance drops according to
Koelle et al. [58]. Ideally, wearable computers integrate into existing everyday accessories to
minimise public stigmatisation for the user. A particular example is the Google Glass project:
Glass consisted of a head-mounted display, a camera, wireless connection, and computer in
an eyeglasses frame. The omnipresence of a camera pointing at the vis-à-vis of the wearer
sparked heated public discussions. As result, the project failed as a consumer device due to
stigmatisation of the wearers.
In contrast, smartphones are widely accepted and have become our everyday companions
with ownership rates of 72% in the US and a median of 68% in developed countries [70].
Packed with sensors and wireless connections, they are already carried by many, making them
the perfect platform for daily monitoring. Another advantage is cost, as study participants can
use their own smartphones, with an application built to record relevant data or for answering
survey questions.
1.4 Context recognition
Context describes user activity (e.g. walking, standing), user state (e.g. heart and respriation
rate), environmental state (e.g. light, temperature), and extended location information (e.g.
in the office). The current situation of a user can be estimated using context recognition.
Knowledge of a persons daily routine can be used to identify the influence of an activity
on the circadian phase. Such knowledge could be used to give personalised feedback to the
monitored person, e.g. avoid long working nights on the weekend.
To recognise daily routines and activities of daily living (ADLs), machine learning methods
can be used. Head motion and orientation information be used to detect common ADLs, e.g.
eating or reading. Detection of ADLs is a well studied problem. Seiter [82] used hierarchi-
cal topic models to infer ADLs and daily routines from activity primitives. Often, multiple
sensors spread over the body were used for ADL recognition. Bao and Intille [12] used five
accelerometers to detect a set of 20 ADLs.
In addition to typical ADLs, such as eating or walking, some activities are especially relevant
for circadian research, e.g. computer screen use. Computer screen use at night is known to
suppress melatonin production due to the strong blue spectral component of LED backlit com-
puter screens. Knowledge of sleep/wake routines is key for circadian biology and is currently
recorded with pen and paper diaries or inferred from wrist activity recorded by actimetry.
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While pen and paper diaries are known to be inaccurate, actigraphy requires additional hard-
ware. Using smartphones, which participants already carry with them, sleep/wake routines
could be detected using in a ubiquitous and cost-efficient manner.
1.5 Expert models
In chronobiology, expert models are available, which were developed based on data from studies
in controlled conditions. Such models are valuable as they provide a mathematical model for
circadian processes. In contrast, machine learning methods typically attempt to extract a
stochastic model, often resulting in volatile predictions. The Two Process Model (TPM)
by Daan et al. [31] models homeostatic sleep pressure and circadian phase to determine the
transition points between sleep and wake. The TPM was initially developed to investigate
the influence of circadian amplitude and period on sleep/wake rhythms. Expert knowledge
embedded into the TPM could be used to fuse and filter estimator outputs in order to improve
machine learning estimations of sleep timing.
Expert models can further be used to compute performance estimates in the relevant do-
main. Light intensity estimates are key for estimating circadian phase. Circadian sensitivity
to light exposure changes with circadian phase, thus light intensity estimates should not be
evaluated in the light intensity domain. Instead, an evaluation in the time domain, i.e. the
amount of circadian phase shift, is desirable. The Kronauer model [55, 61] can be used to
compute the resulting circadian phase shift in the time domain from continuous light estima-
tions.
1.6 Thesis objectives
1.6.1 Objectives
This thesis addresses three main objectives: First, we propose a personalised, 3D-printed,
multi-modal wearable sensor system to measure light exposure and monitor patterns of typi-
cal activities of daily living in free-living conditions. Second, we use smartphones to estimate
sleep/wake patterns and light exposure without requiring additional hardware. Third, we
introduce novel estimation algorithms for sleep/wake pattern estimation and circadian phase
shift estimation using machine learning methods in combination with expert models. In com-
bination, the three objectives can be used to monitor human circadian rhythms in free-living
conditions at greater detail and lower cost compared to the state-of-the art.
1.6.2 Motivation
Figure 1.1 shows state of the art methods and novel methods proposed in this thesis with re-
spect to their system cost per participant (i.e. hardware and labour cost per participant) and
detail level of the collected data. Sleep laboratories provide the most detailed insights (e.g.
PSG recordings), but are cost-intensive starting at 600USD per participant and night. The
thesis proposes to use personalised, 3D-printed smart eyeglasses to collect data with an in-
creased level of detail, compared to actimetry, at similar system cost per participant. Similarly,
smartphones can be used to increase information detail over surveys when monitoring larger
groups.
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Figure 1.1: State of the art methods and novel methods proposed in this thesis with respect
to their system cost per participant and detail level of the collected data. We
hypothesise that smartphones and personalised wearables can be used to monitor
human circadian rhythms in free-living environments.
1.6.3 Smart eyeglasses
Actimetry is a popular wearable monitoring tool in circadian rhythm research. Our proposed
replacement are personalised, 3D-printed, multi-modal smart eyeglasses. While actimetry
devices only record motion intensity and light exposure information, smart eyeglasses are
equipped with more sensor modalities. In addition, wearers of eyeglasses are unlikely to forget
their eyeglasses at home, as they require them to improve their vision. In comparison, wrist
wearables are commonly neglected after some use [30].
1.6.4 Smartphones
We propose the use of smartphone applications instead of surveys. Smartphones are widely
available [70] and equipped with a variety of sensors. In addition, they are connected to
the internet, thus energy intensive data processing can be oﬄoaded to the cloud, in order to
preserve smartphone battery runtime. While surveys are often inaccurate and subject to self-
reporting bias, smartphone sensors can be used in combination with digital surveys to adjust
for such inaccuracies. Furthermore, smartphone sensors can monitor users continuously, thus
providing continuous insight into user behaviour.
1.6.5 Novel algorithms
Our proposed methods for estimation of sleep/wake patterns and circadian phase shift extend
machine learning methods by integrating domain expert models. Existing domain expert
models were used as filter and fusion for machine learning estimator outputs, resulting in
more accurate estimation of sleep/wake patterns and allowing us to estimate circadian phase
shift from light exposure estimations.
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1.7 Thesis outline and related publications
The thesis is organised in three parts as depicted in Figure 1.2: (1) Personalisation of wear-
ables, (2) Context recognition, and (3) Algorithms for circadian monitoring.
Chapter 2
Personalised 3D-printed
smart eyeglasses
Chapter 5
Sleep timing and
chronotype estimation
from smartphone context
Chapter 6
Circadian timing 
estimation from
smartphone context
Chapter 3
Smart eyeglasses
recognising context
Chapter 4
Smart eyeglasses
detecting computer
screen-use
Personalised
wearables
Context
recognition
Algorithms for
circadian monitoring
Figure 1.2: Outline of remaining chapters of this thesis in three groups: Personalised wear-
ables, context recognition, and algorithms for circadian monitoring.
Chapter 2 introduces the personalisation of 3D-printed smart eyeglasses to record physi-
ological parameters. Eyeglasses are personalised to the wearers head using few simple head
measurements. We outline three applications for smart eyeglasses. Subsequently, data from
smart eyeglasses is used in Chapter 3 to recognise groups of common daily activities. Daily
routines could be reorganised such that they take place when the user is at their correspond-
ing circadian peak, e.g. going to the gym at the physically strongest time of day. Smart
eyeglasses are used to detect computer screen use in Chapter 4. Computer screen use at night
is one of the key contributors to circadian misalignment. In Chapter 5 smartphone context
information is used in combination with the Two Process Model [31] to estimate sleep timing.
Sleep/wake routines are required to compute social jet lag and key in understanding an indi-
viduals circadian rhythm under free-living conditions. Smartphone context information and
cloud-sourced weather reports were used in combination with the Kronauer model [55, 61] to
estimate circadian phase shift in Chapter 6. Continuous phase shift estimations could reveal
the circadian impact of performing an activity and thus support users in reducing their social
jet lag. Conclusions over the whole thesis are presented in Chapter 7. Table 1.1 lists previously
published chapters.
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2.1 Introduction
Eyeglasses are widely accepted as wearable accessories to augment sight. We believe that
embedded technology will allow us to use eyeglasses for many more things: Since eyeglasses
sit at a key site for continuous monitoring of physical, physiological, and environmental pa-
rameters, they may become the primary choice of health monitoring and assistance tool for
many. Future smart eyeglasses could support applications from tracking daily activity of el-
derly users, alerting computer workers due to extended screen use, or assisting patients in
diet interventions, to name a few. All of the functions may be used via software apps on the
same smart eyeglasses. In contrast to smartphones however, the smart eyeglasses adpotion
will be driven by a rapid digital development process. Essential design considerations for any
wearable accessories are wearer comfort, everyday usability, and fashionable perception, where
needs and preferences vary on a personal level. For example, eyeglasses wearing comfort is
related to the frame that remains in constant skin contact. Skin irritations may occur if the
fitting is too tight, or the frame may loosen from the head if the fitting is too wide. Thus, form
and shape must be adjusted to individual needs and several anthropometric parameters of the
head and face affect eyeglasses fitting. For classic spectacles, opticians perform ’personalisa-
tion’ by bending and tweaking various frame components by heating plastic frame parts. For
smart eyeglasses containing electronics, mechanical deformation may not be a viable option.
Instead, smart eyeglasses should be personalised during the manufacturing process already.
Device personalisation does however not only relate to ergonomics and perception. Fitting
eyeglasses to individual head anatomy can further contribute to maintain skin contact at spe-
cific anatomical landmarks that are essential for recording physiological parameters, such as
heart rate.
Novel 3D-printing techniques and materials could provide the basis for personalised wear-
able accessories without the initial production setup costs such as when creating moulds. With
printing, the development and production process of devices becomes mostly digital: 3D vol-
ume models are developed using CAD software and adapted for a particular printing technique
by subsequent software filters, including thermoplastic deposition and selective laser sinter-
ing. So far, digital development processes to design and manufacture personalised wearable
accessories are lacking. The human head and face are especially complex surfaces, reflected in
a wide set of anthropometric paramters and thus results in a challenging modelling problem.
Here we show how novel 3D-printing techonology can be used to personalise regular-looking
smart eyeglasses to match relevant anthropometric data of the head by elaborating a CAD-
based digital development process. We approach eyeglasses personalisation from anatomically
correct human models of face and head and fit a smart eyeglasses frame model with few free
model parameters only. Our smart eyeglasses are hybrid systems, where the frame and some
functionality is printed and some is embedded using integrated electronics. We show examples
of smart eyeglasses being used in monitoring tasks related to physical activity, circadian phase
alignment, and dietary monitoring. The examples reflect the application space in augmenting
human health using sensor data acquired at the head.
2.2 Trends in smart eyeglasses
Eyeglasses are established, as a vision aid and fashion accessory. Adding sensors and comput-
ing expands the eyeglasses’ augmentation features, without critically altering device appear-
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ance and handling. Functional versatility is vital for wearable systems to address individual
wearer expectations. Smart eyeglasses can serve various functions while the personalised fit
and design makes them convenient to wear.
Considering the head as monitoring location, Amft et al. [5] presented an overview on the
technical and application opportunities for smart eyeglasses. Ishimaru et al. [52] used J!NS
MEME, which is an electrooculography eyeglasses prototype, to perform activity recognition
based on eye movement. Wahl et al. [97] built a smart eyeglasses prototype onto a regular eye-
glasses frame, and evaluated inertial and other sensors for recognising activity types. Zhang et
al. [107] investigated smart eyeglasses for dietary monitoring using Electromyography (EMG)
electrodes. The variety of functions confirms that smart eyeglasses could become a central
monitoring component in human augmentation. However, acquiring reliable sensor data re-
quires accurate fitting to the head. The personalisation process investigated in this work is
essential to realise smart eyeglasses.
Researchers demonstrated further applications of head-worn wearable devices, e.g. using
the eyeglasses add-on Google Glass. Rahman et al. [72] used Google Glass to detect eating
episodes in daily life and Hernandez et al. [46] derived heart rate from the Google Glass
gyroscope while wearers remained still. Unobtrusive design however determines successful
adoption: Koelle et al. [58] found that bystanders felt less comfortable around people wearing
head-mounted displays because the wearers intent is not clear. The integrated camera in
Google Glass started many privacy discussions and slowed adoption rates. Smart eyeglasses
require careful choices of design, sensors, and interaction, to remain unobtrusive and clarify
the wearer-focused monitoring intent.
2.3 Designing personalised smart eyeglasses
We analysed head and face characteristics that influence the eyeglasses shape and derived a set
of free frame parameters. We consider a regular eyeglasses design that was modified to embed
sensors and processing electronics in the frame and temple ends. The free frame parameters
are subsequently fitted to head configurations.
2.3.1 Head modelling
Natural head and face shapes vary widely. For a viable personalisation process, we identified
key head characteristics affecting frame design by analysing parameters of the open-source
human modelling software MakeHuman. Out of 146 available parameters to define head and
face shape, we derived 26 that affect frame fitting. We reduced head model configuration to
three parameters by removing parameters having a redundant effect on frame fitting.
2.3.2 Parametric frame model
An example CAD frame model was constructed that closely resembles regular eyeglasses. We
aimed at creating a parametric frame model with a minimal set of measurements that could be
taken from the head. Initially, the 26 head and face shape parameters were mapped to six free
parameters controlling the frame model. In further refinements, five free frame parameters
were kept and nose pad symmetry was omitted due to its low practical relevance. Figure 2.1c
lists head and face shape parameters and the final free frame parameters used. Frame temples
were modelled by parameters for length, angle, and bend to ensure appropriate fit. The
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eyeglasses front has parameters for adjusting to nose width and height, lens height, and lens
width. Lens and nose width determine the overall width of the eyeglasses. Lens height and
nose height control the vertical eyeglasses position. Lens height is critical to prevent the frame
from resting on the wearers cheekbone.
2.3.3 Frame fitting simulation
To verify the five CAD frame model parameters are sufficient to fit a wide range of head
shapes, we used anthropometric head and face shape data from the FAA Human Factors
design guide [37]. From the design guide, we derived measurements to generate nine head
model configurations using MakeHuman. We selected the head length and width to match
the 1, 50, and 99 percentile human.
After importing a generated head model into the CAD software, an unfitted eyeglasses model
was aligned to a fixed point on the head model’s noses. Subsequently, head measurements
were taken to fit the frame starting with the temples length. Next, head width was measured
to adjust lens and nose width. Nose height offset was adjusted to ensure ergonomic viewing.
Finally, the angle of the temples was used to ensure that temple ends fit by touching the head
behind ears.
We performed an interference analysis to ensure that no overlaps occur between the models
of fitted eyeglasses and head. Figure 2.1b shows an example head model configuration with
the fitted frame and measurements for the head model.
2.3.4 Smart eyeglasses hardware
The final personalised smart eyeglasses are based on a 3D-printed frame and integrated elec-
tronics. The main difference to regular eyeglasses are pockets integrated into temple ends,
housing battery and main processing unit with MCU, flash memory, and wireless unit. To
balance component weight, the components are distributed onto both temple ends. The
pockets sit behind the wearers’ ears when the eyeglasses are worn. Wiring inside the frame
interconnects the different components.
2.3.5 Physical frame fitting evaluation
In addition to simulations, we fitted the eyeglasses CAD model to four users (2f/2m) using the
same personalisation procedure. Participants were asked to wear the eyeglasses for one day
and rate wearing comfort. All participants were regular eyeglasses wearers and switched to
contact lenses for the study duration. After receiving detailed information about the evaluation
process, participants gave written consent to the use of their data and images.
We measured temple length, ear to nose distance, and nose width. Subsequently, we adjusted
the CAD frame model parameters to personalise the frame to each participant’s head. We
printed the personalised eyeglasses on a 3D printer (Witbox with diamond hotend) to evaluate
frame fitting. As the focus was to evaluate frame personalisation, we did not integrate lenses
nor electronic components. The frames were printed as a single piece. After removing printer
support material, frames were sanded. Due to the printing process, frame weight was 28 g,
similar to actual eyeglasses. Figure 2.1d shows a participant wearing a 3D-printed, personalised
eyeglasses frame.
After the evaluation day, participants completed a questionnaire on fit and wear comfort
with six items, rated on a 5 point Likert scale. For comparison, participants completed the
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b)
d)
Head and face 
anthropometrics
Smart eyeglasses 
model parameters
A1 
Head 
width 
[cm]
A2
Nose- 
ear 
distance 
[cm]
A3 
Nose 
width 
[cm]
P1 
Temple 
length 
[cm]
P2 
Temple 
ends 
width 
[cm]
P3 
Nose
width
[cm]
P4 
Lens
width
[cm]
P5 
Lens
height
[cm]
Model 1 12.5 18.8 1.3 8.7 11.5 1.5 4.3 3.5
Model 2 12.5 10.3 1.6 10.1 12.1 1.6 3.8 3.0
Model 3 12.5 11.5 1.9 11.5 12.2 1.9 3.8 3.0
Model 4 14.2 9.2 1.5 9.1 13.4 1.5 5.0 3.8
Model 5 14.2 10.6 1.9 10.6 13.4 1.6 4.7 3.3
Model 6 14.2 11.8 2.1 11.7 14.1 1.8 4.6 3.0
Model 7 15.9 9.2 1.7 9.1 15.1 1.6 5.4 3.4
Model 8 15.9 10.6 2.1 10.5 15.3 1.8 5.2 3.2
Model 9 15.9 11.8 2.4 11.8 15.7 1.8 5.1 3.0
Participant 1 15.0 11.0 1.4 10.9 14.3 1.4 5.9 3.1
Participant 2 13.1 10.6 1.8 10.5 10.8 1.8 5.3 3.8
Participant 3 14.5 11.0 1.1 10.9 13.5 1.4 5.2 3.3
Participant 4 14.1 11.1 1.6 11.0 12.2 1.6 4.2 3.0
c)
A2
P1
P4
P5
P3
A3
A1
P2
Frame affecting parameters
(MakeHuman, 26 parameters)
Head model configuration
(3 parameters)
3D printed
eyeglasses
Participant wears
eyeglasses
Anthropometric data
(FAA Human factors design guide)
Participant fills out
questionaire
Eyeglasses frame fitting
a)
Head modelling
Eyeglasses frame fitting
Frame fitting evaluation
Anatomically correct head model
(MakeHuman, 146 parameters)
Personalised  eyeglasses model
(5 parameters)
Figure 2.1: (a) Digital development process to personalise smart eyelgasses frames. (b) Ex-
ample head model configuration according to data from the FAA Human Factors
design guide and fitted eyeglasses frame. Anthropometric and free frame param-
eters are indicated. (c) Parameters of head model configurations, participants,
and fitted CAD frame model parameters. (d) Study participant wearing fitted,
3D-printed eyeglasses.
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same questionnaire to rate their usual eyeglasses. Participants rated the printed eyeglasses
frame comfortable to wear overall (4.25 of 5). The fit at nose, ears, and frame width were rated
comfortable. Participants rated the design slightly futuristic (3.5 of 4). When compared to
their own eyeglasses frames, participants found similar wear comfort in the printed eyeglasses.
All result data are available in the electronic appendix.
2.4 Applications for smart eyeglasses
We describe three application clusters out of the variety of possible activity and context
recognition functions.
2.4.1 General health and fitness
Wrist-worn wearable devices to track general health and fitness have become popular along
with the quantified self movement, e.g. the Fitbit activity tracker, but suffer from low long-
term compliance [30]. Smart eyeglasses could replace regular eyeglasses and activity trackers
for many wearers.
Inertial sensors, including accelerometers and gyroscopes, can help to recognise various
activities of daily living (ADLs) in smart eyeglasses. The inertial sensors measure head motion
and posture that reflects different repetitive movements, such as walking, running, and cycling,
as well as static activities, such as reading. Inertial sensors do not depend on a particular
position at the head, thus can be placed anywhere in the eyeglasses frame. Moreover, heart
activity can be monitored using a pulse oximeter (PPG) sensor at the eyeglasses temples.
While smart eyeglasses acquire physical and cardiac activity, feedback of aggregated behaviour
patterns and trends could be provided daily or weekly through a smartphone or website.
Eyeglasses frame personalisation helps to maintain skin contact of the pulse oximeter and
recognise diverse activities, thus maximising coverage throught the day.
A smart eyeglasses prototype with inertial sensors (Invensense, MPU-9250) placed at the
eyeglasses temple ends and pulse oximeter at temples are shown in Figure 2.2a. Figure 2.2c
shows example data from the sensors. Different movement and posture patterns depending
on the activity are clearly distinguishable.
In our earlier work, we investigated the recognition of ADLs using smart eyeglasses including
nine activity clusters, such as walking, eating, and reading [98]. We recorded data from nine
participants, who either did not require prescription glasses or wore contact lenses during
recordings. An observer labelled the recordings using a smartphone [85], while participants
followed a scripted protocol to maximise the ADLs performed. In a total of 66 hours of data,
25 time-domain features of acceleration and gyroscope axes were derived using a 30 s sliding
window with 1 s step size. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to reduce features
from 175 to 78 but still explain 99.9% of the variance. Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) were
used to classify activity clusters using Leave-One-Participant-Out (LOPO) cross-validation.
LOPO ensured that the classifier was tested independently of its training data. Using a GMM
with three Gaussian components and diagonal covariance matrix, all activity clusters, except
cycling, were detected with an accuracy of at least 80%. Using a class-reject design, overall
classifier accuracy was 77% on average, varying from 70% to 84% per participant.
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c)
Accelerometer
Gyroscope
Baseboard Battery
a) b)
New page
Pulse sensor
Figure 2.2: Activity recognition results. (a) Smart eyeglasses components used for detection of
ADLs. (b) Person wearing smart eyeglasses during ADLs. (c) Example accelerom-
eter, gyroscope, and PPG sensor data during typical ADLs. The data indicate, for
example, the head movement when begin reading a new page, as well as repetitive
patterns of different frequencies during brushing teeth, jogging, and cycling.
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2.4.2 Circadian phase and screen use
The human body has an internal clock, the circadian phase, controlled by intensity and timing
of light received though the eyes. Light in the morning advances the circadian phase while light
in the evening delays it. Shifts of -2 to +3hours per day are possible [74, 35]. Misalignment
of circadian phase and external time can lead to impaired performance, alertness, and upset
gastrointestinal functions. In today’s built environments, staying up until late is common,
leaving insufficient rest time before the next daylight phase. Circadian misalignment and
regular sleep deprivation are thus a known issue for a large part of the population. In addition,
the relatively high energy in blue light spectrum emitted by popular LED backlight screens
affects the circadian phase. Blue light acts as inhibitor of the sleep-stimulating hormone
Melatonin [20]. Extended screen use during evening and night may thus lead to circadian
phase delays and reduced sleep quality. Smart eyeglasses could monitor light exposure and
blue light content continuously, in close proximity and viewing direction of the eyes.
Our smart eyeglasses feature a colour light sensor (ams, TCS34725), which can measure
light exposure throughout the day. The sensor is built into the eyeglasses bridge to align it
closely with the eyes’ viewing direction. Light exposure profiles and detected screen use could
be used to estimate circadian phase shifts. Based on accumulated light and its timing across
a day, general behavioural recommendations could be provided as well as specific advice on
a day, based on current and expected remaining light exposure. Real-time information, in
particular during evenings and nights, could support wearers in adjusting their behaviour and
screen use to achieve or maintain a certain circadian phase. For example, the accumulated
light exposure information combined with the blue light detected in nightly screen use could
be used to recommend blue light software filters, or enable such filters for the computer screen
automatically. Eyeglasses personalisation helps here to maximise wearing comfort in daily
use.
We analysed screen use detection with smart eyeglasses and data from the colour sensor. In
particular, ratios between spectral band regions contain relevant information, e.g. the ratio of
blue light vs. overall light intensity. Figure 2.3c shows an example of the light intensities for
red, green, and blue colour channels during screen use and no screen use activities.
We performed a study with 14 participants (2 female, 12 male). Each participant was asked
to read a print article and browse the Web on a HP EliteDisplay E241i 24 inch screen at 70 cm
distance for 20minutes per activity. Participants wore the smart eyeglasses prototype to
record red, green, blue, and clear colour channels with a sampling rate of 6.5Hz. In addition,
ambient light intensity was recorded at the beginning of each recording using a standard lux
meter (AMPROBE, LM-120). In a total of 15.2 hours of data, we derived 18 features of time-
domain light channel ratios using a sliding window of 5 seconds and 50% window overlap.
With a linear support vector machine, screen use episodes were detected using LOPO cross-
validation. The ratios of the light intensities between colour channels clearly distinguish screen
use from other activities. Detection accuracies for screen use averaged at 90%. When the
ambient light intensity was 500 lux or less, as in a typical evening scenario, average accuracy
peaked at 95%. For ambient light intensity above 500 lux, which is the recommended indoor
light intensity in office spaces [32], screen use detection accuracy still reached 85%.
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c)
Baseboard Battery
Color light sensor
a) b)
Green/Blue ratio ~ 1 Green/Blue ratio >> 1
Figure 2.3: Screen use detection. (a) Smart eyeglasses components used for screen use de-
tection. (b) User wearing smart eyeglasses while working at screen. (c) Example
light intensity data for red, green, and blue colour channels during screen use
and reading a print magazine. Ratios of colour channels clearly differ between
activities.
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2.4.3 Nutrition
Food intake is a regular routine where food choices and many activities happen unconsciously.
Monitoring nutrition can thus help patients suffering from the various diet-related diseases to
maintain a healthy diet. Besides the wide-spread cardiovascular diseases and obesity, dietary
coaching based on actual intake patterns is of interest for individuals concerned about personal
health. Conventional nutrition monitoring requires users to manually log their dietary routines
by filling questionnaires on paper, PC, or smartphone. However, the tedious logging is known
to result in low adherence of recording every intake detail, rendering self-reporting highly
inaccurate. Besides forgetting to log details, users could become subjective to filter their
reports, e.g. omitting the high-calorie evening snack. Since a healthy diet may involve lifestyle
changes, it frequently requires months or years of coaching and thus a technology that can
accompany users without unnecessarily inferring in everyday activities or embarrassing wearers
of a monitoring device in the public. Smart eyeglasses may fill in this dietary monitoring
challenge and continuously provide relevant food consumption details from different sensors
integrated into the eyeglasses frame.
For a long time, facial surface Electromyography (EMG) has been studied in labs and
shown to be effective in monitoring chewing. For wearable nutrition monitoring, surface
EMG has been disregarded so far due to the prominent placement of electrodes on the head.
Eyeglasses however offer a way to integrate EMG-based chewing monitoring in a wearable
accessory as the eyeglasses frame is in skin contact at several key landmarks [107]. The bilateral
temporalis muscles are of primary interest for chewing monitoring, as they span over a large
skull area from temples to ears and are invoked in elevating the jawbone for each chewing
cycle. Most of the muscle area is covered by hair, which is inconvenient for surface EMG
measurements. Nevertheless, there are small spots around the ears that offer sufficient EMG
signal quality. Besides muscle contractions, another relevant information source is the skull
vibration generated during chewing. Breaking food pieces into particles generates mechanical
vibrations that spread from teeth throughout the skull [4]. The vibrations can be detected at
the mastoid bone and other skull regions, such as behind the ears. For nutrition monitoring,
eyeglasses personalisation is key to match EMG and vibration sensors to recording landmarks
and maintain skin contact. Recorded data is processed at the smart eyeglasses and can either
serve for instant interactions with the wearer, e.g. to ask for confirmation of the detected food
consumption, or serve as daily or weekly feedback on dietary patterns via a smartphone or
website.
We investigated different head locations along the eyeglasses frame to find optimal EMG
electrode locations [107]. The temporalis muscle regions just above the ear showed consistently
highest signal-to-noise ratios for differential EMG measurements. We used textile electrodes
that were convenient to embed in eyeglasses temples at the ear bends. A reference electrode
was integrated at the eyeglasses nose pad. While EMG data provide a segmentation of chew-
ing cycles, vibration measurements serve to discriminate different food categories from their
material textures.
The eyeglasses prototype integration and example signals from EMG and vibration during
chewing and other activities are shown in Figure 2.4. We conducted a study with eight
participants (4 female, 4 male, 20 to 56 years old) and recorded chewing of five different
foods types, representing different textures: carrot, toast, jelly baby, banana, and biscuits. To
analyse a realistic condition for detecting chewing cycles, other activities were performed by
the participants too, including speaking, coughing, and head moving. Chewing was performed
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c)
Battery
Vibration sensor
b)
EMG electrodes
Baseboard
a)
Figure 2.4: Nutrition monitoring. (a) Smart eyeglasses components used for monitoring chew-
ing. (b) User wearing smart eyeglasses in daily life. (c) Example surface EMG
and skull vibration data during a series of chewing/non-chewing activities. Signal
patterns differ between different activities.
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on alternating jaw sides and with different speeds. With ∼38.5min. of data per participant
and totally 5435 chews, chewing cycle detection was performed. Here we employed the mean
rectified and filtered EMG signal value within a sliding window of 200ms, x¯, and compared it
to a threshold, θ = µ+n ·σ, where n is an adjustable scalar, and (µ, σ) are a Gaussian model
of the baseline noise. When x¯ > θ, the window was regarded as part of a chewing cycle, and a
series of continuous windows as a chewing cycle candidate. By majority voting on the windows
and retaining chewing cycle candidates within a typical duration of ∼400ms to 1 s, the finally
detected chewing cycles were determined. While the detection could certainly be refined, we
already obtained a precision and recall of 80%, confirming that the EMG activation pattern
during chewing are a robust chewing cycle indicator.
2.5 Lessons learnt
Our head modelling step used only three input parameters to minimise the measurement
effort when creating personalised eyeglasses. Alternative approaches, such as light-based shape
scanners could be used, however measurements will be affected by occlusion due to ears and
hair.
The frame did not include wearer interaction modalities to emphasise unobtrusive design.
We consider that e.g. smartphones pair with smart eyeglasses to support interaction and to
oﬄoad processing.
While technically all of the described functions could be integrated into one smart eyeglasses
model, we built separate prototypes so far. However, there may be applications requiring
dedicated eyeglasses, e.g. due to sensor placement. Moreover, the frame design influences how
functional components can be embedded and how frame model parameters may be chosen.
We expect that for further applications and eyeglasses frame designs the digital development
process could be repeated. Although smart eyeglasses can offer exceptional functions, they
may suit everyone. The digital development and physical personalisation offer directions for
personalising wearable accessories in the future.
2.6 Towards personalised wearable accessories
A new generation of personalised wearable accessories is obtained by customising the device
design directly during digital development. Personalising wearable accessories could address a
multitude of open challenges in wearable computing: First, personal items may be used more
frequently as they are designed and manufactured considering individual preferences regarding
fashion and usability. Second is comfort. Accessories that are fitted to individual anatomical
requirements align with the body. They could be used continuously and potentially elevate
monitoring compliance. Third, with continuously worn smart eyeglasses, multi-day trends in
sensor data can be analysed, e.g. to understand behaviour change, rather than relying on a
single sample that could be affected by random noise. Fourth, to obtain ’on average’ correct
samples while being worn in daily life, personalisation to individual anatomy will be essential.
Matching anatomical landmarks provides the best possible sensor data that could be obtained
with wearable devices, in some situations potentially suitable at the level of medical-grade
diagnosis and treatment.
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2.7 Future of smart eyeglasses
Smart eyeglasses are a particular example of personalised wearable accessories as eyeglasses are
prominently located at the head. With proper personalisation and fashionable design, smart
eyeglasses may replace their classic counterparts and the additional functions just makes the
glasses more interesting to wear. Eyeglasses choice is particularly related to design preference.
Printing offers abundant options for shape and colour choice. Among current top 20 eyeglasses
picks [1], 18 models would support integrated electronics and frame personalisation. As a
hybrid system, personalisation becomes an essential new feature of eyeglasses that provides the
basis for augmentation. For regular wearers, eyeglasses are hardly left off the head, potentially
providing many augmentation options based on continuous data. The share of eyeglasses
wearers is large: In the US, 64% of the population wears eyeglasses [88]. Even beyond the
regular wearers, sunglasses, sports glasses, and safety glasses may feature sensors for human
augmentation. Current eyeglasses with music players and for relaxation are first indicators,
see box on smart eyeglasses trends.
As diverse as the applications of wearable accessories are their designs and functionality.
While each such application will find its audience, their economic impact may remain too
small to underwrite the initial costs of classic production processes. Printing may fill in
this spot. For example, a commercial printing service charges about 25 Euros for printing a
pair of eyeglasses from a CAD model. Printing enables developers to quickly address niche
applications. However, integrating electronic and printed components in mass production is
an open challenge. As printing and material development progresses, additional functionality
may be printed directly, including sensors, wiring, and basic electric components. Integrated
electronics are however unlikely to be fully replaced. As electronic components, including
sensors and processing units, can be embedded across different smart eyeglasses models and
other wearable accessories, they remain volume-produced and thus available at low cost. We
believe that hybrid systems of electronic and printed components will open an entirely new,
and serious wave of wearable systems.
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Light sensor
Pulse sensor
Baseboard, battery, 
accelerometer,
gyroscope, magnetometer
Figure 3.1: WISEglass prototype. Baseboard, battery, accelerometer, gyroscope, and magne-
tometer were mounted on the outside of a eyeglasses temple. The pulse sensor
was mounted on the inside of a temple. The light sensor was integrated onto the
bridge.
3.1 Introduction
Context awareness has opened a vast spectrum of applications that benefit from momentary
information on user activity, environment, physiology, and similar. Wearable devices are often
key to provide context information, as sensors could be placed comfortably at body locations
such as wrist, leg, chest, or the ear. While hearing aids and Bluetooth headsets got broadly
accepted as daily accessories, head-worn wearables were rarely proposed for context awareness
due to potential obtrusiveness of head-attached devices. Some niche applications include ear-
worn computers to manage information [86], or the ear-worn e-AR device to monitor activity
and physiology [54]. There is nevertheless substantial context information available around
the head [5]. Eyeglasses are regularly worn accessories that have a unique opportunity to carry
sensors and process data at the head, thus fill a gap for many context-awareness applications.
Moreover, eyeglasses are being worn by millions of people, for improved sight, but also as
sunglasses, sports glasses, etc.
Substantial work has been dedicated to developing smart eyewear already. However, func-
tionality was often centred around displaying information in front of the wearers eyes, e.g.
for augmented or virtual reality applications [9, 109]. GoogleGlass and others established
microinteractions as key feature of smart eyewear and focused on interaction and displaying
information using glass-attachable electronics. We believe that instead of displays and direct
interaction, smart eyeglasses can be built for context-aware applications, where the focus is
on sensing and processing, rather than interaction. Smart eyeglasses would hence focus on
acquiring and processing context information relevant to the wearer, but minimise the risk of
stigmatising or raising privacy concerns.
Besides the integration of sensing and processing functions, the benefit of smart eyeglasses
for different context recognition applications needs confirmation. Previous research on head-
attached devices and smart eyeglasses focused on detecting selected activities, such as walking
and reading behaviour using inertial sensors and the Electrooculogram (EOG) [54, 52]. A
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set of daily living activities was not investigated (see related work for details). Moreover,
eyeglasses could be used to acquire environmental and physiological information continuously,
if a suitable smart eyeglasses implementation is found.
In this paper, we propose smart eyeglasses as a platform for a variety of context-aware
applications. Our aim was to confirm that smart eyeglasses could be built and used instead of
various sensors placed at different body positions. We implemented WISEglass with various
sensors, including inertial motion, environmental light, and optical heart rate and investigated
three application scenarios: daily activity recognition, screen-use detection, and heart rate
estimation. This paper provides the following contributions:
1. We present our WISEglass eyeglasses architecture, integrating multi-modal sensing func-
tions corresponding to frequent context types, including user activity, environmental
state, and user physiology. We detail the embedded design in regular eyeglasses and
data processing.
2. We evaluate WISEglass prototypes in a daily life study with nine individuals that did
not wear eyeglasses regularly, including a programme of 20 daily living activities. Based
on the study data, we confirm that the sensor placement and wearing across a day is
suitable to implement the context recognition tasks for each application scenario.
Towards smart, regular eyeglasses there are many challenges to resolve. Our aim in this work
is to establish that context recognition - and thus assistance to wearers - benefits from using
smart eyeglasses due to their position at the head. Earlier work on smart eyewear primarily
considered interaction and conveying visual information to the wearer. Devices often clipped
onto eyeglasses only. Our approach is different, as we focus on single-point, multi-modal
sensing and processing, integrated into a typical accessory, and serving different applications.
We expect that in a subsequent step, continuous miniaturisation will allow us to even further
integrate functionality into unobtrusive eyeglasses.
3.2 Related work
Head mounted sensors were considered for context awareness before. Aziz et al. [7] first used
e-AR, an ear-worn sensor, for monitoring patients after abdominal surgery. In a study with
20 users they investigated motion patterns in data obtained from two dual-axis accelerometers.
They used a pulse oximeter clipped to the users earlobe to monitor heart rate and oxygen
saturation. No performance analysis was provided. Atallah et al. [6] compared seven different
on-body motion sensor locations while grouping the activities by physical intensity level. At
the head, they used e-AR and found that the ear location delivers good results for 4 out of 5
activity levels. In contrast to e-AR, our sensors are worn as eyeglasses. WISEglass features a
3-axis accelerometer, 3-axis gyroscope, 3-axis magnetometer, a RGB light sensor, and a pulse
sensor, used to detect a wide range of activities of daily living.
Ishimaru et al. [51] used built-in proximity sensor and accelerometer of Google Glass to
classify 5 different activities in a laboratory setting. For user dependent models they achieved
an average accuracy of 67% using blink frequency alone, and 82% in combination with the
accelerometer. Ishimaru et al. [52] used EOG and acceleration signals to classify reading,
typing, eating, and talking activities, recorded from two users. They achieved an average
of 70% accuracy using user independent models. In our work, we investigate a full set of
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20 activities of daily living grouped into 9 clusters in a field study rather than a laboratory
setting. Moreover, our approach yielded comparable performance using user-independent
models. Hernandez et. al [46] used the accelerometer, gyroscope, and camera to obtain heart
and respiration rate from Google Glass, while participants were asked to remain still. They also
attempted to detect emotion of the wearer in combination with an arm-worn sensor [47]. In
contrast to Google Glass, which was focussed on micro-interactions and displaying information,
we aim at integrating sensing and processing capabilities into regular eyeglasses. We avoid
the use of a camera in order to preserve privacy. Furthermore, we gathered measurements in
the field instead of a controlled a environment, e.g. heart rate is estimated during different
activities.
Previous works often used multiple on-body sensing locations. Bao and Intille [12] used
bi-axial accelerometers in five different body locations. They detected a set of 20 different
daily living activities and achieved accuracies of up to 84% in 20 participants. Measuring
in multiple sensing locations complicates the setup process. In contrast, we propose a sensor
system integrated into an accessory, thus minimising the required setup to putting on a pair
of eyeglasses.
Exposure to light entrains our circadian clock, but requires light measurements close to the
eye. Figueiro et al.[40] compared three different wearable sensor systems for light exposure
measurement. Besides a wrist-worn device and a button worn at the collar, they found that
a head-worn solution performs best as the sensor is close to the eyes. For WISEglass, we
integrated a light sensor into the bridge of the glasses, thus optimising placement for light
exposure measurement. As blue light is dominant in the entrainment of the circadian clock, it
is of interest to know the time and duration of screen use that emits elevated blue light levels.
In the past, a variety of sensors have been placed around the head for different applications.
WISEglass integrates existing sensors into one wearable accessory that allows wearers to ben-
efit from smart eyeglasses in a wide range of applications, which previously required separate
sensing systems.
3.3 WISEglass architecture
WISEglass is an approach to retrofit regular eyeglasses with a multi-modal sensor system
for different context-aware applications. WISEglass could be used as a everyday accessory,
just as regular eyeglasses are used today, or as a special-application device. For our design
investigations, we specifically chose standard of-the-shelf eyeglasses and avoided designing the
device from scratch, as to ensure that the typical eyeglasses form factor was maintained.
Processor, flash memory, communications interfaces, power controller, as well as inertial
sensors were integrated onto a baseboard, the central unit of WISEglass. In our first proto-
types, battery and baseboard were bound together using shrink tubing, however we consider
that the units could be embedded in opposite ends of the eyeglasses frame in future versions.
With the light sensor, we investigated the embedding of components into the glasses’ bridge.
The light sensor magnet wiring was routed through miniature holes in the bridge into a milled
channel along the top rim over the end pieces ending at the baseboard. We picked the bridge
location as it is closest to the eyes and allows us to obtain most accurate light exposure
measurements. Environmental light entrains our circadian clock and measuring light exposure
is relevant for circadian phase guidance [100]. Another use for light sensor data could be in
indoor/outdoor detection.
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The pulse sensor was linked to a cable tie to enable users to customise the wearing position.
The end of the cable tie was fixed to the temple tip using shrink tubing. A small block of foam
was placed between the pulse sensor and the temple of the frame to ensure enough fixation
to obtain a relevant signal while maintaining wearing comfort. In further versions, the im-
plementation could be embedded directly into the temple, thus avoiding manual adjustments.
Our prototype of WISEglass is depicted in Figure 4.1a. Figure 3.2 depicts the WISEglass
hardware architecture.
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Magnetic Sen
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NRF51422
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Debug &
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Figure 3.2: WISEglass hardware architecture. Separate SPI busses are used for communica-
tion of the main controller unit (MCU) with the flash memory and the inertial
measurement unit to optimise data throughput.
The main controller unit (MCU) was a nRF51422 from Nordic Semiconductor that provides
a 32 bit ARM Cortex-M0 core running at 16MHz with a Bluetooth Low Energy and ANT+
wireless module as a System on Chip. We added a 512MByte NAND flash to complement
on-chip memory when storing sensor data. WISEglass is powered by a 3.7V, 330mAh Lithium
Polymer battery.
For motion and orientation estimates, a MPU-9250 from InvenSense was used. The MPU-
9250 provides accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, all 3-axis inertial sensors, and a digi-
tal motion processor in a single package. The inertial sensors were AD-converted into 16 bits.
Sensitivity can be configured to optimise accuracy depending on the application. For the ac-
celerometer the ranges ± 2 g, 4 g, 8 g, and 16 g can be selected. The gyroscope offers ± 250 dps,
500 dps, 1000 dps, and 2000 dps. The magnetometer range is fixed to ±4912µT.
For light intensity measurements, a TCS3472 from ams was used. The TCS3472 senses
light intensities for the red, green, blue, and clear light spectra separately. The sensor has an
integrated IR filter and was connected to the MCU through the I2C interface.
To obtain heart rate we added a PulseSensor [44] which is based on the reflexive photo-
plethysmography (PPG) principle. We found the temple to be a good location for measuring
pulse as it eliminated the need for an ear clip.
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3.4 Data collection
3.4.1 Study methodology
To evaluate our approach, we conducted a study with nine participants (3 female, 6 male, be-
tween 20 and 27 years). Participants either did not require prescription glasses or wore contact
lenses. Each participant was given a pair of smart glasses. For heart rate reference measure-
ments, participants were fitted with a CamNtech Actiwave Cardio ECG device. Annotations
were performed by an observer using the ACTLog application for Android [85]. Figure 6.3
shows the sensor setup for a sample of the activities considered.
Figure 3.3: WISEglass worn during a subset of the activities considered in our full-day study
protocol. In the protocol a variety of daily activities were covered and subsequently
grouped into nine activity clusters for the recognition analysis. During our study
we collected 66.08 hours of data from nine participants.
We recorded up to two participants per day. Participants received three complimentary
meals during the recording day and a 25 Euro Amazon voucher as compensation.
During recordings we configured the accelerometer to a range of ± 4 g and the gyroscope
to a range of ± 500 dps. Accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer were sampled at a a
rate of 50Hz. Light measurements were integrated with a time constant of 154msec yielding a
sampling rate of 6.5Hz and were upsampled to 50Hz using a latest value strategy. The pulse
sensor voltage was sampled at a rate of 50Hz. The ECG reference was sampled at 200Hz.
From the study, we acquired a total 66.08 hours of data.
3.4.2 Study protocol
Participants were first introduced to the study protocol and signed an informed consent form.
Participants then performed a scripted study protocol as shown in Figure 3.4. During the exit
interview, participants evaluated their experience using the system usability scale (SUS) [21].
The protocol was designed to cover typical daily activities. Table 3.1 shows how activities
were combined to activity clusters for further evaluation.
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08:00 Introduction and informed consent
08:30 Breakfast
09:00 Brush teeth
09:10 Walking stairs
09:20 Change clothes for gym
09:40 Walking on threadmill 2km/h
09:45 Jogging on threadmill 5km/h
09:50 Cycling on home trainer
10:00 Shower, change clothes
10:40 Reading
11:10 Answer 20 Yes/No questions
11:15 Walk to cafeteria
11:30 Lunch
12:15 Walk back to lab
12:25 Brush teeth
12:35 Walk to computer room
12:45 Work on computer
13:15 Walk back to lab
13:25 Desk work
13:55 Wipe down tables
14:00 Vacuum floor
14:05 Prepare watch TV
14:10  Watch TV
14:30 Prepare game
14:45 Play game
15:25 Walk to restaurant
15:40 Dinner
16:40 Walk back to lab
16:55 Exit interview
Start of recordings
End of recordings
Figure 3.4: Protocol of the daily activity study. Recordings started before breakfast and ended
before the exit interview. Sensors were temporarily removed while participants
were in the gym locker room.
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Table 3.1: Activity clusters and total duration.
No Cluster Activity & total duration [min:sec]
1 Eat Breakfast [84:43]
Lunch [156:49]
Dinner [181:53]
2 Walk Lab to Bathroom [17:37]
Lab to gym [36:27]
On treadmill 2km/h [47:06]
Gym to lab [35:56]
Lab to cafeteria [20:11]
Queuing for lunch [6:28]
Picking up lunch [13:20]
Cafeteria to lab [25:28]
Lab to restaurant [58:36]
Restaurant to lab [55:26]
3 Brush Teeth [39:17]
4 Stairs Walking [19:49]
5 Jog On treadmill 5km/h [45:27]
6 Cycle On gym trainer [91:14]
7 Read A book [276:31]
Desk work [273:34]
8 Screen Computer work [253:50]
Watching movie [187:56]
9 Cleaning Vacuuming [45:22]
Wiping tables [45:02]
3.5 Evaluation methodology
3.5.1 Data preprocessing
Data streams from the WISEglass, ECG device, and smartphone were aligned according to
their time stamps, merged, resampled to 50Hz, and cropped to a common time axis. Subse-
quently, annotations were post-processed by visual inspection using the ACTLab MARKER
toolbox for MATLAB.
3.5.2 Feature extraction
Features were extracted using pandas [63] and numpy [91] libraries of Python. For recognition
of daily activities and the detection of screen-use, a sliding window over data samples with
a window size of n = 1500 sa (30 s) and a step size of s = 50 sa (1 s) was used. Feature
vectors were standardised and normalised before further processing. The sliding windows
were assigned to the class that was most represented in the window. Motion features were
computed over each of the three axis of the accelerometer (ax, ay, and az) and the gyroscope
(gx, gy, and gz). We computed the L2 norm for the acceleration axis anorm for each sample.
Features listed in Table 3.2 were subsequently calculated for anorm, ax, ay, az, gx, gy, and gz
per window.
In order to detect screen-use based on light sensor data, we derived features on the RGB
and clear light intensity values named r, g, b, and c respectively. We calculated the median
med() and number of median crossings mcr() for each color channel per window. To express
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Table 3.2: Motion features calculated for a vector of data samples w with the window size n
with elements 1 . . . N , where wi is the i-th sample in the window. w′ and w′′ are
the first and second derivative of w determined between two neighbouring samples.
zcr() denotes the number of zero crossings.
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spectral composition of light, we computed the median of the ratio for each combination of
two color channels c1, c2 defined as crm(c1, c2) = med( c1c2 ).
Heart rate estimation was performed by counting the number of positive peaks in the raw
voltage signal of the pulse sensor. For peak detection, we used an existing peak detector [34].
We experimented with different minimum peak distances, ranging from 0 to 25 sa in steps
of 5 sa, but found 20 sa to be the best for our needs. As reference heart rate, the estimate
provided by the ECG sensor was used. We computed the mean of the heart rate estimate
from the ECG sensor per window. The calculation of the heart rate error was performed on
windows with no overlap using window size n = 1500 samples.
3.5.3 Feature selection
We applied principle component analysis (PCA) to reduce the number of features. We config-
ured the PCA algorithm to select the minimal number of features, such that at least 99.9%
of the variance in the training data was explained resulting in the selection of 78 out of
175 features for recognising daily activities. For screen-use detection, 9 out of 14 features were
selected.
3.5.4 Cross-validation
To ensure generality and stability of our statistical model, we used Leave-One-Out (LOO)
cross-validation on a per-participant basis. In every cross-validation fold the classifier was
trained on all available feature instances from eight participants. To evaluate model perfor-
mance the data of the remaining participant was used.
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3.5.5 Classification with reject option
Classification of the motion-based activity and light-based screen detection was performed
using a Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) classifier as described in [14]. After training one
GMM for each class, we computed the probabilities for each test sample. The classifier then
selected the class for which the highest probability occurred. To also predict unlabelled data
we implemented classifier reject to avoid making assumptions on the data in the null class.
First we obtained the likelihoods for each test sample from the GMM model. If the maximum
likelihood for a test sample was below the threshold, the classifier rejected it as a null class
instance and otherwise selected the class of the GMM yielding the maximum likelihood. A
sweep search was performed to find the optimal threshold. We used all maximum likelihoods,
which occurred during training in each LOO cross-validation fold and picked the threshold
yielding the best F1 score. Results per fold were averaged to show the performance for an
optimal F1 score.
3.5.6 Heart rate estimation performance
To validate heart rate estimation from the pulse sensor, we computed the root-mean-square
error (RMSe) between the ECG reference and the pulse sensor. Both signals were filtered
using a bandpass filter before peak detection was applied. RMSe computation was limited
to data samples, where the ECG heart rate was between 40 bpm and 150 bpm according to
the reference estimate. We calculated RMSe for three data subsets to investigate the effect
of motion artefacts: (1) All available data. (2) Data from stationary clusters eat, read, and
screen. (3) Data from classes stairs, walking, and jogging on treadmill where the participant
is assumed to be moving.
3.6 Results
Here we show the results for recognising user activities using inertial sensor data, detecting
screen-use using environmental light, and estimating heart rate using the WISEglass pulse
sensor.
3.6.1 Daily activity recognition
We evaluated the recognition of the activity clusters (Tab. 3.1) using the GMM classifier and
LOO cross-validation. GMM performance was analysed by varying the number of Gaussian
mixture components between c = {1, 3, 5, 7} per class, as well as analysing the covariance
matrix configuration (full or diagonal). All configurations using diagonal covariance matrix
yielded similar accuracies, except for the configuration with one mixture only. The full covari-
ance matrices generally perform marginally better (3%) than diagonal, for the same number
of mixture components. For our further analysis, we resided on using a diagonal covariance
matrices due to the increased modelling and computation complexity that a full covariance
matrix would introduce. Using diagonal covariance matrices, highest accuracy was 77% using
3 GMM mixture components. The lowest performance was 70% using 1 GMM mixture com-
ponent. Based on the results, we used 3 GMM mixture components per class for all subsequent
analyses.
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Daily activity recognition varied in accuracy between 70% and 84% depending on the par-
ticipant considered for testing. The confusion matrix shown in Figure 3.5 depicts the class
assignment averaged over all participants. For the confusion analysis LOO cross-validation
results were averaged across folds. The confusion results indicate per-class performances be-
tween 80% and 90%, except for “cycle”. The performance of the cycle cluster was only 50%
due to confusions with “eat”, “walk”, “brush”, and “clean” clusters. As “cycle” took place at
slow pace on a gym trainer (see Fig. 6.3), only minor head motion occurred, thus resulting in
motion patterns similar to other classes. The activity clusters “read” and “screen” show the
largest confusions. Based on motion data it seems plausible that “read” and “screen” clusters
were confused as they showed similar head motions.
At a first glance, the classifier reject yields a null class accuracy of only 20% and several
confusions with other activity clusters. We found that the performance is related to our
recording protocol and the diversity of motion in the activity clusters. Our activity clusters
were comprehensive on the activities contained in it, thus there was simply not much unlabelled
data left with other motion patterns than what was represented in the activity clusters. In the
unlabelled episodes, participants were, e.g., walking, sitting at a desk, or remained in another
state that often matched a modelled activity cluster.
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Figure 3.5: Daily activity recognition: confusion matrix across cross-validation folds. With
the exception “cycle” cluster, all activity cluster perform at an accuracy of at
least 80%. Null class performance was low due to the nature of the study protocol,
where many modelled activities occurred also as unlabelled data, thus resulting in
confusions.
3.6.2 Screen-use detection
We detected screen-use from the light sensor data. Screen-use and its timing are important
factors in circadian rhythm entrainment, as light emitted from screens and received through
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eyes at night may hamper falling asleep later.
Figure 3.6 shows mean accuracies for the light-based screen detection per participant using
LOO cross-validation and a GMM classifier with diagonal covariance matrices using 3 mixtures
per class. An accuracy between 64% and 93% was obtained here, with a mean of 80%. While
most folds achieve performance around the mean score, evaluation for participant 4 showed
as an outlier.
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Figure 3.6: Screen-use detection: Normalised accuracy per participant (cross-validation fold).
Mean accuracy was 80%. Results for participant 4 seems to be an outlier.
3.6.3 Heart rate estimation
Heart activity was measured in WISEglass using a optical pulse sensor worn at the temple.
Similar to the daily activity recognition, there are many context applications that benefit from
physiological estimates. Here we focus on heart rate as one important indicator. Figure 3.7
shows the RMSe for all recordings as well as activity subsets “motion” and “stationary” per
participant and averaged. For all activities combined, heart rate estimation RMSe varied
between 10 bpm and 19 bpm with a mean of 13 bpm. Motion artefacts contributed to an
increased RMSe. For motion activities the mean RMSe increases to 14 bpm while for stationary
activities it is reduced by 40% compared to motion activities, to 9 bpm. Motion artefacts
were prominent in the heart data from both WISEglass pulse sensor and the ECG reference.
During motion it could not be determined which of the systems (WISEglass or ECG reference)
provides more accurate data. Thus during motion, the error reported here must be considered
as a difference between the two systems only.
3.6.4 Usability evaluation
The SUS evaluation of all nine participants yielded a mean score of 66.4 of 100. Participants
found the system easy to use with 4.1 of 5.0 points on average. The overall score may be
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Figure 3.7: Heart rate estimation: RMSe analysis per participant, where the reference heart
rate was between 40 and 150 bpm. RMSe was analysed for three activity clusters:
all, motion (“stairs”, “walk”, and “jog”), and stationary (“eat”, “read”, and “screen”).
negatively biased due to the experiment process (e.g. placing ECG electrodes) and hence
consider the easy to use question the most relevant result of the SUS evaluation.
3.7 Discussion
The results of this work clearly confirm idea behind WISEglass: smart eyeglasses can provide
multi-purpose sensing functions for different context recognition applications. Instead of clip-
on designs, as Google Glass and others, we emphasise that eyeglasses could integrate sensing
and processing functions into typical eyeglasses frames. The performance for activity recog-
nition, screen-use detection, and heart rate estimation in this work show that the head-worn
measurement positions and the used pattern processing methods are adequate. Compared to a
phone, the smart eyeglasses are always at the same body position and in addition can measure
HR continuously. Compared to a watch-like devices, smart eyeglasses can measure the light
shining into the users eyes. Another advantage is that the activities a watch can detect must
somehow include the arm (e.g. watching TV might be difficult to detect), so eyeglasses can
cover a broader spectrum of activities. Nevertheless, for daily activity recognition improve-
ments of the null class modelling seem necessary. It is clear that our recordings, although
made over full days and including diverse activities do not reflect all conditions under which
smart eyeglasses could be used. As a consequence, we had little data that was not already
modelled by the activity clusters and thus unknown activities were under-represented in the
dataset. This effect shows that activity clusters are robust enough to generalise onto unknown
data. In a next step, WISEglass could be used in free living conditions. Then however, less
accurate annotations must be expected.
The GMM classification approach demonstrated that user-independent models with good
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average performance (approx. 80%) can be obtained. Additional GMM parameter selec-
tion could be performed on a per class basis to further improve the model fit. Specifically,
for the screen-use detection improvements could be realised by combining light and motion
data. While we intended to span a wide range of possible applications of smart eyeglasses,
improvements to the heart rate estimation method should be investigated, too. Here, a more
controlled setting may be helpful to provide detailed RMSe for different movements. The ECG
reference data showed motion artefacts due to insufficient electrode attachment. The present
work presents a pilot study to confirm benefit of smart eyeglasses. In further investigations,
additional participants and additional scenarios and applications for smart eyeglasses shall be
investigated to further expand the use cases for smart eyeglasses.
We are aware that our current WISEglass prototype is yet not fully resembling the vision
of regular eyeglasses. While we made important steps, e.g. by integrating the light sensor and
wiring into the eyeglasses frame, further miniaturisation and integration work is necessary.
Moreover, to improve unobtrusiveness, the baseboard and battery could be moved to the
temple hinges. The pulse sensor could be made smaller and integrated in the temple such that
the foam block disappears. Given the reliable data from the pulse sensor, we are confident
that such improvements are feasible.
3.8 Conclusion
WISEglass is the first multi-modal sensor system retrofitted to off-the-shelf eyeglasses. The
platform offers motion, light, and pulse sensors for use in a wide range of context-aware ap-
plications. All sensor modalities were successfully evaluated in three application scenarios,
demonstrating that the smart eyeglasses serve as single-position context measurement device.
For daily activity recognition, an average accuracy of 77% for distinguishing 9 activity clus-
ters using LOO cross-validation was achieved. The recognition rate is comparable to previous
work [51, 52], while in our work more activities and user-independent models were considered.
However, most importantly, WISEglass integrates all sensors into one commonly used acces-
sory, thus does not require to wear head-mounted displays, cameras, etc. Screen-use detection
achieved a mean accuracy of 80%. Heart rate estimation was evaluated against a chest-worn
ECG reference with an average RMSe of 13 bpm for all available data and 9 bpm RMSe dur-
ing stationary activities confirming that the temple-worn sensor provides an adequate wearing
position.
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4.1 Introduction
People spend a large portion of the day looking at computer, television, or tablet screens.
For example, in 2015 the average US adult spent 9 hours and 52minutes in front of different
screens every day [36]. Many office workers spend more than 6 hours in front of a computer
screen [71]. Extended screen use often causes eye strain, the most common repetitive strain
injury. For example, in the United States 65% of the population suffer from eye strain [87].
In addition, screen use can influence the circadian phase. The circadian clock is entrained
by timing and intensity of light exposure. Morning light exposure advances circadian clock
phase, light exposure in the evening delays it [74]. The circadian system is most sensitive in
the blue range of the light spectrum [20]. LED backlit screens emit high energy in the blue
light spectrum compared to other wavelengths and other indoor light sources. Thus screen use
could shift circadian phase [22] leading to e.g. difficulty to fall asleep at night and consequently
sleep deprivation. A fundamental requirement for guidance and intervention to prevent eye-
or sleep-related health problems is therefore to detect screen use when it actually occurs.
Ambient sensors, e.g. proximity sensors [53], do not suffice for screen use detection as
they cannot distinguish mere presence from looking at a screen. To detect screen use, light
measurements have to be taken as close as possible to the eye. Only few head-worn wearables
have been proposed for context recognition that could be used to robustly detect light received
at the eyes. Eyeglasses appear to be practical, everyday accessories and could house a light
sensor, without changing their main function as eyeglasses or substantially modifying the
eyeglasses appearance. Considering the sensor’s typical field of view of 60 degrees, the best
measurement of light actually received at the eyes may be between the eyes, i.e. at the
eyeglasses bridge.
Light reaching the eyes originates from a mixture of sources, which differ in the intensity and
spectral distribution. Common light intensities range over several orders of magnitude, e.g.
from 500 lux at a office desk to 100.000 lux outside on a sunny day. When exposed to large
amounts (above 1.000 lux) of natural or artificial light, screens may contribute a negligible
share. Consequently, screen use matters if there is only dim ambient light, e.g. during evening
or night hours when ambient light intensity is low. Due to the relevance of blue light energy
of LED-based screens, spectral irradiance patterns could help to discriminate screen use from
other light sources. Thus, a spectral decomposition of the incident light measurement is
requires at the sensor. The detection algorithm has to cope with noise added by head motion.
In addition, a broad range of screens, content types, and ambient lighting conditions complicate
the detection of screen use as screen light emissions vary.
In this paper, we introduce an approach to detect screen use with smart eyeglasses that pro-
vide a colour light sensor embedded into the eyeglasses bridge. Electronics to store, process,
and transmit measured light data were integrated into the eyeglasses frame. Our approach
involves three steps to investigate the challenges related to screen use recognition: A Test
bench environment was used to investigate screen use detection in a fully controlled envi-
ronment, ambient light intensity, and without head motion. In a Lab study screen use was
investigated with participants wearing smart eyeglasses in different ambient light intensities.
Finally, a study of typical activities of daily living (ADLs) evaluated detection of screen use
in unconstrained daily life situations. Using features derived from the ratios between colour
channels we detect when screen use occurs.
In particular, this paper provides the following contributions:
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1. We analysed screens, content type, and typical viewing distance to derive device-specific
light intensity at the user’s eyes. We found that computer screens provide highest light
intensities due to their size, displayed content, and typical viewing distance.
2. We analysed screen use detection performance under different ambient light sources and
intensities in a Test bench environment, which indicated a perfect screen use detection.
3. We evaluated our screen use detection approach using smart eyeglasses worn by 14 par-
ticipants in a Lab study. For light intensities below 200 lux a ROC AUC of above 0.9
was reached using participant-independent models.
4. We applied our approach to data recorded in a study investigating different ADLs. In
seven participants we detected screen use with an average ROC AUC of 0.83 when
assuming 30% screen use.
4.2 Related work
According to Duffy and Wright [35] light is the dominant factor in entrainment of the circadian
rhythm. Phase shifts of -2 to +3 hours per day are possible depending on the intensity and
timing of light exposure. The authors report that a misaligned circadian clock can lead
to impaired performance, alertness, and upset gastrointestinal functions. Kantermann and
Roenneberg [56] found that light during night can damage DNA and thus lead to cancer
putting those in shift work especially at risk. Brainard et al. [20] found spectral sensitivity of
the circadian system to peak at 464 nm wavelength. Being exposed to blue light in the evening
delays the production of melatonin and thus delays circadian phase. Screen use potentially
causes circadian phase shift, e.g. when working late nights in front of a computer screen.
As misaligned clocks negatively influence health, episodes of screen use could be detected
automatically to support behavioural change.
The effect of screen use on the circadian rhythm has been analysed in several studies. Ca-
jochen et al. [22] found a significant delay in dim light melatonin onset (DLMO) from evening
exposure to LED-backlit computer screens compared to cold cathode fluorescent lamp (CCFL)-
backlit computer screens. Prior to their regular bedtime, 13 participants performed a five hour
screen use episode during which melatonin was sampled every 30minutes. Wood et al. [106]
conducted an experiment with 12 participants using a tablet 2 hours prior to bedtime. They
found that melatonin was suppressed by 23% on average after two hours of tablet use in the
evening compared to no tablet use. After one hour of tablet use the effect was smaller with
only 7% melatonin suppression compared to no tablet use. Chang et al. [25] investigated the
influence of using light-emitting eReaders at night instead of reading print books. In their
crossover protocol, twelve participants read for 4 hours prior to bedtime during five consecu-
tive evenings per device. They found that DLMO was delayed by more than 1.5 h when using
the backlit eReader over the paper book. These findings confirm circadian phase shift effects
through screen use in the evening. Thus, an automatic detection of screen use could inform
users about their behaviour and support them in implementing an effective compensation.
Studies investigating light influences on human physiology often used wrist-worn devices to
record light exposure. Wahl et al. [100] compared wrist and head-worn light sensors and found
substantial differences in measured light intensities. One core problem with wrist-worn light
measurements was a frequent occlusion of the sensor by long-sleeve clothing. Another issue
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is that light sensor sensitivity depends on angular displacement, typically 50% sensitivity at
±60◦ displacement, which requires sensors to be worn in an orientation similar to the eyes.
Others used head-worn devices such as the Daysimeter [13] which offers accurate recordings
but were found impractical for continuous use in everyday life due to their form factor and
clip-on to eyeglasses. Regular eyeglasses are the most common vision aid, worn by many.
For example, in Germany 63.5% of the population above 16 years and 92% above 60 years old
wear eyeglasses [50]. In our previous work, we embedded a multi-modal, multi-purpose sensing
system into regular eyeglasses termed WISEglass. WISEglass was used for a wide variety of
sensing applications ranging from daily activity recognition [99], dietary monitoring [107] to
motion based video game control [96]. The smart eyeglasses were validated in a study with
9 participants performing typical ADLs [97, 99]. Nine activity clusters were detected from
accelerometer and gyroscope data with 77% accuracy. Screen use detection using a colour
light sensor showed a mean accuracy of 80%. This paper provides an in-depth evaluation
of screen use detection with colour light sensors in three subsequent studies. We investigate
different screen types, ambient light sources, and content types.
Intervention measures can be applied to minimise influence of screen use on the circadian
phase. Heath et al. [45] studied if tablet use one hour prior to bedtime influences the circadian
phase. In their study with 16 participants, unfiltered light was compared to light filtered with
the f.lux application. They could not find sound proof that one hour of tablet screen had a
significant impact on the circadian phase. Van der Lely et al. [89] investigated the effect of
blue light-blocking glasses on the circadian phase. In 13 young males which spent three hours
prior to going to bed in front of a computer screen for one week each, they found a significant
increase in melatonin when using blue light-blocking glasses. There are suitable intervention
measures based on either software or hardware to minimise the effect of screen use on the
circadian phase. The work presented in this paper could support users by reminding them to
wear blue light-blocking glasses or (automatically) enabling a software-based intervention to
screen light profile and light intensity.
4.3 Light monitoring in eyeglasses
The WISEglass project aims to embed a multi-modal sensor system in regular eyeglasses that
could be worn as an everyday accessory, just like eyeglasses are worn today. Our first prototype
was based on regular eyeglasses and is shown in Figure 4.1a.
Subsequently a 3D printed version was built as shown in Figure 4.1b. Both prototypes were
used for the analyses presented in this paper. We added compartments inside the temple ends
of the eyeglasses to house the baseboard and battery. Compared to our first prototype the
compartments improve balancing the component weight. The compartments disappear behind
a wearer’s ears when attached, thus WISEglass appears as regular eyeglasses to bystanders.
We included a small compartment on the bridge of the eyeglasses to embed a colour light
sensor. The bridge location can be used to unobtrusively measure light. 3D printed eyeglasses
could be fitted to the wearers head to achieve similar wearing comfort as in existing eyeglasses
models.
Integrated sensors are controlled and sampled by the on-board micro-controller. Data can
be stored in flash memory for later download or streamed directly via Bluetooth Smart. The
battery lasts for 32 hours when sampling light sensor data at 50Hz. Sampling rates can be
configured depending on the application.
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(a) First prototype based on regular spectacles.
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(b) 3D printed prototype.
Figure 4.1: Eyeglasses prototypes used in this work. The eyeglasses prototypes integrate a
colour light sensor with red, green, blue, and clear channels into the eyeglasses
bridge. In the prototype shown in Figure 4.1b electronics for recording, transmit-
ting, and storing sensor data were integrated into the eyeglasses frame.
4.4 Evaluation methodology
In this section we describe goals, sensing approach, recording protocol, and evaluation method-
ology for each of the three analysis studies.
Starting from the illuminance at the screen during PC work and TV use, we calculated the
light intensity at the user’s eyes for different devices as described in Section 4.4.1. A Test bench
was used to derive a baseline of the irradiance provided by screens at regular viewing distance
and under controlled environmental lighting conditions. The Test bench analysis is further
described in Section 4.4.2. In a Lab study (described in Section 4.4.3), data was collected using
the same desk setup and viewing distances for every participant while ambient light intensity
varied due to weather and time of the day. The ADL study (Section 4.4.4) investigates a
natural variability of screen use, where activities were suggested, but the execution left to
participants.
In this work we obtain data from a TCS34725 [3] light sensor made by ams. Light was
measured in four different spectra: red, green, blue, and clear. After downloading the raw
data, virtual light channels were computed from multiple raw colour channels by deriving
channel ratios. As an example, the ratio of the blue to clear light channel expresses how much
blue light is measured in relation to the total amount of light.
4.4.1 Light intensity calculations
The light intensity at the user’s eyes is necessary to quantify the impact of screen use on the
circadian phase. We calculated the light intensity at the user’s eyes for different device types
during PC and TV use at typical viewing distances. The area A was computed from the
aspect ratio w : h and the diagonal length l of the screen as
A =
w · h · l2
w2 + h2
. (4.1)
The luminance L for each screen was researched online and used to compute luminous intensity
I as
I = L ·A. (4.2)
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Different screen activities yield different light intensity levels at the user’s eyes. During high
illuminance screen activities, e.g. editing documents at a PC screen, a majority of pixels is
typically bright. In contrast, low illuminance screen activities, e.g. watching a movie, feature
dark backgrounds. To reflect screen activity dependent light intensity differences, we used two
activity prototypes to describe typical screen activities: PC work for high and watching TV
for low illuminance screen activities. To incorporate the effect of content into the textbook
irradiance computations, we added the content factor µPC and µTV in Equations 4.3 and 4.4,
respectively. Our Test bench measurements found TV content to produce one third of the
light intensity at the user’s eyes compared to PC content. Content factors were therefore set
to µPC = 1 and µTV = 13 . Finally, we used a typical viewing distance d for each device to
compute light intensity at the user’s eyes during PC use EPC and TV use ETV as
EPC =
I
d2
· µPC , (4.3)
ETV =
I
d2
· µTV . (4.4)
For the light intensity analysis, the distance d between screen and eyes is essential. However,
viewing distances differ per device type. We used the following viewing distance settings in
this analysis. Smartphone users maintain an average viewing distance of 32.2 cm when web
browsing [10]. Tablets and eBook readers are typically used at a 50 cm distance [23, 83].
For PC use the German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) recommends a viewing distance
of 50 and 65 cm [32]. In this investigation, we assumed 50 cm for notebooks, and 60 cm for
desktop PC use. Investigations on TV use found the average viewing distance to be above
200 cm [62, 67].
4.4.2 Test bench
We built a Test bench to analyse light irradiance from screens under controlled ambient lighting
conditions. The Test bench included four different types of dimmable ambient light sources.
Movie or PC use content was displayed on a computer screen to simulate different content
types. Light irradiance was measured at a distance of 50 cm, where the recommended distance
for screen use at the workplace is between 50 and 65 cm [32].
Sensing approach
The Test bench was constructed out of wooden boards and aluminium profiles forming a
cuboid of 200 cm height with a footprint of 100 cm x 100 cm. The floor panel was mounted
at a height of 40 cm from the ground leaving a distance from floor to ceiling of 160 cm. The
height resembles the typical distance between table surface and ceiling lamps in office spaces.
The screen was mounted at the rear end of the floor panel. Irradiance was measured at 50 cm
distance, resembling the typical viewing distance of computer screens. A model of the Test
bench is shown in Figure 4.2a.
Initially, we analysed the spectral irradiance of a typical LED backlit screen. Here we used
the SpectraRad Xpress BSR112E-VIS miniature spectral irradiance meter by BWTEK. The
recorded spectrum ranges from 380 - 750 nm wavelength with a resolution of 3 nm. Connected
to a PC running the BWSpec software, samples were recorded at 26.3Hz. Spectral measure-
ments were averaged per second resulting in a sampling rate of 1Hz. Dark calibration was
conducted prior to recordings.
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(a) 3D Model of the Test bench.
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(b) Schematic of device arrangement in the hori-
zontal plane at the floor panel.
Figure 4.2: Test bench analysis. Different ambient light sources were mounted on the ceiling
of the construction. On the floor panel screen use was simulated on a 24 inch IPS
LED backlit screen. Four colour light sensors were placed at 50 cm distance from
the screen. Light irradiance reference measurements were recorded using a spectral
irradiance meter.
For Test bench recordings a HP EliteDisplay E241i 24 inch IPS panel LED backlit screen
was used. The screen configuration was reset to factory default prior to recordings. Figure 4.3
depicts the spectrum of the screen with all pixels set to white. The three spectral peaks reflect
the composition of the three primary colours red, green and blue. The intense blue peak is
characteristic for LED backlit screens [22].
Subsequently, we investigated the screen irradiance measured by a typical commercial colour
light sensor under different lighting conditions. Data from four TCS34725 [3] colour light
sensors, the same as used in WISEglass, were recorded. We used four sensors to accommodate
for inter-sensor variation. Each light sensor was connected to an Arduino via I2C bus and
triggered an interrupt when a new measurement was ready. Sensor integration time was set to
50ms resulting in a sampling rate of 20Hz. Arduinos were connected to a computer running
the CRNT software to record data [11]. Sensor gain was set to 60× resulting in a 27.6%
saturation of the clear light channel at 1000 lux indoors, a typical indoor light intensity on a
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Figure 4.3: Test bench analysis. Spectrum of a HP EliteDisplay E241i 24 inch LED backlit
IPS panel displaying a full white image. The spectrum was computed by averaging
26 samples from the spectral irradiance meter. It can be seen that the blue spectral
component is more prominent than the green and red components.
sunny day. Figure 4.2b shows the installation on the floor panel of the test bench.
Three lamp sockets were mounted at the ceiling of the test bench for LED lamps, halogen
lamps, and fluorescent lamps respectively. We evaluated screen use detection using four differ-
ent artificial light sources described in Table 4.1. The spectra of the lamps at full brightness
are shown in Figure 4.4.
Table 4.1: Test bench analysis. Artificial light sources and their core properties according to
manufacturer specifications.
Colour Energy
No Lamp type temperature consumption
1 Halogen 3000K 35W
2 LED 2700K 5.9W
3 Cold CCFL 8000K 18W
4 Warm CCFL 2700K 18W
Recording protocol
The Test bench recording protocol contained three independent variables: Screen state S,
lamp type T, and lamp intensity D.
Screen state was set to one of the three following states: (1) Off for not screen use S =
off, (2) Displaying TV content S = tv, or (3) Displaying PC use content S = pc. To switch
between S = off and S = tv, pc a xrandr script was used. The James Bond Spectre movie
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(c) Cold CCFL (3)
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(d) Warm CCFL (4)
Figure 4.4: Test bench analysis. Spectra of the four different ambient light sources used.
Spectral distribution differs per lamp type. CCFL lamps show few, relatively high
energy peaks.
trailer was used to simulate TV content1. To simulate PC content a video tutorial on iPython
notebooks was played2. Videos were played in an endless loop.
The lamp type was either one of the four different lamps listed in Table 4.1 or darkness: T
= {Halogen, LED, Cold CCFL, Warm CCFL, dark}. Lamp intensity was set to D = {100%
... 10%} in steps of 10%. We recorded 10minutes of data for a total of S × T × D = 141
states (T = dark has no steps for D).
1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z4UDNzXD3qA
2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaS4NXxL5Qc
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Figure 4.5: Data processing pipeline for light sensor data from raw colour channel data to
classifier output. Virtual light channels were computed from colour light sensor
data. After sliding window segmentation, features were extracted. In addition
to features listed, the 5%, 10%, 25%, 75%, 90%, and 95% percentiles were
calculated. Subsequently a linear support vector machine was used to classify
screen use episodes.
Starting from light measurements, we computed ratios between multiple colour light sensor
channels to become independent from absolute values. Each ratio represents one virtual light
channel. Virtual light channels put each colour channel in relation to others. For example, the
virtual channel blueclear indicates the ratio of blue light vs. overall light intensity. We computed
the virtual light channels {R, G, B}C ,
R
G ,
B
R ,
B
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where R, G, B, C represent the red, green,
blue and clear channel of the sensor, respectively.
Virtual light channel data were segmented using a sliding window. Different window sizes
between 3 and 120 s were investigated while maintaining a fixed overlap of 50% of the window
size. For each virtual light channel 18 time domain features were calculated as listed in
Figure 4.5 resulting in a total of 756 features per window. Features were standardised by
removing mean and dividing by their standard deviation.
A linear support vector machine (LSVM) was used to classify between screen use and no
screen use. PC and TV states described in the protocol were considered as screen use class,
thus making detection of screen use independent of the displayed content. After training
the LSVM on data from all but one sensors, data from the remaining sensor was used for
prediction. Figure 4.5 depicts the data processing pipeline from raw sensor data to classifier
output.
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4.4.3 Lab study
We evaluated screen use detection using WISEglass in the Lab study. For all participants
we used the same viewing distances and devices, but did not control ambient light intensity.
Fourteen participants (2 female, 12 male, between 20 and 39 years old) were asked to read a
print magazine, watch a documentary, and use a PC for 20minutes per activity.
Sensing approach
Colour light sensor data were sampled and stored in flash memory with a sampling rate of
6.5Hz and a gain factor of 1. Data were downloaded after each participant completed the
protocol.
Recording protocol
After arrival, the protocol was explained to participants in detail. Prior to recordings partic-
ipants signed a consent form agreeing to the recording protocol and future use of the data.
Participants would perform the following activities for 20 minutes each: (1) Reading a print
article. (2) Watching a documentary about coffee on a 27 inch Samsung SyncMaster P2770HD
TV at a 140 cm distance. (3) Browsing the internet using a HP EliteDisplay E241i 24 in screen
at a 70 cm distance. The typical ergonomic distance is between 50 and 70 cm, where 50 cm
was used in the Test bench analysis. Figure 4.6 depicts the activities as performed by each
participant.
Both screens were reset to factory defaults prior to recordings. Participants wore WISEglass
during data recordings. Ambient light intensity was measured with a standard lux meter
(AMPROBE LM-120) at the beginning of each recording. A total of 15.2 hours of data were
recorded during the Lab study.
Figure 4.6: Lab study. Activities reading a print magazine, watching TV, and PC use were
performed by participants for 20minutes per activity.
Evaluation procedure
We applied the same evaluation procedure as described in Section 4.4.2 with the following
changes. To reduce the number of features mRMR[69] feature selection was applied. Different
numbers of features were evaluated as described in Section 6.5. We used the same LSVM
classifier as in the Test bench but applied Leave-One-Participant-Out (LOPO) cross-validation
jointly for feature selection and classification.
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4.4.4 ADL study
To evaluate if screen use can be distinguished from other typical ADLs we used data from a
previous study. In total, nine participants (3 female, 6 male, between 20 and 27 years old)
were involved in the study. The ADL dataset was recorded to evaluate activity recognition
using the WISEglass inertial measurement unit [99].
Sensing approach
Participants wore WISEglass for the duration of the recordings. Data from the light sensor
was sampled and stored in flash memory at 6.5Hz.
Recording protocol
The study protocol was designed to include many typical ADLs across a regular day. Par-
ticipants executed a scripted protocol while being followed by an observer labelling the data
during recording time using the ACTLog application for Android [85]. In total 66.08 hours of
data were recorded. After arrival, the study protocol was explained in detail. Prior to record-
ings participants signed a written consent form agreeing to the protocol and future use of the
data. Participants were compensated for their efforts with a 25Euro Amazon voucher and
three meals during the recordings. Data from two participants were excluded due to hardware
issues during recordings leaving seven participants for the ADL analyses. Table 4.2 provides
a listing of the performed ADLs, their total recording duration, and the activity cluster they
belong to.
To evaluate the detection of screen use, we used the computer work activity as the screen
use class. We omitted data of the unlabelled class and from the watching a movie activity,
where participants looked at a projector screen. Projectors are different from regular screen
use and was not the goal of this work.
Evaluation procedure
For the ADL study, we modified the evaluation procedure described in Section 4.4.2 and
Section 4.4.3 as follows.
All results for the ADL dataset were computed using the best 200 features selected by
mRMR feature selection. Feature selection was performed on training data only for each
validation fold.
The percentage of screen use in the ADL dataset was approximately 11% of the entire
dataset. We applied downsampling to adapt the ratio of screen use per participant from 10%
- 90% in steps of 10%. Downsampling was performed by randomly removing windows of 5 s of
the desired class. To ensure stability of our results we repeated the selection process 10 times
per screen use ratio and averaged the results.
4.5 Results
In this section we first analyse the impact of screen use depending on content and screen type.
Subsequently we present screen use evaluation results for Test bench recordings, Lab study,
and ADL study.
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Table 4.2: ADL study. Activities and their recorded total duration for nine participants.
No Cluster Activity Duration [min:sec]
1 Eat Breakfast 84:43
Lunch 156:49
Dinner 181:53
2 Walk Lab to Bathroom 17:37
Lab to gym 36:27
On treadmill 2km/h 47:06
Gym to lab 35:56
Lab to cafeteria 20:11
Queuing for lunch 6:28
Picking up lunch 13:20
Cafeteria to lab 25:28
Lab to restaurant 58:36
Restaurant to lab 55:26
3 Brush Teeth 39:17
4 Stairs Walking 19:49
5 Jog On treadmill 5km/h 45:27
6 Cycle On gym trainer 91:14
7 Read A book 276:31
Desk work 273:34
8 Screen Computer work 253:50
Watching movie 187:56
9 Cleaning Vacuuming 45:22
Wiping tables 45:02
4.5.1 Impact of screen content and devices
For typical PC content, backgrounds are often white, resulting in a majority of pixels emitting
light. For TV content, backgrounds are rather dark, resulting in a majority of pixels emitting
little to no light. We measured irradiance using the reference spectrometer as described for
the Test bench investigation (Section 4.4.2) during PC use and watching TV activities and
found average irradiance during PC use to be 3 times higher than for watching TV with
0.03mW/cm2 for PC use and 0.01mW/cm2 for watching TV. Thus, when using the same
screen for watching TV at 200 cm distance, light exposure is 48 times lower compared to PC
use at 50 cm distance.
Table 4.3 shows light intensity at the user’s eye for typical devices and content types.
According to our results PC use with a desktop setup has the highest light intensity at the
user’s eyes and was thus investigated further. Light intensity is a primary consideration in this
investigation, as intensities above 50 lux have substantial impact on the circadian phase [106].
Overall, watching TV is less critical than PC use due to viewing distance and content type.
Screen size was also important. While bright, smartphone screens are too small to critically
influence circadian phase considering that light intensities are typically below 50 lux.
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Table 4.3: Light intensity at the user’s eyes during PC use and watching TV for typical de-
vices. We used screen size, luminance information, and typical viewing distances
to calculate light intensity at the user’s eyes as described in Section 4.4.1.
Luminous Light Light
Device Aspect Diagonal Area Luminance intensity Distance intensity intensity
ratio [cm] [m2] [cd/m2] [cd] [m] PC [lux] TV [lux]
w:h l A L I d EPC ETV
Galaxy S7 16:9 12.95 0.0072 350 2.51 0.32 24.51 8.17
iPhone 6s 16:9 11.94 0.0061 550 3.35 0.32 32.71 10.90
iPad air 2 4:3 24.64 0.0291 420 12.24 0.5 48.95 16.32
Dell XPS 13 16:9 33.78 0.0488 276 13.46 0.5 53.84 17.95
MacBook Pro 15 16:10 39.12 0.0688 315 21.66 0.5 86.65 28.88
HP monitor 16:10 60.96 0.1670 250 41.75 0.6 115.98 38.66
Samsung TV 16:9 101.60 0.4411 120 52.93 2.0 13.23 4.41
4.5.2 Test bench recordings
Using the extracted feature and LSVM classification, screen use could be detected independent
of lamp type and ambient light intensity. Averaging over all lamp types, a receiver operating
characteristic area under curve (ROC AUC) of ≈1 was achieved, indicating that screen use
could be detected independent of the ambient light type. Table 4.4 summarises the recognition
results for the Test bench recordings. For screen use approx. 199 hours (66.6%) and for non
screen use approx. 99.5 hours (33.3%) of 5 s windows were used.
Table 4.4: Test bench. Results for recordings using different ambient light sources. Results
show that screen use can be detected independent of of ambient light type.
Metric Halogen LED Warm CCFL Cold CCFL Dark
ROC AUC 0.99 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
4.5.3 Lab study
We investigated the impact of window size on screen use detection performance for the Lab
study data. For all window sizes ROC AUC was between 0.85 and 0.90. Windows of 5 s pro-
duced the largest ROC AUC at the shortest recognition delay. For an online implementation
of screen use detection recognition delay is crucial. Thus, we chose for 5 s windows for further
analysis.
To analyse the impact of feature reduction on detection performance we applied mRMR
feature selection. Figure 4.7 shows the number of features used vs. ROC AUC performance.
Using ≈70 or more features increased performance. For 200 features results were stable with
an average ROC AUC above 0.9.
Figure 4.8 shows ROC AUC over ambient light intensity. For 10 out of 14 participants, a
ROC AUC above 0.9 was achieved. In all 7 samples with an ambient light intensity below
200 lux the ROC AUC was above 0.9. In 3 out of 14 participants ambient light intensity was
above 500 lux, which is the recommended light intensity for working environments [32], and
ROC AUC dropped below 0.8.
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Figure 4.7: Lab study. ROC AUC vs. feature number is plotted where grey diamonds repre-
sent outliers. Performance drops when using less than ≈70 features.
4.5.4 ADL study
We evaluated screen use detection within a large variety of ADLs. Figure 4.9a depicts positive
predictive value (PPV), true positive rate (TPR), and false positive rate (FPR) for different
screen use percentages. It can be seen that PPV increases with screen use percentage from
0.45 to 0.98 while TPR and FPR did not show relevant changes.
Figure 4.9b shows ROC AUC per participant for 30% screen use. For all participants a
ROC AUC was between 0.69 and 0.91 with an average of 0.83. ROC AUC performance was
stable per participant.
4.6 Discussion
Today computers are on almost every desk and the amount of work being digitalised is still
growing. Further growth of screen use during the day and into the evening may lead to
circadian misalignment and an increase of people suffering from eyestrain. We thus expect
that screen use above 30% is reasonable and potentially growing in the future. Our screen
use detection results during ADL showed relevant performance with an average ROC AUC
of 0.83 at 30% screen use.
Previous study protocols administered continuous screen use for one to five hours [22, 25,
45, 89] when investigating circadian phase shifts due to screen use. Wood et al. [106] found
a measurable melatonin suppression after 2 hours of tablet use. Our proposed detection only
required 5 s of data, thus detecting screen use well before a measurable suppression of mela-
tonin. Depending on real time detection requirements, majority voting could be applied over
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Figure 4.8: Lab study. Recognition performance over ambient light intensity. Each participant
is represented by a dot. The dashed trend line shows the relationship between
ambient light intensity and ROC AUC. The 95% confidence interval around the
trend line is shaded grey. It can be seen that screen use detection performance
decreased when ambient light intensity increased.
multiple windows to smoothen the classifier result.
Circadian phase shift can be induced by light sources other than screens. For example,
looking at a high energy blue light source could also shift the circadian phase but may not be
detected by our screen use detector. Smart eyeglasses measure light intensity for each spectral
component and thus can measure different sources of phase shift. In contrast to other light
sources it is possible minimise the risk of phase shift due to screen use by adapting the screen
colour profile. Therefore the detection of screen use is of interest.
4.6.1 Performance metrics
For screen use detection a low false alarm rate is crucial as false alarms tend to frustrate
users. While ROC AUC is a good performance measure for balanced datasets, we additionally
derived precision of the screen use detection (PPV), correctly detected screen use (TPR), and
falsely reported screen use (FPR). TPR reports the ratio of correctly detected screen use.
FPR describes the ratio of falsely reported screen use. ROC AUC is computed from TPR
and FPR only and is thus insensitive to class skew [38]. In unbalanced data, where screen
use instances are rare (e.g. for 10% screen use), FPR can be low and TPR can be high, even
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Figure 4.9: ADL study. Left: PPV, TPR, and FPR for 10% - 90% screen use. Grey diamonds
represent outliers. Right: Per participant ROC AUC score at 30% screen use.
though PPV is low.
4.6.2 Ambient light
Our lab study showed that screen use detection works best for ambient light intensities below
200 lux. Interpreting light emitted by the screen as signal and ambient light as noise, an
increase in ambient light adds noise, thus decreases signal to noise ratio. Increased ambient
light however eliminates the need for screen use detection. For example, circadian phase shift
induced by screen use typically occurs at low ambient light intensity only. Circadian phase
response curves express impact of light exposure on circadian phase depending on its timing.
Light intensities span multiple orders of magnitude ranging from 0 - 1.000 lux indoors to
more than 100.000 lux outdoors on a sunny day. Our screen detection approach is meant for
indoor screen use. When outdoors, the sunlight already influences the circadian phase. ADL
recordings included outdoor episodes of walking and our system did not falsely report screen
use due to the high brightness values.
Absolute light intensities differ depending on the environment, lamp type, viewing distance,
content, time of day, and weather. Virtual light channels based on ratios of the different
light colour components made the feature space independent from absolute light intensities.
Further calibration of the colour light channels due to their different energy-related response
was not needed, since the subsequent pattern analysis weights the features with respect to the
classification task.
4.6.3 Screen use activities
In the Test bench study, we combined PC and TV content into one screen use class to en-
sure screen use could be detected independent of displayed content. For both content types
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distance between screen and sensor was 50 cm. The combination of video content and close
viewing distance could happen in deployment, e.g. when watching video content online using a
notebook. However, our calculations (Table 4.3) showed that TV use, even at a short viewing
distance, has no substantial impact on the circadian phase.
Section 4.5.1 reported on light intensity at the user’s eyes for different device and content
types. Previous research investigated the influence of screen use on circadian phase [22] and
found that screen use can induce circadian phase shifts. Wood et al. [106] suggested 50 lux
as the critical threshold for the circadian system. Our calculations showed that TVs, while
typically being the largest screens used, produce less than 50 lux at the user’s eyes due to the
large viewing distance. Typical TV content caused one third of the irradiance compared to PC
use. Heath et al. [45] found that one hour of tablet use prior to bedtime did not significantly
impact circadian phase. While used at a close distance, smartphones and tablets are not large
enough to reach the 50 lux threshold. PC use was the only combination of distance, content
type, and screen size that could produce a light intensity of over 50 lux at the users eye. In
contrast, the work of Chang et al. [25] found significant melatonin suppression after 5 days of
using a backlit eReader for 4 hours prior to bedtime at 30 lux only. However, their control was
reading a paper in ambient light conditions of less than 1 lux, the amount of ambient light in
deep twilight. Such low light intensities might make reading difficult. We chose to investigate
PC use with a desktop setup because it has the strongest light intensity at the user’s eyes.
4.6.4 Assumptions
We used PC work as the prototype activity for high irradiance screen use activities as we
assumed it was the activity with yielding the highest light intensities at the users eyes. Typi-
cally during PC work backgrounds are white, e.g. when editing a document or browsing the
web, resulting in a majority of bright pixels.
Test bench results showed that screen use was detected well when sensors were mounted
in a fixed position independent of the amount or type of artificial light, or the content being
displayed on the screen. In reality, people move their head during screen use and sometimes
look away from the screen for brief moments. Such movements are hard to annotate during
an observational study and thus introduced noise to our screen detection. Head motion was
clearly visible in the raw light sensor signal of the ADL study. Additional sensor information,
e.g. from a motion sensor could be used to detect head motion and thus interruptions of screen
use.
4.6.5 Practical applications
Possible intervention measures have been investigated [45, 89]. The latest update of Apple iOS
introduced a software feature to adapt screen colour profiles to minimise unwanted circadian
phase shifts. In this work, we showed that detecting screen use is feasible with the light sensor
of smart eyeglasses. The screen use detection could be used to control the screen colour profile.
Ambient monitoring methods could detect presence in front of a desktop screen, e.g. camera-
based face detection or ultra-sound based proximity detection [53]. However, screen-based
light intensity must be assigned to an individual user to implement alerts, where wearable
systems are advantageous. In addition with wearable systems privacy concerns could be
easily addressed. An ambient monitoring solution requires one setup per screen and presence
information alone is not sufficient to identify relevant screen illuminance as users may already
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use a software intervention tool, e.g. f.lux to adapt the screen’s spectral composition. In
addition, a presence detector cannot distinguish between being next to and actually looking
at a screen. With the light sensor embedded into the smart eyeglasses bridge, the wearable
system captures a wearer’s field of view.
We intentionally chose eyeglasses as a sensing platform because regular eyeglasses are worn
by many. Smart eyeglasses, like regular eyeglasses, are worn throughout the day. In contrast
to head-worn light measurement devices such as the Daysimeter [13], smart eyeglasses may
be used for multiple applications [5]. In contrast to other smart eyewear, where the focus is
on interaction and displaying information, e.g. Google Glass, our work is focused on sensing.
While the camera of Google Glass could be used as a colour light sensor substitute, the larger
power consumption may limit continuous use.
Detecting screen use is challenging as the screen-emitted light is distributed over the visible
spectrum, with frequency components close to other light sources. Screen use was found to
suppress evening rise in endogenous melatonin significantly and thus misaligning circadian
rhythms [22]. Screen use can also cause repetitive strain injuries (RSI), such as eye strain [87].
With our screen use detection it is possible to support users by suggesting intervention mea-
sures when needed, including adapting a screen’s colour profile to prevent circadian phase
shifts and taking regular breaks to reduce RSI risks.
Screen use detection can be used beyond detecting impact on the circadian phase. Regular
breaks are important to prevent eye strain, the most common repetitive strain injury [87].
Screen use detection can suggest breaks during computer work and remind users to imple-
ment the 20-20-20 rule: Every 20minutes of screen work take a 20 second break and look at
something at least 20 feet away.
4.7 Conclusion
We introduced an approach for screen use detection based on a colour light sensor embedded
in smart eyeglasses and evaluated it on three studies. Our evaluation showed perfect results
for the Test bench analysis. Lab and ADL study results introduced noise due to head motion
and ambient light variation.
Lab study results revealed that screen use detection performance is related to ambient light
intensity. Screen use was detected with over 0.9ROC AUC at an ambient light intensity
below 200 lux. A dataset of typical ADLs was used to further evaluate screen use detection.
Screen use was detected with an average ROC AUC of 0.83 for 30% screen use. Detection
performance was evaluated on person independent models for Lab and ADL datasets.
Our work could be applied to other wearables as few hardware components are required. A
colour light sensor, battery, and wireless interface could be embedded into smart jewellery, e.g.
a brooch or necklace. However it is essential that the light sensor’s field of view is aligned with
the wearer’s eyes. Our screen use detection algorithm is independent of the sensor position.
The proposed system detected screen use quickly due to the short window size of 5 s. Screen
use information could be used to prevent eye strain by reminding users to take regular breaks.
Undesired impact of screen use, e.g. circadian phase shift, could be minimised by either
notifying the user or (automatically) activating a software intervention measure, e.g. f.lux.
We thus conclude that smart eyeglasses are a feasible platform for screen use detection.
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5.1 Introduction
Almost a third of our life is spent sleeping, making sleep one of the most important human
activities. Sleep is needed for physical and mental recovery from time spent awake. For adults
a duration of sleep of 7 to 9 hours was recommended by the National Sleep Foundation [48].
Getting sufficient sleep quantity and quality is challenging as 29% of adults in the United
States sleep less than 7 hours. In a survey of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
28% of 403,981 people reported to not have gotten enough rest or sleep on at least 14 out of
30 days [24].
While some prefer sleeping in, others naturally wake up early. Sleep timing preference
is described by chronotype on a scale ranging from early types (larks) to late types (owls).
Chronotype is derived from the midsleep points on free and work days and can be assessed us-
ing the Munich ChronoType questionnaire [78, 77]. Due to social obligations, many live against
their internal (circadian) clock and thus suffer from social jet lag and circadian misalignment.
Long-term circadian misalignment poses health risks, e.g. obesity and cancer [75, 56].
With ownership rates of 72% in the US and median of 68% in developed countries [70],
smartphones are the most predominant multi-modal sensing platform that continuously ac-
companies people. With their sensors, smartphones could analyse the environment and contin-
uously estimate the current situation, i.e. context. Thus, instead of wearing activity trackers,
smartphones may be used to detect sleep times and replace the current practice of sleep di-
aries and questionnaires. As our study showed, sleep diaries are challenging to maintain, thus
evaluating alternative sleep estimation methods is an important research goal.
Sleep timing estimation using smartphone sensors may be accomplished by data-driven
models, i.e. data pattern learning and classification. In the related work section, we review
several approaches using smartphones and data models. However, when deployed in real
life, the performance of data models often deteriorates due to unforeseen conditions, e.g.
smartphone power outages. Clearly, there are many other reasons for lacking or misleading
sensor data. For a cyclic process or regular routine, such as the sleep/wake rhythm, it seems
adequate to use time of the day as a complementary model to sensor data. However, human
routines are affected by shifts, e.g. due to social norms. In this challenge, expert knowledge
may support the data models.
Our approach in this paper is to capture expert knowledge in algorithms that can be used
as filters and fusion methods applied to the results of the data models. In our approach,
sleep opportunity is determined from various smartphone sensors. Using data recordings to
evaluate sleep detection is challenging because capturing specific sleep behaviour cannot be
elicitated. To evaluate how specific sleep behaviour, e.g. sleep regularity, influences perfor-
mance, we developed a simulation methodology. Our simulation engine can generate arbitrary
sleep schedules and fill in evaluation study data. For the smartphone-based estimation, we
require that the phone is kept in the same room with the user. For personalisation, users can
provide feedback on the estimated sleep times. In particular, this article provides the following
contributions:
1. To estimate sleep timing, we developed data models and a personalisation strategy based
on user feedback. To further improve estimation performance, we designed an expert
model comprising an abstraction of the human circadian and homeostatic processes. We
demonstrate how the expert model can be used to filter and fuse data model results.
2. To investigate specific sleep patterns on a larger data set, we developed a simulation
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engine to generate arbitrary sleep patterns based on our recorded data set. Using the
simulation methodology we generated a total of 98280 days of data with different sleep
regularity and social jet lag patterns.
3. We compare the data and expert models on recorded and simulated data sets. Our results
show that the fusion of data and expert models (Time+Sensor+TPM ) outperforms data
models (Time+Sensor). Absolute errors for estimated sleep onset were 40±48min and
76±108min, respectively and 42±57min and 101±153min for wake up.
4. We present a personalisation approach based on user feedback. After estimating sleep
opportunity, users have the option to confirm or adjust detected sleep timing. We used
feedback to perform retraining on our estimation algorithm. Our results showed an
average improvement of 59% for sleep onset and 57% for wake up using user feedback
from just two days.
5.2 Related Work
This section provides an overview of different approaches to sleep timing estimation in free
living, based on wearable and ambient devices, and smartphones. Table 6.1 provides a sum-
mary of key figures from our analysis. In addition, insight from selected literature combining
data models and expert models is discussed.
5.2.1 Wearable Sleep Detection
Fleury et al. [41] combined data from an actimeter and smart home sensors to detect seven dif-
ferent groups of activities of daily living including sleeping. Sleeping was detected with 93.9%
accuracy using a support vector machine with a Gaussian kernel and leave-one-participant-
out (LOPO) cross validation in data recorded from 13 participants. Borazio and van Laer-
hoven [17] used a wrist worn accelerometer to detect sleep onset and wake up times in a
data set of 141 consecutive days from a single participant. Their threshold model detected
sleep onset and wake up times with 83% and 85% accuracy, respectively. Borazio and van
Laerhoven [18] used a wrist worn device to detect sleep episodes, sleep posture changes, and
myoclonic twitches during sleep. A hidden Markov model detected sleep episodes from time,
light intensity, and accelerometer data of eight participants. In across subject evaluation
sleep episodes were detected with 92% precision and 94% recall on average. Infrared cam-
eras were used to determine ground truth information. In contrast, our work goes beyond
reporting instance-based sleep detection performance. In this work, we estimated sleep timing
and investigated benefits of enriching data models with expert knowledge. Rofouei et al. [79]
integrated a pulse oximetry sensor, microphone, and accelerometer into a neck-cuff system to
monitor sleep. In a study with three participants they performed sleep apnea detection. In
contrast, we use data collected from smartphones only. Our application detects sleep oppor-
tunity without requiring any special user behaviour, such as placing the smartphone on the
mattress during sleep. A smartphone-only approach could avoid compliance issues that may
arise with additional devices.
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Table 5.1: Summary of related approaches and results. Cross validation approaches are noted
in the CV column as leave-one-participant-out (LOPO), leave-one-day-out (LODO),
N-fold over the entire data set, and 3-fold within-subject (WS). Support vec-
tor machines (SVM), Threshold models, Hidden Markov Models (HMM), convo-
lutional (CNN) and recurrent (RNN) neural networks, linear models, rule-based
models, Bayesian networks, and random forests (RF) were used to model sleep.
Sleep and wake were estimated as sleep/wake classification, onset/wake timing,
sleep stages, duration of sleep (DS), midsleep timing (MS), and wake up tim-
ing (WU). Results metrics were Accuracy (Acc), precision and recall (P/R), median
error (ME), average error (AE), average midsleep error (MSe), and mean median
absolute deviation (mMAD).
Work Hardware N Days CV Model Estimate Metric Result
Wearable sleep detection
Fleury [41] Wrist-worn 13 0.46 LOPO SVM Sleep/Wake Acc 94%
+ bedroom Gaussian
Borazio [17] Wrist-worn 1 141 LODO Threshold Onset/Wake Acc 83/85%
Borazio [18] Wrist-worn 8 184 LOPO HMM Sleep/Wake P/R 92/94%
Rofouei [79] Neck-worn 3 3 - - - - -
Environmental sleep detection
Kay [57] Bedroom 4 68 - - - - -
Rahman [73] Bedroom 8 16 LOPO Threshold Sleep/Wake P/R 89/89%
Zhao [108] Bedroom 25 100 4-fold CNN + RNN Sleep stage Acc 80%
Smartphone sleep detection
Nandakumar [66] Smartphone 37 298 - Threshold DS ME 27min
Chen [27] Smartphone 8 56 5-fold Linear DS AE ±42min
Abdullah [2] Smartphone 9 625 - Rule-based MS MSe ±24min
Min [64] Smartphone 27 30 LOPO Bayesian Net SO/WU/DS AE 44/42/64min
Saeb [81] Smartphone 207 10649 3-fold WS RF + HMM SO/WU/DS mMAD 38/36/55min
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5.2.2 Ambient Sleep Detection
Kay et al. [57] developed a system to measure sleep environment and detect sleep episodes. The
system comprised an infrared camera, two motion detectors, two light sensors, a microphone, a
temperature sensor, and a touchscreen interface for controls. System feasibility was evaluated
in a study with four participants and found that privacy was a key issue when deploying
sensors in the user’s bedrooms. Our proposed smartphone app was designed with user privacy
in mind. We did not use cameras and sample microphone amplitude only once in 2min. In
addition, users can pause recordings through a button in the main menu.
Rahman et al. [73] used a bedside radar transceiver to detect sleep, sleep apnea, and sleep
stages. In an evaluation study 8 participants were recorded for two nights each. A random
forest classifier detected sleep with 89% precision and 89% recall in LOPO cross validation.
Zhao et al. [108] used convolutional and recurrent neural networks to detect sleep based on
reflections of radio frequency signals emitted by hardware installed in the bedroom. They
distinguished awake, deep, light, and REM sleep with an average accuracy of 80% in 4-fold
cross validation. Sleep stages and apnea can be monitored using sensors in bedrooms. In
contrast, our smartphone-based approach uses existing hardware to estimate sleep timing.
5.2.3 Smartphone-based Sleep Detection
Nandakumar et al. [66] developed an application to emit audible sonar waves and sense their
reflections to detect sleep, apnea, and breathing rate. They collected 298 days of data from
37 participants and detected sleep duration with a median error of 27min. Our smartphone
application detects sleep opportunity rather than focusing on distinguishing sleep/wake while
in bed. Furthermore, our application does not emit audible sounds.
Chen et al. [27] developed a model to detect sleep using smartphone sensors only. Sleep
detection was performed using information about whether the phone was in the dark, locked,
turned off, charging, stationary, or in silent mode. In a study with eight participants they
estimated duration of sleep with an average error of 42min in 5-fold cross validation. In
contrast, we used participant-independent classification models. We excluded light sensor
information, as smartphone light sensors are often occluded, e.g. due to flip cases.
Choe et al. [28] conducted a literature review about sleep aiding devices and applications
in combination with a survey of 230 participants investigating their sleep habits. The sur-
vey found 27% of participants to have irregular sleep habits. When asked if interested in
using technology to support them with sleeping, 62% of participants answered Yes or Maybe.
To account for dynamicity of sleep behaviour, our approach uses personalisation to retrain
classification models on a daily basis through user feedback.
Abdullah et al. [2] inferred sleep episodes from smartphone usage patterns. Using screen on-
off patterns, their rule-based algorithm searches for the longest period of non-usage starting
between 10PM and 7AM. A personalised offset is computed using the first two weeks of
ground truth to minimise the error. In an evaluation study with nine participants between
19 and 25 years who reported to use their phone within the first 10min after waking up, the
midsleep point was estimated with an average error of 23.8min. In contrast to requiring two
weeks of reference information upfront, our classification models dynamically adapt to user
feedback over time. Our approach can detect sleep opportunity at any time of day instead of
allowing sleep episodes to start within a predefined time window. Furthermore, our work used
simulations to show how the proposed method can detect even irregular sleep, e.g. social jet
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lag.
Min et al. [64] used smartphone state and sensor data to detect sleep episodes and quality.
Alarm app use, phone charging state, screen status, accelerometer, sound amplitude, and light
intensity data were collected for one month from 27 participants. Using participant-specific
models and a Bayesian network classifier, sleep onset, wake up, and duration of sleep were
estimated with an average relative error of ±35, ±31, and ±49min, respectively. Saeb et
al. [81] recorded smartphone sensor data for sleep monitoring in a study with 207 participants
for 6 weeks amounting to 10649 nights for analysis. A random forest was used to predict
sleep/wake state. Sleep timing was estimated using a hidden Markov model (HMM) with
10min resolution. Sleep onset and wake up times were estimated with an mean median
absolute deviation (mMAD) of 38min and 36min, respectively. In contrast, we extended our
participant recordings with simulations of 98280 nights to evaluate performance depending
on sleep parameters, including sleep regularity and social jet lag. In addition, we propose a
model personalisation method, which adapts to users by learning from their feedback.
5.2.4 Use of Expert Knowledge
In recent years, data mining and machine learning algorithms have advanced considerably.
Effort was mainly put into improving algorithms, rather than on incorporating domain ex-
pert knowledge. Fayyad et al. [39] found the inclusion of domain knowledge important for
extracting useful insight from large volumes of data. In this work, we compared sleep timing
estimation results of a data model and an expert model, which incorporates knowledge about
the human homeostasis and circadian processes. Solomatine and Ostfeld [84] compared the
advantages and disadvantages of data models for river basin management. They describe
the inclusion of human expert knowledge as an important challenge of the modelling process.
Aside from improving model accuracy, they found that feature selection could benefit from
expert knowledge.
Bohanec and Delibašic [15] compared an expert-only model to a combined expert and data
model for predicting skiing injury risks. They found a performance improvement of 10-15%
when combining a classification model with expert knowledge. Azkune et al. [8] used expert
knowledge as a starting point for incremental data-driven learning. Assuming expert models
are incomplete, they incrementally enhanced their prediction performance using data-driven
learning. Flouvat et al. [42] used expert models to reduce computational effort in pattern
mining and improve mining results. They used expert models to select the most interesting
soil erosion patterns. In our work, expert knowledge was used to filter classification results
and as a fusion method to combine different data classification models. We compared the
benefit of adding expert knowledge to enrich a data model and found substantial performance
improvements over inferring sleep timing from data only.
5.3 Sleep Estimation Methods
In this work, we compared a data-driven models for sleep detection with a combined data and
expert model, which incorporated expert knowledge about sleep timing in humans. Figure 5.1a
shows the pure data model. Time of day was used to compute sleeping probability based
on time of day only. Sensor features were used by the sensor classifier to predict sleeping
probability from context information. For comparison we computed sleep timing estimations
based on time (Time) or sensor (Sensor) data only. Time and sensor classifier outputs were
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Figure 5.1: Overview of sleep timing estimation methods. In data-driven models sleep timing
was extracted from classifier output directly. For Time+Sensor an additional
classifier was derived to perform fusion of time and sensor classifier outputs. Expert
models incorporated expert knowledge into the sleep timing estimation process
using the two process model (TPM). In Time+Sensor+TPM time and sensor
classifier outputs were fused with the TPM.
combined by the fusion classifier to obtain the fusion data model (Time+Sensor). Figure 5.1b
depicts the expert model. Outputs of time and sensor classifiers were used by the expert
model (Time+Sensor+TPM ) to estimate sleep timing. Time+Sensor+TPM extended the
pure data model using the two process model (TPM) developed by Daan et al. [31] to include
expert knowledge about sleep/wake timing in humans. We investigated fusion approaches
of the expert model with time and sensor classifier outputs separately (Time+TPM and
Sensor+TPM ) and in combination (Time+Sensor+TPM ).
5.3.1 Sleep Opportunity Detection
Three classifiers were used to detect sleep opportunity. The time classifier used time of day
as the only feature and the sensor classifier used smartphone sensor data. Time and sensor
classifier outputs were fused by the fusion classifier for Time+Sensor and TPM fusion for
Time+Sensor+TPM .
Preprocessing
Data were split into days, where each day starts at 6 pm in the evening. Around 6 pm was the
time of the day where the least number of participants slept according to a smartphone-based
survey of 8070 persons around the globe [103]. Days on which the standard deviation of the
accelerometer x-axis samples was zero were removed from the data set. Data were resampled
to 5min intervals before feature extraction to match the sleep diary resolution.
Time Feature Extraction
For time-based sleep opportunity classification only time of day was used. Time of day t was
transformed into two continuous features t1 and t2 as described in Eq. (6.2).
t1 =
{
1, when t > 12.0
0, when t ≤ 12.0 and t2 =
{
24− t, when t > 12.0
t, when t ≤ 12.0 (5.1)
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Sensor Feature Extraction and Selection
Initially 5min averages of the following sensors were derived and considered as potential
classification features: System status, WiFi connection, air plane mode, silent mode, do not
disturb mode, proximity sensor, light sensor, step detector information, GPS information,
charging status, activity and activity confidence from the Android ActivityRecognitionAPI,
screen state, microphone amplitude, and accelerometer. GPS information was discarded due to
privacy concerns. We observed that charging often took place during sleep episodes. However,
charging usually started before sleep onset or ended after wake up, thus did not support
classification and was omitted.
Activities were ordered descending by motion intensity, e.g. the still activity was represented
by the highest number. Time between screen activation events was used to compute inactivity
segment length. Microphone amplitude was used to incorporate ambient noise levels. Variance
of accelerometer x-axis samples was computed.
Feature selection was performed by computing ANOVA F-scores between each feature and
labels. Feature rankings led to removal of features representing system status, WiFi connec-
tion, air plane mode, silent mode, do not disturb mode, proximity sensor, light sensor, and
step detector information due to low ANOVA F-scores. All removed features had ANOVA
F-scores below 550. Selected features had ANOVA F-scores between 1207 and 11249. The
surprisingly low F-score (101) of the light sensor can be explained by the frequent sensor occlu-
sion. In many participants, smartphone light sensors were found to rarely deliver usable data
due phone storage, e.g. flip cases. Consequently, the light sensor information was omitted.
Detected activity and confidence from the Android ActivityRecognitionAPI were among
the most important features. After feature selection, sensor-based sleep opportunity classifi-
cation used five features extracted from smartphone sensors. Figure 5.2 depicts selected sensor
features for four days of recorded data.
Classification
The extreme gradient boosting classifier from the XGBoost library [26] was used for classifi-
cation. XGBoost uses ensembles of CART classifiers and applies boosting through additive
training to increase importance of misclassified samples. We chose a learning rate of 0.3 to
prevent over-fitting. Each tree was limited to a height of six. Minimum loss was set to zero.
Samples of the sleeping class were weighted with a factor of two over samples of the wake class
to compensate for the sleep/wake ratio of approximately 1:2. Classifiers reported probability
outputs per class. As per-class probabilities for binary problems always add up to one, we
used only the sleeping probability, i.e. the probability of belonging to the sleeping class.
Personalisation
Sleep timing and environment were dynamic, even within participants. To continuously adjust
to changes in sleep behaviour we applied model personalisation. Starting from a generalised,
participant-independent classification model, sleep timing of past days was used to personalise
the classification model by retraining the model after each day. For example, predictions of
the first day were based on a generalised model only, i.e. a model trained on data from other
participants only. Predictions of the second day used a model trained on data from the first
day of that participant and the data of all other participants.
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Figure 5.2: Example of selected sensor features for four days of recorded data. Activity type
and confidence were obtained from the ActivityRecognitionAPI. Screen segment
length was computed as the time between screen activation events. Microphone
amplitude was used to incorporate ambient noise levels. Variance of accelerometer
x-axis samples was used as a measure of motion intensity.
In this work, we used the sleep diary information of previous days as ground truth. In
deployment, responses to daily notifications of the Chronify application may be used. Users
could be asked to confirm or correct the detected sleep timing information. Through personal-
isation user-specific differences were incorporated into the classification model over time, e.g.
ambient noise levels.
5.3.2 Data Model Sleep Timing Estimation
In data models sleep onset and wake up were estimated from the time and sensor classifier
outputs by converting classifier probability p into a crisp classification result y using a threshold
as described in Eq. (5.2).
y =
{
1, when p > 0.5
0, when p ≤ 0.5 (5.2)
Sleep onset SO and wake up WU times were estimated from the first derivative y˙ = dydt .
SO was estimated as the time of the first occurrence where y˙ = 1 within each day. WU was
estimated as the time of the last occurrence where y˙ = −1 within each day.
Figure 5.3 depicts an example of the detection results for Time and Sensor models. Person-
alisation effects are clearly visible in the slopes of ptime. On the first day ptime was based on
the generalised model and thus appears blurry and bell shaped. The slopes of ptime become
steeper with each additional day of personalised training data.
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Figure 5.3: Example of Time+Sensor sleep timing estimation for four days of data. Each
sleep probability p? for time, sensor, and fusion classifiers were first binarised into
a classification result y using Eq. (5.2). Subsequently, sleep onset time SO and
wake up time WU were estimated.
For the first three days in Figure 5.3, Sensor achieved good results. On the fourth day Sensor
detected sleep onset too early (due to no screen activation events as shown in Figure 5.2), while
Time estimated sleep onset well. As shown in this example, fusion of Time and Sensor can
improve results.
Data Model Fusion Classifier
An additional XGBoost classifier was used to perform classifier fusion for the Time+Sensor
model. The fusion classifier used time and sensor sleep probabilities ptime and psensor as feature
inputs and was trained and personalised as described in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.5.2. Resulting
sleep probabilities were binarised as described in Eq. (5.2).
5.3.3 TPM Sleep Timing Estimation
We enriched classification results with expert knowledge about sleep/wake behaviour to reduce
sleep timing errors. The TPM by Daan et al. [31] captures expert knowledge about sleep and
recovery in humans. TPM consists of a circadian process C and a homeostatic process S to
estimate sleep onset and wake up times. S and C are dimensionless and express homeostatic
and circadian sleep pressure, respectively. As depicted in Figure 5.4, C oscillates and is shifted
to the upper circadian bound by adding Hm and the lower circadian bound by adding Lm.
Sleep/wake transitions occurred when circadian and homeostatic processes meet as described
in Eq. (5.3). Model formulas and parameters were adapted from Borbély and Achman [19].
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Figure 5.4: Example of TPM sleep timing estimation for four days of data. Sleep onset was
detected at peaks of homeostatic sleep pressure above the upper circadian bound
Hm and wake up for valleys below the lower circadian bound Lm. Homeostatic
processes Stime and Ssensor were computed from the corresponding classification
results. S and C are dimensionless and express homeostatic and circadian sleep
pressure, respectively.
Our Python TPM implementation is available online1.
sleep initiation: S > Hm + C; sleep termination: S < Lm + C (5.3)
Circadian Process Model
Internal time of the circadian clock was modelled by C. The circadian clock is entrained
through external cues, e.g. environmental light. According to Daan et al. [31] C was modelled
as an addition of multiple fitted sinusoid functions as shown in Eq. (5.4), where ω = 2pi24h .
C = A · [0.97 sin(ω(t− t0))+
0.22 sin(2ω(t− t0))+
0.07 sin(3ω(t− t0))+
0.03 sin(4ω(t− t0))+
0.001 sin(5ω(t− t0))]
(5.4)
1Source code is available at https://gitlab.com/fwahl/twoprocessmodel. The Python package can be
installed from PyPI by running pip install twoprocessmodel.
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We parametrised the circadian process separately for each day. Sleep onset and wake up
times of the previous day time classifier results ytime were used to compute t0 as t0 = SOtime+
(WUtime−SOtime)−20. Circadian amplitude A was set to A = 0.1 as it produced best results
in a parameter sweep from 0.05 to 0.2 using steps of 0.01. Offset values were set to Hm = 0.67
and Lm = 0.17 following the recommendation of Borbély and Achman [19].
Homeostatic Process Model
Sleep pressure was modelled by the homeostatic process. The homeostat works similar to a
thermostat: Sleep pressure pressure rises exponentially when awake and decays exponentially
during sleep. Sleep pressure S was modelled as shown in Eq. (5.5) where ∆t denotes rate at
which the model was sampled in hours (here ∆t = 560 hours). Initial sleep pressure Sinit was
set to Sinit = 0.5.
St =
{
St−1 · e− ∆t4.2h , when sleeping at t
1− (1− St−1) · e− ∆t18.2h , when awake at t
(5.5)
Homeostats were modelled using classification results y as sleep/wake information for sleep
pressure S: For Time+TPM we used ytime to compute Stime and for Sensor+TPM we used
ysensor to compute Ssensor. In Time+Sensor+TPM , Stime and Ssensor were used.
TPM Estimation
Figure 5.4 shows the circadian and homeostatic processes for the data shown in Figure 5.2.
Expert model sleep timing estimation was identical for Time+TPM and Sensor+TPM ap-
proaches.
TPM estimation of sleep onset time SO was performed using homeostatic process output S,
circadian process output C, and upper circadian bound Hm. First, Ch was computed as shown
in Eq. (5.6). Subsequently peak detection was performed on S using the BMC toolbox [34]
to obtain a list of peaks Pa. Next, peak candidates were determined. Each peak p in Pa was
added to the list of peak candidates Pc if S was at or above Ch, as described in Eq. (5.7),
and p occurred before or at the minimum of Ch, as described in Eq. (5.8). If Pc = ∅ after the
first search, the peak candidate search was repeated with relaxed requirements. In order to
be added to Pc in the second search, only Eq. (5.8) needed to hold for p. SO was estimated
as SO = t(p0), the time of the first peak p0 in Pc.
Ch = C +Hm (5.6)
S(p) ≥ Ch(p) (5.7)
t(p) ≤ t(min(Ch)) (5.8)
TPM estimation of wake up time WU was performed in analogous fashion. First, Cl was
computed as described in Eq. (5.9). Instead of detecting peaks, valleys must be detected,
thus peak detection was performed on −S to obtain a list of valleys Va. Subsequently, valley
candidates were determined. Each valley v in Va was added to the list of valley candidates Vc
if S was at or below Cl, as described in Eq. (5.10), and v occurred before or at the maximum
of Cl, as described in Eq. (5.11). If Vc = ∅ after the first search, the valley candidate search
was repeated with relaxed requirements. In order to be added to Vc in the second search,
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only Eq. (5.11) needed to hold for v. WU was estimated as WU = t(v0), the time at the first
valley v0 in Vc.
Cl = C + Lm (5.9)
S(v) ≤ Cl(v) (5.10)
t(v) ≤ t(max(Cl)) (5.11)
All TPM methods used up to two peak/valley candidate searches. While in the first round,
two requirements had to be met to be added to the candidate list, only one is required
in the second, optional round. Relaxed requirements of the second search, which was only
performed if the first round failed, helped to find peaks, which lied between Cl and Ch. In the
original TPM, sleep/wake state transitions took place when sleep pressure S reached the upper
circadian bound Ch. Since we used classifier outputs to compute S, we could not influence
direction changes of S as Daan et al. [31] did in their simulations. Therefore, not all transition
changes occurred above/at Ch or below/at Cl. Relaxed peak candidate requirements in a
second peak search were needed to recover those peaks. An example is shown in Figure 5.4
for sleep onset on the last day of data of Sensor+TPM .
TPM Fusion
Time+Sensor+TPM handled information fusion and refinement of classifier results internally.
Time and sensor classifier outputs were fused while priority was given to sensor classifier output
because it is based on actual measurements. In contrast, time classifier results were based on
sleep timing of other persons or previous nights of the same individual and thus invariant to
behaviour.
Time+Sensor+TPM estimated sleep onset SO and wake up WU times from homeostatic
process outputs Ssensor and Stime, circadian process output C, upper and lower circadian
bounds Hm and Lm. First, Ch and Cl were computed as shown in Eq. (5.6) and (5.9).
Subsequently, peak detection was performed on Ssensor to obtain a list of all sensor peaks Ps.
Each peak p in Ps was added to the list of peak candidates Pc if Eq. (5.7) and Eq. (5.8) were
true. If Pc = ∅ afterwards, peak detection on Stime was performed to obtain a list of all time
peaks Pt. Each peak p in Pt was added to the list of peak candidates Pc if Eq. (5.7) and
Eq. (5.8) were true. If Pc = ∅ after the initial search through Ps and Pt, the peak candidate
search was repeated with relaxed requirements as described above: First, Ps and Pt were
concatenated to a list of all peaks Pa and sorted in descending order of time. Subsequently,
each peak p in Pa was added to Pc if Eq. (5.8) held true. SO was estimated as SO = t(p0),
the time at the first peak p0 in Pc. WU estimation was performed in analogous fashion.
5.4 Sleep Simulation Methods
A simulation engine was developed to evaluate our proposed sleep estimation methods across
a wide range of sleep patterns. Sleep schedules generated by the simulator were defined by a
set of simulation parameters. Recording specific sleep behaviour, e.g. highly regular sleep, in
sufficient quantities in a participant study is difficult as many factors determine when sleep
occurs, e.g. outdoor noise. The simulation engine performed two steps as shown in Figure 5.5.
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First, arbitrary sleep schedules were generated. Subsequently, recorded data was resampled
to fill generated sleep schedules with feature data from the evaluation study.
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Sleep data
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Figure 5.5: Sleep simulation engine. Simulation of sleep data was performed in two steps:
First, sleep schedules were generated based on simulation parameters as described
in Section 5.4.1. Subsequently, generated sleep schedules were filled with feature
data by resampling participant study data as described in Section 5.4.2. Sleep
parameters are shown in Figure 5.6. Influence of simulation parameters on sleep
timing is illustrated in Figure 5.7.
5.4.1 Sleep Schedule Generation
  
21:00 22:00 23:00 00:00 01:00 02:00 03:00 04:00 05:00 06:00 07:00 08:00 09:00
Time of day [HH:MM]
Wake WakeSleep
Duration of sleep DS
Sleep midpoint MS
Sleep onset SO Wake up WU 
Figure 5.6: Sleep/wake model, comprising sleep onset time SO, wake up time WU , duration
of sleep DS and sleep midpoint MS. between SO and WU marked the midpoint
of a sleep episode. We used DS and MS to describe and simulate sleep episodes.
We modelled sleep through sleep onset time SO and wake up time WU resulting in the
duration of sleep DS. The sleep midpoint MS between SO and WU marked the midpoint
of a sleep episode. A sleep episode can be completely described by either SO and WU or
DS and MS. Our simulation engine used DS and MS to describe sleep episodes. Figure 5.6
shows sleep parameters of a sleep episode. Sleep parameters duration of sleep DS and sleep
midpoint MS were sampled from normal distributions as described in Eq. (5.12).
DS ∼ N (µDS , σ2DS) and MS ∼ N (µMS , σ2MS) (5.12)
Simulated sleep patterns were characterised by the simulation parameters. µDS controlled
average duration of sleep and σDS defined duration of sleep regularity. Chronotype was
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Figure 5.7: Impact of simulation parameters on sleep patterns: µMS defines chronotype, µDS
regulates the mean duration of sleep, δSJ adds social jet lag by shifting sleep
midpoints on weekends, and σMS , σDS control the regularity of sleep timing.
controlled by µMS . Sleep timing regularity was expressed by σMS . Social jet lag SJ was
controlled with δSJ . SJ occurs when social and internal times are not aligned, e.g. on
weekends. SJ was simulated by adding δSJ to MS on Saturdays and Sundays. Figure 5.7
illustrates the influence of each simulation parameter.
5.4.2 Sleep Data Sampling
Daily schedules were simulated by resampling and randomly shuﬄing sensor data segments
from the evaluation study data set. The resampling procedure was the following: First,
recorded data was split into data segments. A segment was defined as a consecutive number
of samples during which the first derivative of all feature values was zero. Subsequently,
simulated schedules were split into days, where each day started at 6 pm. Finally, each
simulated day was filled data by randomly sampling data segments of evaluation study data
without replacement and separately for wake and sleep periods according to the ground truth
labelling. Figure 5.8 shows an example result of sleep data segment resampling and shuﬄing
procedure.
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of the sleep data segment resampling and shuﬄing. Simulated days
were filled with randomly sampled data segments from recorded study data without
replacement for wake and sleep periods separately.
5.5 Evaluation Methodology
In this section, we introduce Chronify, an Android application to collect smartphone context
data for sleep opportunity detection. Subsequently, we describe the data collection of our
evaluation study. Finally, the sleep simulation generated sleep/wake schedules.
5.5.1 Chronify Smartphone Application
User Interface
Figure 5.9 shows the user interface. Users can choose different data visualisations from a
drawer style menu shown in Figure 5.9a. A pause option is available to preserve privacy. Fig-
ure 5.9b shows the chronotype information screen. Once enough data is available, chronotype
is displayed on a scale from early (lark) to late (owl). Figure 5.9c depicts the sleep diary view,
where users can explore the temporal patterns of their subjective sleep quality. Days in the
calendar can be selected to show detailed sleep information, such as sleep times, social jet
lag, and alarm clock use. Users receive a notification after sleep timing was extracted and are
then asked to confirm or adjust estimated sleep timing and add annotations such as subjective
sleep quality.
Chronify continuously recorded context information to a SQLite database and transferred
the encrypted database to a remote server. The sampling interval was set to 2min. At the end
of each interval per axis accelerometer signal range (max - min) was reported. An audio sample
was taken from the integrated microphone at the end of each sampling interval to measure
ambient noise level while preserving privacy. If the screen was activated during the sampling
interval it was logged as active. Activity information and confidence of the current activity
were obtained from the Android ActivityRecognitionAPI. Status information of system status,
WiFi connection, charging state, air plane mode, silent mode, and do not disturb mode were
recorded. Also data from proximity sensor, light sensor, step detector, and GPS were recorded.
5.5.2 Evaluation Study
We recruited 30 participants (13 female, between 20 and 60 years old) online using social media
from Southern Bavaria. After filling in an online recruitment form, participants received
detailed written instructions. Once written consent was given, participants completed an
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Chronify detected your latest sleep episode
from: 31 Jan 2017 at 9:46 PM
until: 1 Feb 2017 at 6:25 AM
09:55
(a) Main menu and daily notifi-
cation.
11:10
09:57
(b) Chronotype view.
09:57
(c) Sleep diary and daily report.
Figure 5.9: Chronify user interface. The Android application has a drawer menu and displays
a notification upon sleep timing extraction. Once enough sleep information is
available, chronotype is displayed. Users can annotate subjective sleep quality
information, which is displayed in a calendar overview. Detailed sleep reports
show sleep quality, alarm clock use, and social jet lag.
entry form and were supplied with the smartphone application. Participants were asked to
use their smartphones as usual. A pen and a paper sleep diary was used as reference. After
recordings were completed, participants handed in the sleep diary and completed an exit form.
We experienced substantial drop-out throughout the study. Out of 30 enrolled participants,
only 16 handed in a complete sleep diary at the end of the recording period. Two out of those
16 participants did not complete the online exit form. From 14 remaining participants, one
was excluded from the analysis as s/he was sick in bed for the majority of recording days.
The remaining 13 participants provided a total of 196 recording days which were used in
the analysis. The average number of consecutive recording days per participant was 15 days,
including week days and weekends. Christmas holidays of 2016/2017 were included in the
recording period.
Reference Sleep Diary
Participants completed a sleep diary during the recording period. The sleep diary recorded
bed time, sleep onset time, wake up time, and getting out of bed time. Timing and use of
alarm clocks and work/free day information was also recorded. Participants were asked to
provide a subjective sleep quality indication from 1 (excellent) to 6 (bad) and could note any
additional information in a free text field.
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Cross Validation
Sleep timing estimation was performed starting from a generalised, leave-one-participant-
out (LOPO) cross validation model. For each participant Ptest, estimation models were trained
initially, on all data from all days of all other participants Ptrain. Subsequently, sleep timing
of the first day Ptest(D1) was estimated. Afterwards, estimation models were retrained using
data from all days of all participants Ptrain and data of the first day of Ptest(D1) to predict the
second day Ptest(D2). Sleep timing estimation of the third day Ptest(D3) was performed after
retraining the estimation models on Ptrain, Ptest(D1), and Ptest(D2). Sleep diary information
was used to personalise the model on a daily basis as described in Section 5.3.1.
5.5.3 Simulated Data Set
We generated a simulated data set to explore our method on a wide variety of sleep behaviours.
Each sleep schedule is described by sleep midpointMS and duration of sleepDS, and describes
the sleep timing of one day. The mean duration of sleep µDS and duration of sleep standard
deviation σDS were chosen based on the findings of a smartphone-based sleep survey by Walch
et al. [103]. Sleep midpoint mean µMS , sleep midpoint standard deviation σMS , and social jet
lag δSJ values were chosen based on the findings of Wittmann et al. [104]. Table 5.2 shows
simulation parameter value ranges. Recorded data set parameter values were included for
comparison.
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Table 5.3: Sleep estimation error metrics overview.
Metric Description Metric Description
ESO relative sleep onset error [min] |ESO| absolute sleep onset error [min]
EWU relative wake up error [min] |EWU | absolute wake up error [min]
EMS relative midsleep point error [min] |EMS | absolute midsleep point error [min]
Simulated Data Set Generation
For each combination of simulation parameters 28 sleep schedules were simulated by drawing
sleep midpoint MS and duration of sleep DS from normal distributions. Subsequently, sleep
data segment resampling from the recorded data set was performed for each of the 7560 simu-
lated sleep schedules. Data from 13 participants were treated as separate data sets, i.e each of
the 13 participant data sets was used for resampling data to each simulated sleep schedule sep-
arately, resulting in a total of 98280 simulated nights. LOPO cross validation was performed
identical as for the recorded data set described in Section 5.5.2.
Simulated Data Set Validation
To ensure validity of our simulation approach, we performed a cross evaluation of data sets.
Instead of using the same data set for training and testing, we used the simulated data set
including the sleep parameter ranges of Table 5.2 with δSJ = 0 for training and tested on the
recorded data set. Results were similar to training and testing on the same data set. Full
validation results are available in Table 5.5.
Statistical validation was performed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test). KS-test
scores measure the maximum distance between the cumulative distribution functions of two
distributions. We computed KS-test scores for each feature of the sleep and wake classes
of each simulation and the recorded data set and found their average score to be 0.04. In
comparison, scores were 0.36 on average, testing opposing classes against each others, e.g.
comparing the recorded wake vs. the simulated sleep data. Full KS-test results are available
in Table 5.6.
5.6 Results
In this section, we analyse sleep estimation performance on simulated and recorded data.
First, per participant sleep estimation performance is presented, before we investigate the
impact of personalisation on sleep estimation performance. Our personalisation methodology
was applied for all results presented. Subsequently, impact of typical sleep parameters on sleep
estimation performance is presented. Lastly, we analyse the impact of social jet lag on sleep
estimation performance. Results are presented using error metrics summarised in Table 5.3.
5.6.1 Simulations vs. Recordings
Sleep estimation performance of simulated data without social jet lag (δSJ = 0, N = 16380)
was compared to recorded data (N = 196). Figure 5.10 depicts absolute sleep onset |ESO|
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and wake up |EWU | estimation errors for both data sets and methods. For both data sets,
Time+Sensor+TPM performed significantly better than Time+Sensor .
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Figure 5.10: Absolute error for sleep onset and wake up estimations |ESO| and |EWU | estima-
tion results using Time+Sensor and Time+Sensor+TPM for simulated (δSJ = 0,
N = 16380) and recorded (N=196) data sets. |ESO| and |EWU | are plotted on
the horizontal axis. Time+Sensor+TPM showed significant improvements over
Time+Sensor for simulated and recorded data sets. ** indicates p < 0.01, *** in-
dicates p < 0.001.
For simulated data, Time+Sensor had average |ESO|= 76 ± 108min and |EWU |= 101 ±
153min. Time+Sensor+TPM reduced error by 47% to |ESO|= 40 ± 48min and by 58% to
|EWU |= 42 ± 57min. Relative estimation errors for Time+Sensor+TPM were ESO= −2 ±
62min and EWU= −5± 70min, which were a 97% and 95% improvement over Time+Sensor
results (ESO= 61± 117min and EWU= −93± 159min).
In the recorded data set, Time+Sensor+TPM yielded average errors of |ESO|= 45±49min
and |EWU |= 54 ± 72min (ESO= 3 ± 67min and EWU= −20 ± 88min). In comparison,
data-drivenTime+Sensor yielded |ESO|= 73 ± 104min and |EWU |= 84 ± 106min (ESO=
26± 124min and EWU= −35± 131min).
Time+Sensor+TPM outperformed Time+Sensor in both data sets for onset and wake
up estimation. Relative errors were lower on average compared to absolute errors for all
results as over- and underestimations cancelled out for relative errors. In our opinion, only
absolute errors should be compared as users may be interested in their daily sleep patterns.
Thus, underestimating one night and overestimating the next, would be as undesirable as
underestimating two nights in a row. For the remainder of the paper, we present absolute
errors only. All following results were obtained from the simulated data set.
5.6.2 Per Participant Analysis
We evaluated sleep estimation performance per participant for Time+Sensor and Time+Sensor+TPM
simulations without social jet lag (δSJ = 0). Figure 5.11 depicts |ESO| and |EWU | per partici-
pant for Time+Sensor and Time+Sensor+TPM simulations. Across participants Time+Sensor+TPM
significantly outperformed Time+Sensor .
Time+Sensor+TPM outperformed Time+Sensor because integrated expert model knowl-
edge of circadian and homeostatic sleep pressures improved sleep timing estimates. Remaining
performance differences between participants were due to data and label quality. Participants
were asked to use their phone as they normally would. While some participants kept their
phone in close range at all times, others placed it on a shelf when arriving home. Sleep diary
accuracy also varied between participants and contributed to performance differences.
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Figure 5.11: Per participant results for simulated (δSJ = 0, N = 16380) data. Absolute
sleep onset and wake up estimation errors |ESO| and |EWU | are plotted on the
horizontal axis for each participant. Time+Sensor+TPM had significantly less
|ESO| and |EWU | over Time+Sensor for all participants. *** indicates p < 0.001.
5.6.3 Personalisation Performance Improvements
We investigated the effect of personalisation on sleep timing estimation performance for simu-
lated data without social jet lag (δSJ = 0, N = 16380) using Time+Sensor+TPM . Personali-
sation was applied by retraining the classifiers using labels of previous days. Figure 5.12 shows
|ESO| and |EWU | estimation errors over the number of days used for model personalisation.
Without personalisation, estimation errors were |ESO|= 93±69min and |EWU |= 98±92min.
With a single day of data used for model personalisation, absolute errors were reduced to
|ESO|= 66± 74min and |EWU |62± 81min. Using two days for personalisation reduced errors
further to |ESO|= 38 ± 41min and |EWU |= 42 ± 56min resulting in a total error reduction
of 59% for sleep onset and 57% for wake up timing compared to no personalisation. Adding
further days for personalisation did not improve sleep onset performance, but wake up esti-
mation was further improved. Using 8 to 9 personalisation days showed an improvement for
wake up estimation, suggesting a weekend days’ effect.
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Figure 5.12: Absolute sleep onset and wake up estimation errors |ESO| and |EWU | over num-
ber of days used for model personalisation for simulated (δSJ = 0, N = 16380)
data. Sleep onset and wake up timing estimation performance was significantly
improved through applying personalisation. Using one day of data for person-
alisation over no personalisation yielded the largest performance improvement.
*** indicates p < 0.001, ** indicates p < 0.01, * indicates p < 0.05, n.s. indicates
p ≥ 0.05.
5.6.4 Impact of Sleep Parameters
Mean Sleep Midpoint
Sleep midpoint is related to chronotype, thus we investigated if sleep midpoint affected sleep
timing estimation performance in simulated data without social jet lag (δSJ = 0). Sleep
estimation performance should not depend on the mean sleep midpoint µMS as it would yield
better results for certain chronotypes. Figure 5.13 depicts absolute sleep timing estimation
errors |ESO| and |EWU | over mean sleep midpoint µMS values. Time+Sensor+TPM results
were independent of µMS while Time+Sensor results improved slightly for µMS ≥ 04:00.
Time+Sensor+TPM performed significantly better than Time+Sensor for all µMS .
Sleep Regularity
We investigated how sleep regularity impacted sleep timing estimation performance by varying
the standard deviation of sleep midpoints σMS from 6 to 90min. Results in Figure 5.14 showed
increased |ESO| and |EWU | with increased σMS for Time+Sensor and Time+Sensor+TPM
simulations without social jet lag (δSJ = 0). With increased σMS , |ESO| and |EWU | increased
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Figure 5.13: Absolute sleep timing estimation errors |ESO| and |EWU | over mean sleep mid-
point µMS for simulations (δSJ = 0, N = 16380). In Time+Sensor+TPM , |ESO|
and |EWU | were independent of mean sleep midpoint µMS . Time+Sensor+TPM
showed significant improvements over Time+Sensor for all µMS . *** indicates
p < 0.001.
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Figure 5.14: Absolute sleep timing estimation errors |ESO| and |EWU | over sleep midpoint
standard deviation σMS for simulations (δSJ = 0, N = 16380). |ESO| and |EWU |
increased with σMS . Time+Sensor+TPM showed significant improvements over
Time+Sensor for all σMS . *** indicates p < 0.001.
more rapidly for Time+Sensor than for Time+Sensor+TPM . For all σMS Time+Sensor+TPM
performed best with significant performance differences.
The time classifier component benefits from sleep timing regularity, thus |ESO| and |EWU |
were expected to increase with σMS . Time+Sensor+TPM combined time and sensor clas-
sifier outputs using internal expert knowledge of homeostatic and circadian sleep pressures
while prioritising the sensor classifier. Thus, Time+Sensor+TPM coped better with sleep
irregularity than Time+Sensor .
We analysed how Time+Sensor+TPM and its components, Time+TPM and Sensor+TPM ,
were influenced by the sleep midpoint standard deviation σMS to understand how sleep regu-
larity impacted sleep timing estimation performance. Figure 5.15 shows absolute sleep timing
estimation errors |ESO| and |EWU | for Time+TPM , Sensor+TPM , and Time+Sensor+TPM
simulations without social jet lag (δSJ = 0). |ESO| and |EWU | were significantly different
between Time+TPM and Time+Sensor+TPM for all σMS . Absolute sleep timing estima-
tion errors |ESO| and |EWU | depended on the mean sleep midpoint σMS for Time+TPM
and Time+Sensor+TPM . For Sensor+TPM |ESO| and |EWU | were independent of σMS be-
cause Sensor+TPM relies on sensor data only, thus is independent from time of day. In
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Figure 5.15: Absolute sleep timing estimation errors |ESO| and |EWU | over sleep midpoint
standard deviation σMS for simulations (δSJ = 0, N = 16380). |ESO| and
|EWU | depended on σMS for Time+TPM and Time+Sensor+TPM , while Sen-
sor+TPM performance was independent of σMS . * indicates p < 0.05, *** indi-
cates p < 0.001.
contrast, Time+TPM depended entirely on time of day, thus its performance was coupled
to σMS . Results demonstrated the benefits of combining time and sensor approaches in
Time+Sensor+TPM when σMS ≥ 30min.
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Figure 5.16: Absolute sleep estimation errors |ESO| and errwu over duration of sleep standard
deviation σDS for simulations (δSJ = 0, N = 16380). Results showed no depen-
dency between sleep midpoint estimation performance and σDS . Performance
differences between Time+Sensor+TPM and Time+Sensor were significant for
all σDS . *** indicates p < 0.001.
In our simulations the duration of sleep DS was sampled from a normal distribution char-
acterised by the mean duration of sleep µDS and the duration of sleep standard deviation
σDS . According to the sleep duration variance reported in in [103] we chose three different
values for σDS ranging from 0.85 h to 1.15 h for our simulations. Figure 5.16 shows |ESO|
and |EWU | for different σDS . Time+Sensor+TPM outperformed Time+Sensor significantly
for all σDS . In simulations without social jet lag (δSJ = 0), changes in σDS did not show
performance impact. The selected range of σDS was small compared to the range of simulated
sleep midpoint standard deviation σMS . We expect that the impact of σDS on |ESO| and
|EWU | would be similar to the one of σMS , if σDS would be varied in the same wide range as
σMS .
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5.6.5 Impact of Social Jet Lag
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Figure 5.17: Absolute sleep timing estimation errors |ESO| and |EWU | over social jet lag in-
tensity δSJ for simulations (N = 98280). Increased δSJ led to an increase of
|ESO| and |EWU | for Time+Sensor and Time+Sensor+TPM while |ESO| and
|EWU | increased more rapidly for Time+Sensor . Time+Sensor+TPM signifi-
cantly outperformed Time+Sensor for all social jet lag intensities. *** indicates
p < 0.001.
We investigated the impact of social jet lag intensity δSJ on absolute sleep timing estimation
errors |ESO| and |EWU | for Time+Sensor and Time+Sensor+TPM . Figure 5.17 depicts |ESO|
and |EWU | for different δSJ ranging from 0 to 5 h. |ESO| and |EWU | increased with δSJ
for Time+Sensor and Time+Sensor+TPM with a more rapid increase for Time+Sensor .
Time+Sensor+TPM significantly outperformed Time+Sensor for all social jet lag intensities.
Social jet lag is a special case of sleep irregularity due to a conflict of internal and social
clocks. We expected the impact of social jet lag to be similar to increased sleep irregu-
larity because increased δSJ implies an increase of sleep midpoint standard deviation σMS .
Time+Sensor+TPM outperformed Time+Sensor since TPM balanced time and sensor clas-
sification results using expert knowledge.
5.7 Discussion
5.7.1 Smartphone Sleep Detection
Smartphones are used by many today for tasks far beyond phone calls and text messages,
combining our music players, remote controls, and print media into a single device. According
to the Cisco world report 54% of young people aged 18 to 30 years from 15 countries look at
their smartphone before their loved one as a first thing in the morning [29]. As ubiquitous
devices, smartphones could be used to track sleep timing. Existing smartphone sleep apps
require users to place the phone on the mattress or under the pillow, or rely on manual sleep
timing input. While the latter is no improvement over a pen and paper sleep diary, the former
poses a fire hazard [92]. In contrast, Chronify uses smartphone context information and does
not require users to change their behaviour.
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Systems presented in previous work often aimed at measuring more detailed sleep informa-
tion, e.g. apnea, sleep stage, sleep quality. Measuring such parameters often requires specific
smartphone placement or additional hardware, which is mechanically coupled to the body dur-
ing sleep. With Chronify, our aim was to provide a ubiquitous, population scale, long-term
service for sleep/wake information.
Our approach does not use any additional sensors and relies on smartphone context informa-
tion only. Smartphones are often mechanically decoupled from the body while in bed, making
it difficult to distinguish sleeping from lying in bed awake. Thus, we detect sleep opportunity
rather than sleep. We chose to rely on smartphone sensors only due to their wide availability
compared to wearables. Data from additional sensors, e.g. smartwatches could be included,
if available, to improve detection results in the future.
5.7.2 Comparison with Related Work
Wearable sleep detection as performed by Fleury et al. [41], Borazio and van Laerhoven [17, 18],
and Rofouei et al. [79] requires users to wear additional hardware. To obtain sleep timing
estimates, users must have access to the hardware, ensure it is charged and worn. Studies
with fitness trackers, e.g. FitBit devices, have found users to often abandon devices after a
while [30]. In contrast, smartphone-based sleep detection relies on smartphones only and does
not require additional hardware.
Ambient sleep detection as performed by Kay et al. [57], Rahman et al. [73], and Zhao et
al. [108] depends on additional hardware in the user’s bedroom. Beside the potential privacy
concern, the solution must be installed for each bedroom and transported, e.g. when travelling.
Smartphone-based sleep detection automatically travels with the user as smartphones are by
definition mobile devices.
Nandakumar et al. [66] used a sonar-like approach with smartphones to detect sleep. Es-
sentially, the approach involved probing the user presence to determine sleep, apnea, and
breathing rate. Aside from being in the audible range, such measurements depend on specific
smartphone placement, e.g. distance between user and smartphone. In contrast, our approach
did not depend on specific placement.
Relative sleep timing estimation errors were frequently reported instead of absolute errors.
While relative errors, e.g. over two weeks of data, can be close to zero, daily errors can
remain large. Min et al. [64] used participant-specific models to predict sleep onset and
wake up with an average relative error of ±35min and ±31min, respectively. In the present
study, our Time+Sensor+TPMmodels were initially participant-independent and personalised
during operation based on up to 20 days of user feedback, yielding average relative errors of
ESO= −2± 62min and EWU= −5± 70min for the recorded data set.
Although previous studies did rarely report sleep variance, our results showed large vari-
ance across recorded and simulated data. Personalisation results in Section 5.6.3 indicated
a reduction of absolute estimation error variance from 41min to 37min for sleep onset and
56min to 30min for wake up with increased model personalisation.
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5.7 Discussion
We compared our Time+Sensor+TPM algorithm with Saeb et al. [81] and Abdullah et
al. [2] and summarised our findings in Table 5.4. Saeb et al. [81] estimated sleep onset, wake
up, and sleep duration with a mean median absolute deviation (mMAD) of 38min, 36min,
and 55min, respectively. Unfortunately, we could not test their algorithm on our data sets due
to missing features and lower sampling rates of our recorded dataset. On our simulated data
set, Time+Sensor+TPM estimated sleep onset, wake up, and sleep duration with mMADs of
22min, 15min, and 41min, respectively. Due to lower sampling rates our approach required
∼3MB of storage for two weeks of data. In comparison to Saeb et al. [81], our approach did
not require a constant wireless network connection, is more power efficient, and was designed
with user privacy in mind. For example, we took a single audio sample once every 2min,
while Saeb et al. [81] recorded audio for 30 sec every 5min. They also recorded GPS location
information, call, and text message activity of their participants.
Saeb et al. [81] used random forrest classifiers to detect sleep/wake and a hidden Markov
model (HMM) to filter classifier outputs. In comparison, we adapted the TPM of Daan et
al. [31], which introduces expert knowledge on sleep and wake timing in humans. In particular,
the homeostatic signal served as guidance to select physiologically meaningful transition points
between sleep and wake. The benefit of the TPM becomes particularly evident with varying
sleep schedules as observed in our recorded dataset. Saeb et al. [81] considered that the
constant wireless connection required in their investigation resulted in a participant selection
bias, which in turn may have lead to regular sleep patterns of their participants.
Abdullah et al. [2] reported an average sleep duration error of <45min for all participants.
We implemented their algorithm, tested it on our data, and computed mMADs for sleep onset,
wake up, and sleep duration. Their algorithm used screen on/off events as the only feature.
Some days in the simulated and recorded data sets had no screen on/off events. On those
days, their algorithm could not estimate sleep timing and days were therefore omitted from
the evaluation, resulting in a lower days count. Results of their algorithm on our recorded
data set were only slightly worse than Time+Sensor+TPM results. On the simulated data set
however, which included a wide variety of sleep behaviours, performance of their algorithm
dropped to |ESO|= 98 ± 136min and |EWU |= 73 ± 88min. One reason is in the logic of
their algorithm, which detects sleep onset only between 10 pm and 7 am. In comparison,
Time+Sensor+TPM results improved for simulations as the algorithm is robust to a wide
variety of sleep behaviours. The comparison illustrates the benefit of our simulation approach
to explore sleep parameter ranges and thus helped us to identify the advantage of our data
and expert model combination under naturally varying sleep schedules.
Daan et al. [31] developed the TPM to model the human recovery process and used it in
simulations. We adapted the TPM to perform sleep estimation. Running the TPM with
the daily parametrisation of t0 only (see Section 5.3.3), would resemble the Time classifier’s
behaviour, i.e. neglecting daily variation of sleep patterns. In Fig. 9, the Time+TPM model’s
performance is displayed, which closely resembles the Time classifier: As the plot shows,
increasing variation, here expressed by σMS , raises error of Time+TPM profoundly. In our
recorded data set, we determined σMS = 1.12 ± 0.3hours, illustrating that variation of the
sleep midpoint is a usual phenomenon.
5.7.3 Simulation Engine
During our data collection we experienced a participant drop out of over 50%. The majority
of dropouts occurred due to missing pen and paper sleep diaries. At this rate, more than two
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participants would have to be included in the study to obtain one complete participant data
set. Saeb et al. [81] experienced less drop out, yet for 20% of their participants more than half
of the recorded data were missing. The difference in drop out might be explained by participant
compensation. In our evaluation study, participants did not receive any compensation, while
in their study, compensation was based on the number of sleep diary entries returned.
Given the substantial participant effort in maintaining a sleep diary across 15 days, we
believe that simulations represent an important, complementary analysis strategy to synthe-
sise sleep patterns. We resampled recorded study data to simulate a total of 98280 days.
Sleep schedules were generated for each combination of simulation parameter values listed in
Table 5.2 and subsequently filled with data from each participant.
Results in Section 5.6.3 showed convergence for the absolute sleep estimation error after few
days confirming that the 28 simulated days per parameter configuration suffice. While our
study data contained considerable variation in sleep behaviour already, the simulation engine
allowed us to explore algorithm behaviour across several sleep-related variables, including sleep
regularity and average duration of sleep.
Resampling of data segments may have broken correlations, e.g. creating sharper than
natural boundaries between sleep and wake phases. At the same time, boundaries between
sleep and wake could be hardly reported via sleep diaries, which suggests that our data segment
resampling helped to create more accurate labels around sleep and wake transitions. While
both aforementioned aspects may partly explain estimation error reduction for simulated data,
another reason are the sleep parameter ranges covered by our simulation. As the literature-
derived ranges did not cover values observed in our recorded data for variation parameters
δDS and δMS .
5.7.4 Evaluation Study Recordings
Obtaining accurate sleep timing reference in free living is challenging. We used pen and
paper sleep diaries with 5min resolution as reference information due to their practicality.
Reliability of self-reported sleep diaries has been investigated, e.g. by Rogers et al. [80].
They compared polysomnography recordings against sleep diaries with 15min resolution and
found a mean discrepancy of 39min for sleep transitions in 12 healthy subjects. Sleep timing
estimation using Time+Sensor+TPM achieved an average absolute sleep timing estimation
error |EMS |= 39±43min for the recorded data set, thus reaching the accuracy of sleep diaries.
Managing good sleep hygiene has become difficult. Alarm clocks are common for many,
even on free days due to social obligations. Chronotype estimation relies on data from days
with and without alarm clock use [77] to correct for sleep debt on days with alarm clock use.
However, no alarm clock use does not guarantee self-determined sleep either as users may
wake up due to bed partners or a noisy environment. We monitored alarm clock use in the
sleep diary. In deployment, users would be asked to fill in their usual alarm clock behaviour
when starting the Chronify app for the first time. Alarm clock use could be modified in daily
notification feedback.
We chose the Christmas holiday period of 2016/2017 as our recording period. For many,
the time around Christmas is the only time of the year, where no alarm is used. However, the
recording period also included New Years Eve, which was an outlier to regular sleep timing
of most participants. Some participants completely neglected their smartphone during the
Christmas holidays to spend time with their family, which could explain some part of the data
loss and participant exclusion.
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5.7 Discussion
In the study, we intended to avoid the smartphone’s relevance to estimate sleep timing.
Therefore, participants were not instructed on nor queried about smartphone placement. With
the study design, we intended to avoid creating awareness on the smartphone location or
influence its location during nighttime. However, we assume all participants kept the phone
in the same room.
5.7.5 Chronify App Design
The Chronify app was designed to be resource efficient. Critical computing tasks were out-
sourced to the cloud and samples were collected only every 2min. Although Chronify ran
continuously during the recording period it did not show relevant energy consumption in the
energy consumption monitor of Android.
To minimise mobile data consumption, Chronify uploaded new data to the cloud only when
the phone was connected to a power supply and a wireless network. Clearly, cloud computing
requires the smartphone to upload data at least daily, ideally in the morning hours to provide
feedback on estimated sleep times soon after wake up.
To receive feedback early after wake up, the notification could be displayed as soon as
wake up was detected. While we consider that the algorithms proposed in this investigation
are generally suitable for an implementation on the smartphone, an anonymous cloud-based
processing offers opportunities to elaborate population-based models that are the basis for
personalisation in our approach.
Due to an increase in sensing modalities and the omnipresence of smartphones, privacy
concerns have been on the rise. We incorporated privacy concerns into the Chronify app
design and data analysis by recording the minimal number of audio samples required by
Android OS from the device once every 2min. No location-based information was stored for
sleep opportunity detection. By our intention, the features selected for sleep/wake estimation
do provide minimal cues on an individual’s identity. In addition, users have the option to
pause recordings either for a predefined duration or indefinitely.
5.7.6 Model Personalisation
Previous work often used participant dependent models when estimating sleep timing. During
our study the majority of drop out was due to missing sleep diaries. Thus, we believe using
participant independent models are key. Abduallah et al. [2] used the first two weeks of data to
compute a participant-specific correction factor. In contrast, we used participant independent
models, which were personalised with user feedback.
Chronify learns from user feedback because sleep timing is both personal and dynamic. By
retraining, the sensor classifier adapts feature weights to different sleep environments and sleep
behaviour. Sleep timing is dynamic, even within users (e.g. changing shift schedules), which
the time classifier adapts to. Time+Sensor+TPM started based on a generalised model in
our analyses.
Each time users respond to notifications of estimated sleep timing as shown in Figure 5.9a,
time and sensor models are retrained to incorporate new data. Further investigations are
needed to confirm if continuous retraining as applied here or training according to specific
context variables, e.g. location, day of the week, etc. is most suitable.
We assumed users would react to sleep timing notifications every day as we used entries
from the pen and paper sleep diaries to simulate reactions to the notifications. In deployment,
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users might not react to sleep timing notifications on a daily basis. If no reaction is given, no
retraining takes place. Results in Section 5.6.3 showed an average sleep timing estimation error
reduction of 59% for sleep onset and 57% for wake up using Time+Sensor+TPM with just
two days of data used for personalisation. We consider that obtaining accurate user feedback
for a few times, i.e. two times, is feasible.
5.8 Conclusion
In this work we investigated sleep timing estimation from smartphone context data by in-
tegrating expert knowledge into data-based estimation models. Our Time+Sensor+TPM
model, which combines data-based classification and expert knowledge, showed best sleep on-
set, midpoint, and wake up estimation results compared to data-driven models and the related
approaches, with an absolute sleep timing estimation error of |ESO|= 40 ± 48min for sleep
onset and |EWU |= 42±57min for wake up (relative errors = −2±62min and = −5±70min)
over 16380 days of simulated data (δSJ = 0). Our expert model improved absolute estimation
results by 47% for sleep onset and 58% for wake up over the data models. Our combined data
and expert model was robust against irregular sleep patterns and social jet lag. To cope with
sleep timing changes and individual sleep hygiene, we incorporate user feedback to personalise
estimation algorithms. Personalisation improved estimation results by 59% for sleep onset
and 57% for wake up with just two days of data used for personalisation. Finally, simulations
allowed us to explore the sleep timing estimation performance for varying sleep behaviour,
encoded in key sleep parameters and wide parameter ranges. The simulation approach was
confirmed by cross dataset tests that yielded similar performances and statistical testing of
each feature.
Our approach could be used to track sleep timing and chronotype on an everyday basis.
Long-term recordings could reveal social jet lag and thus support users in reducing their
circadian misalignment and living a healthier lifestyle. We plan to publicly release the Chronify
smartphone application soon.
We conclude that using expert knowledge can improve data-driven modelling results and
smartphones are a suitable platform for unobtrusive sleep timing and chronotype monitoring.
The expert model integration as fusion technique to refine the data model performance showed
the best performance.
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6.1 Introduction
As time is a scarce resource, clocks are used to synchronise our activities with others. Wall
clock time synchronises social activities, e.g. a regular time for dinner with the family or events
with friends, and organise our work activities, e.g. meetings. In addition, our body also has
an internal clock, called the circadian clock. With many social and professional obligations,
it becomes difficult to keep internal and external clocks synchronised. Teenagers for example
have a later circadian clock phase on average, yet are expected to study in schools starting
early in the morning [90].
Light exposure to the eyes synchronises the circadian clock to the environment. Timing
and intensity of light exposure determine phase shift intensity [76]. Before artificial light was
available, humans could perform outdoor activities, e.g. hunting natural enemies or finding
food, only during daytime. Thus, nighttime was used to find shelter and recover.
We have a natural preference towards an earlier or later circadian phase, called chrono-
type [78]. Chronotypes range from early (larks) to late (owl) types and are naturally dis-
tributed amongst the population. Chronotype drifts throughout the lifespan of a person [77].
During our teenage years we drift towards a later chronotype and back to an earlier chrono-
type as we age. Studies have indicated serious health risks for living against the chronotype
for extended periods of time, including diabetes, heart diseases, and cancer [35, 56].
With artificial light we can work anywhere at anytime. However, exposure to artificial light
can lead to a desynchonisation of wall and circadian clocks, called circadian misalignment. Our
circadian system is especially influenced by light in the blue part of the visual spectrum [20].
Current display technology often uses light emitting diode (LED) technology as backlight.
LEDs are know to emit blue-rich light, making screen use at night one of the main sources for
circadian misalignment [22].
Measuring light exposure in daily life is cumbersome. Measurements at wrist level are com-
mon but known to be inaccurate due to their on-body location [100]. In addition, wrist-worn
light sensors are frequently occluded by long sleeved clothing, resulting in underestimations
of light exposure. Another option is to measure light exposure at eye-level. One solution
are the LightWatcher devices from the EUCLOCK research project. When mounted to an
eyeglasses frame they offer accurate measurements but were often found intrusive and stig-
matising. WISEglass is another research solution, where a light sensor is integrated into the
bridge of a 3D-printed eyeglasses frame [99]. However, such measurement devices are not
available to the masses yet.
In turn, smartphones have become our ubiquitous companions in daily life with ownership
rates of 72% in the US and a median of 68% in developed countries [70]. Todays smartphones
are cloud connected, multi-modal sensor platforms which are already carried by their users.
Smartphone light sensors cannot be used for continuous light measurements due to frequent
occlusion, e.g. due to flip cases or when the phone is stored in a pocket. Instead, information
from other integrated sensors could be used to infer light exposure continuously.
Our approach in this paper is to infer light exposure from smartphone sensors and compare
light estimations to measurements taken at eye and wrist level. Subsequently, we estimate
circadian phase shift from light estimations using the Kronauer model. In particular, this
article provides the following contributions:
• We present a method for continuous light exposure estimation from smartphone sensor
information and cloud-sourced weather reports and compare them against light mea-
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surements taken at eye and wrist level.
• A method to estimate daily circadian phase shift from light exposure using the Kronauer
model.
• We compare circadian phase shift estimation results from wrist measurements with es-
timations from our smartphone-based method.
6.2 Related work
Circadian rhythm research began in the 20th century and was awarded with the 2017 Nobel
Prize for physiology or medicine. Duffy and Wright [35] found light to be the dominant syn-
chonizer in human circadian systems and observed that the maximum daily clock shift was
between -2 h and +3h. They state multiple negative health effects due to improper circadian
entrainment, e.g. upset of gastrointernal function, impaired performance, and impaired alert-
ness. Kantermann and Roenneberg [56] suggest that light exposure at night time can damage
DNA and thus lead to cancer. Shift workers are especially at risk, as they constantly live
against the natural day/night rhythm.
Prior efforts were made to estimate human circadian phase in ambulatory settings. Table 6.1
provides an overview. Kolodyazhniy [59] et al. used an ambulatory multi-channel monitoring
system and least-squares regression to estimate human circadian phase. They recorded core
body temperature, skin temperature at 11 locations, ECG, respiration, accelerometer, and
light data from 16 participants for one week. Afterwards, participants underwent a 32 h
constant routine protocol to measure circadian phase from their melatonin profile. Their
regression model could predict human circadian phase with an error of 12±41min and a mean
absolute deviation (MAD) of 36min. Following up on their original paper, Kolodyazhniy et
al. [60] extended the data set to 25 participants and used artificial neural networks. Their
best model was able to predict circadian phase with an error of -3±23min and a MAD of
19min. Gil et al. [43] estimated human circadian phase using autoregressive models from
light measurements at the wrist and ECG recorded using standard 3-lead ECG placement.
Table 6.1: Summary of related approaches and results. Reference techniques are noted in the
reference column as constant routine melatonin assessment (CRMA), dim light
melatonin onset (DLMO) assessment, and head light measurement (HLM), re-
spectively. Least squares (LSQ), artificial neural networks (ANN), autoregressive
moving average with exogenous inputs (ARMAX), extreme gradient boosting re-
gression (XGB reg.), and the Kronauer model (KM) have been used to estimate
circadian phase.
Name N days In-/On-/Off- Reference Model Error
Body Sensors
Kolodyazhniy 2011 [59] 16 7 1/14/1 CRMA LSQ 12±41min
Kolodyazhniy 2012 [60] 25 7 1/14/1 CRMA ANN -3±23min
Gil 2013 (Light only) [43] 38 3 0/1/0 DLMO ARMAX 37±56min
Gil 2013 (Light + ECG) [43] 38 1 0/2/0 DLMO ARMAX 2±39min
Bonmati-Carrion 2014 [16] 13 10 0/3/0 DLMO Correlation 46±7min
Our phase shift est. 12 6 0/0/1 HLM XGB reg.+KM 35±25min
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Dim light melatonin onset (DLMO) assessments were used as reference techniques. Using
light measurements only, they were able to predict circadian phase with an error of 37±56min
for 38 participants. In combination with ECG measurements, prediction error was reduced
to 2±39min. Bonmati-Carrion et al. [16] assessed correlations between DLMO and multiple
ambulatory variables. They monitored motor activity, wrist temperature, body position, and
light for 10 days in 13 participants. Recorded signals were transformed to different features, e.g.
wrist temperature onset, activity offset, etc. and compared to DLMO reference measurements.
They predicted DLMO from single features with mean absolute errors between 46 and 58min.
They found wrist temperature increase onset to be the closely correlated to DLMO and simple
to obtain. In contrast to prior work, our approach does not require any body worn hardware,
but instead works with a smartphone only.
Screen use at night leads to circadian misalignment. Wahl et al. [101] performed screen
use detection using smart eyeglasses with a colour light sensor embedded into the bridge.
Their system detected screen use in environments with ambient light intensities below 200 lux
with a ROC AUC of above 0.9. In this work, we estimate light exposure throughout the day
to estimate circadian phase shift. Woelders et al. [105] estimated clock phase and period of
20 participants. They measured light exposure at the wrist for 9 consecutive days and used
the revised Kronauer model to estimate clock phase and period. In this work we estimate
daily circadian phase shift from smartphone estimated light exposure and compare our results
against light measurements at the wrist.
Kronauer et al. [61] described a mathematical model to estimate circadian phase shift.
They used two van der Pol type oscillators to model core body temperature and rest-activity.
Their initial implementation has no input for light but estimates core body temperature as
circadian phase marker based on rest-activity rhythm. In 1990, Kronauer updated the model
to take effects of light on circadian amplitude and phase into account. Jewett et al. [55]
revised Kronauers model by replacing the van der Pol oscillator with a higher order limit
cycle oscillator. Furthermore, the model was adapted to be in accordance with Aschoff’s rule
by adding a direct effect of light on the circadian period. In this work we use their model and
parameter settings.
Our previous work on light estimation [100] serves as the starting point for smartphone-
based light estimation in this work. In this previous paper, data recording and light estimation
using CART decision tree classification were described.
6.3 Methodology
In this section we present an approach to estimate circadian phase shift from smartphone
sensors and cloud-sourced weather reports. Figure 6.1 shows the methodology used to estimate
circadian phase shift from raw sensor and weather data. First, sensor and weather data were
recorded with a smartphone app. Subsequently, we extracted features and estimated light
intensity with our light estimation algorithms. Finally, circadian phase shift was estimated
from light intensity estimations.
6.3.1 Feature extraction
We extracted two kinds of features from recorded data: Sensor features and cloud-sourced
weather information. Table 6.2 provides an overview of extracted features.
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Figure 6.1: Overview of circadian phase shift estimation methods. First, sensor and weather
data were recorded with a smartphone app. After feature extraction, light intensity
was estimated. Finally, circadian phase shift was estimated from light intensity
estimations.
Table 6.2: Smartphone sensor and weather features used to estimate light intensity. All fea-
tures were resampled to a sampling rate of 0.2Hz.
Sensor features Weather features
Description Unit Description Unit
M Motion intensity ms2 C Cloud coverage %
S Satellite count 1 W Weather code –
A Location accuracy m T Time of day hh:mm
L Light intensity lux
P Proximity 1
Sensor features
We computed the acceleration magnitudeMacc of three axes accelerometer axes (x, y, and z) as
Macc =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 for each accelerometer sample. Accelerometer samplesMacc,1 . . .Macc,n
were summed up to compute motion intensity M as M =
∑n
i=1Macc,i for each 30 s window.
Location accuracy A in meters was provided by the Android Location API. GPS reception
is typically better outdoors and therefore A should decrease when the smartphone is in an
outdoor environment. Satellite count S measured how many GPS satellites were used for
the location estimate. We expected S to behave similar to A as the number of satellites in
reception range was expected to increase outdoors.
Smartphone light sensors reported ambient light intensity L in lux. Light sensors often
reported zero lux readings due to occlusion, e.g. when using flip cases. To compensate for
occlusion, we also recorded proximity sensor information P as explained below. Proximity
sensors are typically located next to the smartphone screen, together with light sensors, and
were used to detect light sensor occlusion. P measured whether the sensor was occluded or
not as shown in Eq. (6.1) and was also used as a feature.
P =
{
0 if proximity sensor was not occluded
1 if proximity sensor was occluded
(6.1)
Cloud-sourced weather features
GPS location was used to obtain weather reports at smartphone location from Open Weather
Map1, a cloud weather service. Weather code W described current weather conditions,
1https://openweathermap.org
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e.g. rain, clear sky, clouds, etc. A full list of weather codes is available at https://
openweathermap.org/weather-conditions. Cloud coverage C indicated the percentage of
cloud coverage in the sky. Time of day T was transformed into two continuous features T1
and T2 as described in Eq. (6.2).
T1 =
{
1, when T > 12.0
0, when T ≤ 12.0 and T2 =
{
24− T , when T > 12.0
T , when T ≤ 12.0 (6.2)
6.3.2 Light estimation algorithms
Light estimation algorithms estimated light intensity from extracted feature data. We com-
pared three different approaches: CART Decision tree classification, extreme gradient boosted
decision tree (XGB) classification, and XGB regression. All three approaches used the feature
set described in Section 6.3.1. We added a 5 lux and a 500 lux dummy estimator as baseline
comparison. Dummy estimators always returned the same light intensity, independent of fea-
ture values. Dummy estimator light intensities were chosen to resemble staying in a constant
dark environment (5 lux) and a constant bright indoor environment (500 lux).
All algorithms were trained to estimate light intensity Ipred as the dependent variable from
independent variables described in Section 6.3.1 weighted with individual weights ωi as shown
in Equation (6.3).
Ipred = ω1 ∗M + ω2 ∗ S + ω3 ∗A+ ω4 ∗ L+ ω5 ∗ P + ω6 ∗ C + ω7 ∗W + ω8 ∗ T (6.3)
Light intensity classes
For classification algorithms, light intensities were sorted into five light intensity classes as
shown in Table 6.3. Classes were selected according to the Illuminating Engineering Society
lighting handbook [33]. We performed light intensity estimation by deriving the measurement
average for each of the five illuminance categories from the reference measurements and as-
signing them to the estimated light class, respectively. In a practical application, illuminance
levels could be derived from smartphone light sensor measurements.
Table 6.3: Light intensity classes used for classification algorithms. The classes were derived
from IES lighting handbook [33].
Class min [lux] max [lux] Description
1 0 119 Dark room
2 120 249 Dim room
3 250 999 Bright room
4 1000 4999 Cloudy
5 5000 ∞ Sunny
Decision tree classification
Decision tree classification was used as comparison to our prior work [100]. We used the
DecisionTreeClassifier implementation of scikit-learn [68], which implements an optimised
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version of the CART algorithm. We configured the classifier to use a minimum number of
three samples to split an internal node.
XGB classification
The XGB classifier implementation from the xgboost [26] package was used with default
settings to classify light intensity. Using an ensemble of smaller decision trees instead of a
single tree was expected to improve results.
XGB regression
For regression, the XGB regressor the xgboost [26] package was used with default settings. We
included a regressor to investigate whether direct light intensity estimations offer an advantage
over light class estimations, where each class is represented by a single light intensity value.
6.3.3 Circadian phase shift estimation
Circadian phase shift was estimated from light intensity estimations using the revised version
of the Kronauer model by Jewett et al. [55]. Kronauer’s model outputs clock oscillation, from
which daily circadian phase shift was calculated.
Kronauer model
Process L
Process P
Circadian
stimulus
modulator M
Circadian
oscillator O
Drive B   
States
x and x
c
Drive       
 
B^Light 
Intensity I
Circadian
state 
Variables 
x and x
c
Figure 6.2: Kronauer model overview. Process L transforms light intensity at eye level I into
drive Bˆ. Process P consists of circadian stimulus modulator M and circadian os-
cillator O. M modulates drive Bˆ into drive B depending on phase and amplitudes
of circadian oscillator O. O is a self-sustaining oscillator, which outputs two state
variables x and xc. x closely follows the circadian body temperature rhythm.
The Kronauer model consists of two processes, process L and process P . Figure 6.2 shows
how processes L and P are used to model the influence of light at eye level on the circadian
oscillator O. Circadian phase and amplitude are described by circadian state variables x and
xc. Process L converts light intensity at the eye to drive Bˆ. First, the forward drive α is
computed by multiplying the forward rate constant α0 with the normalised light intensity.
Light intensity is normalised to 9500 lux, as it is the intensity at which the maximum response
takes place. Next, the change in flux rate n˙ is computed. Drive Bˆ is proportional to the flux
rate n.
Process L acts as a dynamic light stimulus processor and derives drive Bˆ from light in-
tensity I. L is described in Equations (6.4 – 6.6), where α0 =0.16min−1, β =0.013min−1,
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I0 =9500 lux, p =0.6, and G=19.875, as described in Jewett et al. [55].
α = α0
(
I
I0
)p
(6.4)
n˙ = 60 · [α(1− n)− βn] (6.5)
Bˆ = Gα(1− n) (6.6)
Process P consists of circadian stimulus modulator M and circadian oscillator O, which
models circadian phase and amplitude. M modulates Bˆ, depending on current phase and
amplitude of the circadian pacemaker, into drive B. P models the effect of drive B on
oscillation speed and amplitude of the circadian pacemaker. O outputs two independent state
variables x and xc.
Depending on current circadian phase and amplitude, M modulates drive Bˆ into drive B
according to Equation (6.7).
B = (1− 0.4x)(1− 0.4xc)Bˆ (6.7)
Drive B influences state variables x and xc as shown in Equations (6.8) and (6.9), where
µ = 0.3, q = 13 , τx = 24.2, k = 0.55. Our implementation of the Kronauer model was developed
using the description and parameters from Jewett et al. [55] and is available online2.
x˙ =
(
pi
12
)[
xc + µ
(
1
3
x+
4
3
x3 − 256
105
x7
)
+B
]
(6.8)
x˙c =
(
pi
12
){
qBxc −
[(
24
0.99729τx
)2
+ kB
]
x
}
(6.9)
Phase shift estimation
Daily circadian phase shift was estimated from measured and estimated light intensities, Itrue
and Ipred. We used the Kronauer model to compute state variables x and xc. Daily minima
of x were used as a phase marker and were extracted by applying peak detection on −x using
the peak detection implementation from the BMC toolbox [34]. Minimum distance between
two peaks was set to 48min to avoid false positives. Timing of daily minima ttrue and tpred,
extracted from xtrue and xpred, were used as daily phase markers. Subsequently, daily phase
shift error was defined as ei = ttrue,i − tpred,i, where i denoted the day.
6.4 Evaluation
6.4.1 Passive light estimation app
Our passive light estimation app (PLEA) recorded smartphone sensor and weather data from
Android smartphones. PLEA collected a sensor sample once every 30 s. PLEA implemented a
service, which continuously ran in the background to ensure reliable recordings. Once enabled,
PLEA was started automatically after a smartphone reboot. PLEA recorded current time,
average acceleration magnitude, light and proximity sensor information, magnetometer data,
2Source code is available at https://gitlab.com/fwahl/kronauermodel.
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screen state, WiFi SSID, and GPS information. GPS sensor information consisted of longitude,
latitude, satellite count, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Longitude and latitude were used to
retrieve local weather information, which consisted of weather code, cloudiness percentage,
local sunrise and sunset timing. Furthermore, users annotated whether they were awake or
asleep, and whether they were in an indoor or outdoor environment.
6.4.2 Study population
We recruited 12 participants (5 female, between 18 and 28 years old) from the University of
Passau student population. Participants carried a Samsung Galaxy S III smartphone, wore a
CamNtech MotionWatch 8, and a LightWatcher light sensor device mounted to an eyeglasses
frame. Figure 6.3 depicts the sensor setup. Recordings were performed in three folds of four
participants. Each participant recorded data for six consecutive days. We expected different
light exposure patterns on weekends and weekdays due to different daily routines on work
and free days. Participants were not asked to follow a script but to maintain their regular
routines. During recordings, participants were unsupervised. We asked participants to charge
the smartphone at least once per day. Participants were compensated with a 50Euro Amazon
voucher.
LightWatcher
SmartphoneMotionWatch
Figure 6.3: Study participant wearing Motionwatch, LightWatcher mounted to an eyeglasses
frame, and carrying a smartphone.
6.4.3 Recording setup
Our passive light estimation smartphone app was used to record data as described in Sec-
tion 6.4.1. Participants were reminded by a notification to send recorded data via email
once per day. Light and activity were monitored at wrist level as baseline using a Cam-
Ntech MotionWatch 8, a common device for long-term circadian assessments in free living.
Reference measurements were recorded using LightWatcher devices from the EUCLOCK re-
search project. LightWatcher devices were mounted to an eyeglasses frame, as depicted in
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Figure 6.3. Participants were outfitted with a pair of dioptre-free eyeglasses, if they did not
wear eyeglasses usually. Participants were instructed to wear the eyeglasses throughout the
day and place them next to their bed during the night. We converted LightWatcher irradiance
measurements of each RGB channel to luminous intensity using the standardised luminosity
function normalised to a 555 nm peak value. All devices were configured to record one sample
every 30 s. In total, 1700 h of data were obtained.
6.4.4 Cross validation
All light estimation algorithms were evaluated using leave-one-participant-out cross validation.
For each participant p, estimator training was performed on data of all other participants.
Subsequently, estimator testing was performed using data from participant p.
6.4.5 Phase shift estimation error metrics
We computed two types of errors as evaluation metrics: Daily phase shift error and summed
phase shift error. Daily phase shift was computed using daily minima of the Kronauer model
state variable x as described in Section 6.3.3. Daily phase shift error describes the error
made by an estimator compared to the head level reference measurements within one day of
recordings and was computed as ei = ttrue,i − tpred,i, where i denoted the day.
Summed phase shift error was computed to evaluate the estimation error over the entire
recording period. Since daily errors add up, it is important to evaluate performance over
multiple days. Summed phase shift error es was computed as es =
∑
i ei. If daily estimation
errors have a zero mean, they can cancel each other out, while one sided daily phase shift
errors, e.g. always predicting a stronger shift forward than reference measurements, will add
up over time.
6.5 Results
In this section, we analyse light intensity estimation performance of the PLEA app. We
compare our estimations against measurements at eye level from the LightWatcher sensor,
and wrist measurements from a MotionWatch 8. Subsequently, we compare daily and summed
circadian phase shift estimations from light intensity estimations from the PLEA app against
head and wrist measurements. Results from our 5 and 500 lux dummy estimators were included
as baseline. Figure 6.4 shows average light intensity distribution over 24 hours for the entire
data set.
6.5.1 Light intensity estimation
Light exposure information was required to estimate circadian phase shift. We estimated light
exposure from phone context and weather information, and compared estimations against head
reference measurements. Table 6.4 shows root mean square error (RMSe) across participants
for each estimation method described in Section 6.3.2.
Extreme gradient boosted decision tree (XGB) classification showed best results with an
RMSe of 3746 lux followed by XGB regression with 3818 lux RMSe. However, classification
approaches used per-class means to obtain an estimate from light intensity class output. Re-
gression directly estimates light intensities and did not need additional information. Dummy
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Figure 6.4: Average light intensity distribution over 24 hours for all participants. Light expo-
sure peaked around 1300 hrs and in the afternoon around 1600 hrs.
Table 6.4: RMSe for all estimators. Extreme gradient boosted classification and regression ap-
proaches outperformed CART decision tree classification and wrist measurements.
Estimator DT clf XGB clf XGB reg Dummy 5 Dummy 500 Wrist
RMSe [lux] 4536 3746 3818 4046 4007 4238
estimators achieved RMSe results just above 4000 lux followed by wrist measurements and
decision tree classification.
Wrist measurement RMSe was 12% higher compared to XGB classification. We found that
wrist measurements were often lower than at head level. One reason might be sensor occlusion
due to long sleeved clothing.
6.5.2 Daily circadian phase shift estimation
Figure 6.5 shows an example of light intensities measured at head level and estimated light
intensities using the XGB regression approach in the top plot. XGB regression was able to
follow the mean trend of measured light intensities. Light intensities and schedules in vary
considerably in the three days displayed. The bottom plot shows the state variable x of the
Kronauer model as described in Section 6.3.3. Short peaks in light intentisity were often
missed by the regression model, which did not have large impact on the estimated phase shift.
After estimating light intensities, daily circadian phase shift was evaluated. Daily circadian
phase shift errors were computed in minutes as described in Section 6.3.3. Figure 6.6 shows
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Figure 6.5: Light intensities measured at head level and estimated using our smartphone-
only approach (top) over a three day period. Estimated phase according to the
Kronauer model described in Section 6.3.3 (bottom) from light measurements and
estimations. Smartphone light estimations reflect daily light exposure patterns of
light reference measurements at head level well. Light estimation errors show only
little effect on phase estimates.
daily phase shift error for all estimators described in Section 6.3.2. XGB regression performed
best with 34.7±25.3min phase shift estimation error. Decision tree and XGB classification
had phase shift errors of 35.7±29.0min and 35.7±28.2min, respectively. While mean errors
were almost equal, standard deviation was lowest for XGB regression. Wrist measurements
showed phase estimation error of -52.4±40.0min and a median error of -47.3min. These large
phase shift errors originate from frequent light intensity underestimations. Phase estimation
errors of the 500 lux dummy estimator were more than twice on average compared to the 5 lux
estimator, due to the impact of light on the circadian phase. Both did not perform well with
phase shift errors of 63.5±42.9min and 140.0±55.7min for constant light estimations of 5 lux
and 500 lux, respectively.
To investigate if daily phase shift error was similar for all participants, we evaluated daily
phase shift estimation errors per participant for XGB regression and wrist measurements. We
selected light estimation using XGB regression because it showed the lowest median error
across participants. Wrist measurements were selected due to their popularity in circadian
rhythm studies. Figure 6.7 shows absolute daily phase shift error per participant. Dashed lines
indicate per estimator means. XGB regression had an absolute error of 35.5±24.2min with a
median of 30min. For 10 out of 12 participants, light estimation with XGB regression median
errors outperformed wrist measurements. Per participant absolute daily phase shift errors from
light estimations using XGB regression were below the mean error of wrist measurements for
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Figure 6.6: Daily phase shift estimation error in minutes for each estimator. All estimators
using smartphone-based light estimation outperformed phase estimation from wrist
measurements.
all participants. Absolute daily phase shift errors from wrist measurements had an error of
53.8±38.0min, a 52% increase over XGB regression estimates. For participants 4-8 phase shift
estimations from light measurements at the wrist were worse than for other participants. We
assume those participants wore more long sleeved clothing than others resulting in a larger
number of false measurements due to sensor occlusion.
6.5.3 Summed phase shift estimation
We evaluated summed phase shift estimation to investigate how phase shift estimation error
accumulated over multiple days. To track circadian phase, daily circadian phase shifts need
to be added up. Calculating summed phase shift estimation errors was important as small
daily errors in the same shift direction could add up over time. Figure 6.8 shows summed
phase shift error for each estimator. Phase shift estimation from light estimations based on
decision tree classification performed best with an absolute error of 26.9±19.9min. XGB
classification and XGB regression performed similar with an absolute mean summed phase
shift error of 38.0±23.5min and 32.2±16.7min, respectively. Phase estimations from wrist
measurements had an absolute mean error of 57.2±24.3min. Phase shift estimations from
light estimations outperformed wrist measurement-based estimations because their daily error
mean is less as shown in Figure 6.6. Both dummy estimators share the same problem with
wrist measurements.
Finally, we investigated per participant phase shift error over the entire recording period.
Figure 6.9 shows summed phase shift errors per participant for phase estimations from light
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Figure 6.7: Absolute daily phase shift estimation error in minutes based on smartphone esti-
mations and wrist measurements per participant. Phase estimations from smart-
phone light estimations had lower median errors compared those from wrist light
measurement for 10 out of 12 participants.
estimations based on XGB regression and wrist measurements. XGB regression achieved
an absolute mean error of 32.2min over all participants, while wrist measurements had an
absolute mean error of 57.2min. Our smartphone-based light estimation outperformed wrist
measurements for 11 out of 12 participants when analysing the total error over the recording
duration. Low performance of phase shift estimations based on wrist measurements clearly
show the advantage of estimations over measurements at a poor sensor location.
6.6 Discussion
6.6.1 Comparison with related work
Compared to related work summarised in Table 6.1, our evaluation study had the least num-
ber of participants. Our study protocol required participants to continuously wear the Light-
Watcher for head light reference measurements. Such a device can be stigmatising in public
and made it difficult to recruit participants. In deployment, users would not have to wear any
devices but just take their smartphone with them.
While related work relied on melatonin assessment for reference, we used head light mea-
surements. Our focus was the impact of light intensity estimation errors on circadian phase
estimations. Thus, we used the Kronauer model [55, 61] to estimate phase shift from light
intensity for smartphone estimations, wrist and head measurements.
With a median ownership rate of 68% in developed countries, smartphones have become
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Figure 6.8: Absolute summed phase shift estimation error in minutes for each estimator. While
CART decision tree classification achieved the lowest median error of all estimators,
XGB regression estimates had smallest spread.
widely available [70]. In contrast, all approaches in Table 6.1 used proprietary research equip-
ment limiting the availability to small study populations. In addition, our approach was the
least intrusive in the comparison. Kolodyazhniy et al. [59, 60] achieved the best results but
used 16 sensors, including a rectal probe. Gil et al. [43] used a combination of light mea-
surements at the wrist and ECG to achieve similar results. For ECG measurements, three
electrodes need to be mounted on the chest using sticky tape.
Compared to related work with less intrusive phase shift estimation methods, our approach
has the lowest entry barrier as it could just be downloaded with no extra hardware required.
However, as our approach estimates phase shift, it requires an initial phase estimate. Such
an initial estimate could come from a questionnaire within the app or through another app,
e.g. a sleep tracker. We investigated the estimation of sleep timing using smartphones [95].
To estimate circadian phase, sleep timing, alarm clock use, and work/free day information for
at least one week are required. In combination, phase and phase shift estimation can reveal
the influence of light exposure patterns on the circadian clock and support users in reaching
a desired circadian phase.
6.6.2 Comparison with light measurements at wrist level
In circadian biology, actigraphy measurements at wrist level are commonly used in field stud-
ies. Manufacturers of actigraphs have added light sensors to their devices and thus, light
measurements at wrist level have become common. Our results in Section 6.5 uncovered the
shortcomings of light measurements at wrist level. Sensor occlusion due to long sleeved cloth-
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Figure 6.9: Absolute summed phase shift estimation error in minutes from XGB regression
light estimations and wrist measurements. Our smartphone-only approach showed
better phase estimation results than wrist measurements for all but one participant.
ing was responsible for large underestimation errors. In addition, wrist-worn sensors usually
point in a different direction than the eyes, making measurements less accurate. In compar-
ison, our smartphone-based estimations do not require additional hardware as smartphones
are already widely available.
6.6.3 Limitations of smartphone light estimation
As shown in Section 6.5.2, circadian phase shift estimations from light estimations based on
classification and regression-based light estimations performed similar. However, classification-
based approaches use per-class mean light intensities derived from our light measurements at
eye level to map classes to light intensities. For our study population, per-class means showed
good results because they fitted the population well. If the same values were used in a entirely
different population, e.g. from a different latitude, new per-class means would have to be
recorded and used. Regression-based approaches do not need per-class means as they directly
output estimated light intensities.
While smartphones are usually with their users, estimations were based on the location of
the phone, not the user. If the phone would be in a different environment than its user for
multiple hours, resulting estimations would not fit the user. With circadian shift estimations
however, errors can add up over time as circadian shift intensity depends on the state of the
circadian pacemaker. Smartphone motion could be analysed to ensure that the smartphone
was with the user.
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6.6.4 Benefits of smartphone light estimation
While smartphone-based light estimations cannot replace accurate measurements at eye level,
they are an attractive alternative in large field studies or daily life. With light estimations from
smartphones, participants could use their own devices in field studies, lowering per participant
costs significantly. Compared to cheap but cumbersome pen and paper diaries or standardised
questionnaires, smartphone sensor information provides more detailed insights.
For quantified self applications, circadian shift estimations could support users in improving
their circadian alignment. In addition, gamification could be applied in order to motivate
users to live a healthier lifestyle. By recommending light exposure at certain times, users
could actively support circadian clock shift, e.g. when travelling to a different time zone.
6.6.5 Passive light estimation app
Our passive light estimation app (PLEA) was built as a prototype to facilitate sensor record-
ings. In a release version, the application would have to be optimised for energy consumption.
Currently GPS sensor readings are taken every 30 s. Energy consumed per GPS sample de-
pends on the time needed to aquire a position estimate. As most users are not constantly
moving, power consumption could be reduced by dynamically adapting the frequency of GPS
sensor readings. GPS sampling could be paused when accelerometer variance is low for ex-
tended periods of time or when the wireless network connection changes, e.g. from home
WiFi to cellular network. Sensor updates would only be requested when a motion variance or
network connection indicate a location change.
PLEA could ship with trained models and perform all computations on the smartphone in
real-time. Privacy is essential for PLEA as it relies on GPS location data. With on-smartphone
computations user privacy could be preserved, as no sensor data has to be sent to the cloud.
With on-smartphone estimations, real-time user feedback could be implemented. Similar
to step counting applications, PLEA could provide users with circadian shift estimates and
behaviour recommendations to shift their internal clock in either direction. For example, if
users intend a backward shift, PLEA would recommend light exposure in the morning hours.
6.7 Conclusion
In this work we investigated circadian phase shift estimation based on continuous light ex-
posure estimations from smartphone context data and cloud-sourced weather reports. Con-
tinuous light exposure was estimated using smartphone context and weather information.
Estimated light exposure was compared against measurements at eye level. Subsequently,
light exposure profiles were used as input to estimate circadian phase shift using the Kronauer
model. Using XGB regression for light estimation, our approach could estimate daily phase
shift with an error of 34.7±25.3min resulting in a weekly error of 32.2±16.7min compared
to measurements at eye level. In addition, we compared our approach against measurements
at the wrist, which are common in circadian biology field studies. For phase shift errors
summed over the entire recording duration, our smartphone estimations outperformed wrist
measurements for 11 out of 12 participants.
Compared to measurements at the eye, our smartphone-only approach was less invasive and
more cost-efficient, as smartphones are already widely available. As result, studies using our
proposed method could include more participants and cover longer study durations without
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increasing their total cost. Furthermore, an end-user smartphone app could be built to enable
users to track their circadian phase shift and support them in synchronising their internal and
external clocks, resulting in a healthier lifestyle.
We conclude that smartphone context can be used to estimate daily light exposure profiles.
In combination with models encapsulating expert knowledge, as the Kronauer model does for
circadian phase shift, passive light exposure estimates can be used to obtain accurate estimates
of circadian phase shift and thus enable users to live a healthier lifestyle.
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This thesis introduced devices, methods, and algorithms for monitoring circadian rhythms
in free-living conditions. We provide three main contributions: (1) We integrated sensor
technology into a customisable accessory for everyday use to improve social acceptance and
reduce sensor noise, (2) performed context recognition on data from smart eyeglasses to infer
daily routines and detect computer screen-use, (3) used existing domain expert models in
combination with machine learning techniques to improve sleep timing estimation and estimate
circadian phase shift from smartphone context information.
7.1 Personalised wearables
Social acceptance of wearables is key, as it influences wearer compliance. We deliberately chose
to integrate sensors into an already socially accepted accessory, in our case eyeglasses. By
building smart eyeglasses with a regular eyeglasses look, social acceptance can be maintained.
Wearing position of smart eyeglasses, on the head, is a prime sensor position: The head
motion and orientation patterns during the day, can be used to infer activities of daily living.
Subsequently, daily routines indicate phase and phase shift of the circadian clock. For light
exposure recordings, light sensor position plays an important role. Sensor integration into eye-
glasses allowed us to recorded light exposure information between the wearers eyes, yielding
reliable light exposure information. The area behind the ears could be used to conveniently
hide electronic and power components. In addition, health and fitness markers, such as chew-
ing monitoring, heart rate, and others are also located on the head. Finally, the chance of
neglecting eyeglasses are low, as eyeglasses wearers rely on their eyeglasses to enhance their
vision.
In Chapter 2 we integrated sensor technology into a customisable eyeglasses frame model
to create a novel wearable device. We provide a parameterised eyeglasses frame model, which
can be fitted to the wearers head, minimising sensor noise by reducing mechanical play. By
providing a parameterised model and using cost-efficient manufacturing techniques, our smart
eyeglasses are personalised to the wearers head to increase acceptance. This is in contrast to
existing wearables, which are usually one size fits all products. By using an additive manufac-
turing process, 3D printing, production cost is not affected. For smart eyeglasses we proposed
a novel fitting method together with a parameterised 3D computer aided design (CAD) model.
Our fitting method can be used to select optimal CAD model parameters with five head mea-
surements. We printed fitted eyeglasses for four participants, which wear eyeglasses on a daily
basis. Participants were asked to wear our smart eyeglasses for one day and rate wearing
comfort and fit on a 5 point Likert scale. Overall, participants rated the eyeglasses fit at nose,
ears, and frame width as comfortable and found them comfortable to wear overall (4.25 points
out of 5). Compared to their own eyeglasses, participants reported similar wear comfort.
For circadian rhythm monitoring in free-living conditions, personalised smart eyeglasses offer
a more suitable sensor location compared to wrist-worn actigraphs. Furthermore, our proposed
smart eyeglasses record more detailed information compared to actigraphy. Knowledge of a
persons context in addition to light exposure provides a holistic view beyond motion intensity.
7.2 Context recognition
We used smart eyeglasses to recognise activities of daily living (ADLs) in Chapter 3 and to
detect computer screen use in Chapter 4. Our ADL detection was able to classify nine clusters
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of typical ADLs with 77% average accuracy. Knowing when ADLs such as cleaning, screen
work, reading, eating, etc. are performed gives a holistic insight into a subjects daily schedule.
Thus, ADL recognition can be used to identify behaviour, which influences human circadian
rhythms, e.g. the timing of food intake or outdoor activities. ADL recognition can raise the
wearers awareness to schedule activities at specific time, e.g. to minimise social jet lag.
Screen use in the evening and night contributes to the suppression of melatonin production.
Without melatonin, screen users will not feel tired in the evening and thus delay their sleep
onset. With our smart eyeglasses, computer screen use was detected with over 0.9ROC
AUC in ambient light intensities below 200 lux. When screen use is detected, users could be
informed and choose to turn off the screen or adjust the colour profile to minimise melatonin
suppression.
7.3 Algorithms for circadian monitoring
In Chapters 5 and 6 we proposed novel algorithms for circadian monitoring in free-living
conditions. In Chapter 5 we used smartphone context information to detect sleep opportunity.
Sleep/wake schedules are key for computing chronotype and assessing social jet lag. Our
proposed algorithm predicted sleep probability using a smartphone context classifier and a
classifier based on time of day. For filtering and fusing sleep probabilities into sleep onset and
wake up timing, we used the Two Process Model (TPM) by Daan et al. [31]. The integration
of a domain expert model improved sleep onset time estimation results by 47% and wake
up time estimation by 58% with absolute errors of 40±48min for sleep onset and 42±57min
for wake up timing (relative errors of -2±62min and -5±70min, respectively). Our proposed
method showed similar error as pen and paper sleep diaries but requires less effort, as the
application just runs in the background. In addition, users can personalise the recognition
model by providing feedback on their sleep timing.
In Chapter 6 we used smartphone context data in combination with cloud-sourced weather
reports to estimate circadian shift. While smart eyeglasses and actigraphs can be used to
measure light exposure, they can not match smartphone availability. We first estimated light
intensity using classification and regression techniques. Subsequently, we used the Kronauer
model by Jewett et al. [55] to estimate circadian shift from light exposure estimations. Our
smartphone estimation approach had a circadian phase shift error of 32±17min over a 6 day
recording duration. Smartphone estimations outperformed wrist-worn actimetry measure-
ments for 11 out of 12 participants. Phase shift estimation could help users understand how
an activity will influence their circadian phase, e.g. users could see how a long walk in the
afternoon would shift their circadian phase. Thus, a circadian phase shift estimation app
could support users in living a healthier lifestyle by synchronising their internal and external
clocks.
7.4 Outlook
The wearables, applications, and methods proposed in this thesis could be combined to help
users and researchers to understand the internal clock and its Zeitgebers (German for “time
givers”). While measurements from smart eyeglasses for the masses are not reality yet, smart-
phones are already widely available today. In the future, our calendar schedule might be
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optimised to our circadian rhythm. For example, when we schedule a workout in the gym, our
calendar app might suggest the time of day, during which we are at our physiological peak.
7.4.1 Personalised wearables
Wearables can integrate electronics into already existing accessories, e.g. eyeglasses. Person-
alised fitting will increase wearer compliance in the long term and reduce noise in recorded
sensor data due to improved fit. In the future, personalised smart eyeglasses could replace
one-size fits all eyeglasses frames. New techniques for embedding hardware in a production
scale into individualised wearables need to be established. Furthermore, wearables could be
extended beyond eyeglasses, e.g. by printing circuits onto glueable patches. Personalised,
miniaturised wearables could be used for continuous monitoring of physiological signals in
free-living conditions.
Smart eyeglasses could advance interdisciplinary research, e.g. with medicine or sociology,
by using smart eyeglasses for ambient assisted living research. The majority of elderly al-
ready wear eyeglasses to enhance their vision, which should improve compliance compared to
other wearable sensor solutions. Smart eyeglasses could be used to identify wearer context
throughout the day. With continuous remote monitoring, elderly users could live independent
in their homes for a longer time, reducing healthcare cost. As most eyeglasses wearers place
their eyeglasses in the same place overnight, a wireless charging mat or charging case could
be developed to avoid running out of battery.
To make the proposed 3D-printed smart eyeglasses mass compatible, further research on the
combination of electronics and eyeglasses frame is needed. Coping with different wire lengths
due to personalisation in mass manufacturing is an important research question. It may be
feasible to print conductive and non-conductive materials, eliminating the need for a wire
harness entirely. Printed wires would also make connectors obsolete, making the integration
of electronics easier.
Wearables are closer to their user than smartphones, thus can capture more detailed in-
formation about their user, e.g. physiological data, such as heart rate. Further research
on the integration of new sensor modalities into wearables will make smart accessories even
more useful, e.g. smart eyeglasses or rings to monitor blood sugar levels for diabetic patients.
Context recognition from wearable sensor data provides holistic insight into daily routines.
However, consumers could benefit from a novel class of circadian applications running on the
smartphones they already own.
7.4.2 Circadian applications
Circadian apps building on the work presented in this thesis could support users in tuning
their circadian phase to a desired state, e.g. by suggesting behavioural adjustments to reduce
social jet lag. The combination of sleep opportunity detection introduced in Chapter 5 and
light estimation from smartphone context introduced in Chapter 6 could enable circadian
phase tracking in free living conditions for a large user base.
Continuous monitoring of the circadian phase using smartphones would advance chronobi-
ology research in free-living. The MCTQ database contains approximately 200.000 entries and
has advanced chronobiology research from questionnaires only. While questionnaires provide a
single frame only, continuous monitoring captures a motion picture. For example, the MCTQ
asks for a subject’s usual bedtime on weekdays, a smartphone application could continuously
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estimate it from smartphone context. A database of continuously monitored individuals of
similar size, e.g. from a smartphone application, would offer many possibilities for further
research, e.g. understanding the relationship between circadian phase and performing certain
ADLs.
Based on collected data, personalised feedback could be offered to the user in order to reach
a desired circadian phase. Machine learning could be used to learn which type of feedback
users respond to best. Another application could aim at scheduling activities in a best effort
to synchronise internal and external clocks. A circadian alarm clock could wake users at
an optimal time according to their current circadian phase. Fitness apps could also benefit
from circadian awareness by recommending the best time of day for sports. Furthermore,
a circadian fitness app could encourage users to perform outdoor activities at times, where
exposure to sunlight would support shift circadian phase in the desired direction.
7.4.3 Expert models
Research on the inclusion of expert knowledge could be extended into other areas, e.g. kinetic
models could be used in camera-based activity recognition. While current trends in machine
learning seem to favour the exclusion of expert knowledge (e.g. deep learning), we believe
that the inclusion of expert models as shown in Chapters 5 and 6 can be extended to other
application areas. In contrast to neural networks, which attempt to learn the structure of the
model from training data alone, the combination of classic machine learning algorithms and
expert models yields comprehensible results.
In Chapter 5, expert models were used as filter technique for classifier outputs. Similarly,
expert models could be used to compute a confidence measure for predictions from a deep
learning model. Since it is challenging to validate deep learning models with reasonable effort,
a confidence estimate could help to assess model output. As most existing expert models
are computationally inexpensive to run, the overhead of an expert model would be small
compared to the deep learning model. In addition, expert models could be used to fuse
outputs of multiple deep learning models.
Training a deep learning model from scratch is computationally expensive and requires a
substantial amount of training data. In transfer learning, an already trained deep learning
model is adapted to a new data set by performing less training iterations. Expert models
could be used to measure the adaptation rate of the model. During adaption of a deep
learning model, the output should converge to an expert model output. Furthermore, expert
models can be used to transform the results into another domain, as suggested in Chapter 6.
With a transformation, it would be possible to set the stopping criterion during training in
the correct domain.
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